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Preface

This book came about as a Christmas present to me from my
daughter Ann. Every week from Christmas 2017 to Christmas
2018 I received a question from https://www.storyworth.com.
The questions are the chapter titles of this book. I have spent a
year thinking about and answering these questions. As much as I
love nostalgia, this has been a wonderful present.
The chapters are not arranged in the order they were written.
Throughout the past year the questions came in random order
though I could pick an alternate question if I wished. As I
finished up this project after a year of weekly e-mail responses, I
tried to arrange them in an order that made some sense. As a
result, some stories and facts may appear as duplications in two
or more chapters because they were actually questions answered
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months apart. Also, I didn’t hesitate to occasionally paste in text
for some of the weekly questions that I’d written over a decade
ago about the topic.
The title of the book summarizes my life in a few words:
Millionaire: Yes, I am a Millionaire but not in terms of personal
finances. As I detailed in many chapters of this book, I grew up in
Bramwell, West Virginia, which was home to more millionaires
per capita than any town in the United States during the heydays
of coal. The nickname of the high school basketball team I played
on was the Millionaires. Indeed, all Bramwell High School
graduates are Millionaires. I had a great upbringing in Bramwell
and will always be a Millionaire, regardless of my financial
status.
Mountaineer: For sure, I am a West Virginia Mountaineer. I
spent my first 30 years in West Virginia and have two degrees
from West Virginia University. Ever since the days of Jerry West I
have been a loyal WVU Mountaineer and still enjoy watching the
football and basketball teams play on television and in person.
Though I do drive a pickup truck, I’m not a typical mountaineer:
I don’t hunt, fish, or drink beer. I do not like dogs nor cats. I
don’t have a beard or coonskin cap. I do love the beautiful state
and am thankful for the education I received at WVU. Let’s Go,
Mountaineers!
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Educator: I spent 45 years working in the field of education both
as a teacher and administrator. I believe that I was always a
teacher at heart. I have included a subset of my many memories
of being a school teacher, administrator, and college professor in
this book.
Granddaddy: I have a superb wife, three children I am most
proud of, and eight fantastic grandchildren. When Henry, our
first grandchild, was born, Ann asked Lynn and me what we
wanted

to

be

called.

We

agreed

on

Grandmommy

and

Granddaddy. I love these titles! Nothing, absolutely nothing,
makes me happier than spending time with my family.
I apologize for any keyboarding, grammatical, and/or spelling
mistakes in this book. My hope was to pen something that Linda
Kauffelt, my great high school English teacher, would be pleased
with (oops, she wouldn’t like that I’m ending that sentence with
a preposition!). I also ask forgiveness for the repetitions and any
untruths I may have unknowingly told. My family well knows
that I like to tell the same stories over and over. Certainly, there
might be some exaggerations but, if you know me at all,
embellishment is one of my many sins. One week I wrote, “the
older I get, the better I was.” Absolutely, for me, the older I’ve
gotten the better life both was and is.
Thanks again, Ann!
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What was one of your
favorite children's stories?

No surprise, reading wasn’t one of my favorite childhood
activities. After all, who would want to be spending time with a
book instead of a ball? But I do have a favorite childhood book,
Dr. Goat, by Georgiana, Illustrated by Charles Clement, published
by

Whitman

Publishing

Company

in

Racine,

Wisconsin,

copyright 1950.
Doctor Goat put on his coat and went out to make some calls.
He went to the house of a mouse with mumps;
He cured a frog who had the jumps.
He fixed a fox who suffered from measles.
He did the same for two small weasels.
Busy old Doctor Goat!
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Then he warmed a worm whose tail was cold.
And felt the pulse of an elk who was old.
Pink pills for an owl with fuzz on his tongue;
Blue pills for a bat who was very high-strung.
Wonderful Doctor Goat!
He helped a beetle who had the croup.
He cured a chicken who couldn’t eat soup.
He gave a walrus a mustard plaster;
And saved a turtle from great disaster.
Hurrah for Doctor Goat!
Early one day in the month of May
The doctor got out of bed.
He felt his throat and then his head;
“I think I’m ill,” the doctor said.
“I must find a pill to fix my throat.”
Atchoo! Achoo!
“Oh, what’ll I do? I gave my last pill to Grandmother Goat.”
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Poor sick old Doctor Goat
Got into bed
With a cloth on his head,
And another around his throat.
For a whole long day
In the month of May
He slept, did Doctor Goat!
His bag on the floor
On the wall his coat.
While he slept his friends came in;
They swept the floor neat as a pin;
They fixed the fire; they brought some food;
Then fondly brushed the shabby coat
Of tired old Doctor Goat.
And—the very next day
He was on his way,
Three cheers for Doctor Goat!
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Obviously, I have a copy of this book and it represents another
high point in my life. One Christmas about ten years ago Lynn
found this book on eBay and bought it for me. What a thoughtful
wife I have! It isn’t an easy book to find so this was a doubly
valuable present. Even in our house we had a time finding it
today as I wrote. Again she came through.
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It’s easy to see how the rhyming and the alliteration make the
book easy to recall. Why was this book so special to me? I can
think of several reasons. First, I was the third child in the family.
This book’s copyright coincided with my birth year so it was
likely not a hand-me down. It would have been bought for me. As
a young child, I was quite sickly with asthma and spent lots of
time in my parents’ arms. I distinctly remember being rocked by
my Dad in the living room rocking chair, downstairs so my
crying wouldn’t awake my older siblings. I loved the time I spent
in his arms and definitely remember his reading this book to me.
My Mom likely read it over and over, too. As a sickly child, I had
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numerous visits from Doctor Porter (yes, in those days the town
doctor would make home visits) so the subject matter would
have related to me as well.
But the overwhelming reason I think this book meant so much to
me was the one-on-one time it represented that I had with my
mother or father. My parents were superb, especially to me as a
wheezing young boy. From the days of reading this book until
the time each died, Mom and Dad would always put aside their
own wants to help out their children. I’m sure throughout this
book project I’ll have other opportunities to praise them, praise
well deserved. Today as I reminisce about this book I’m also
reminiscing about the special time I spent with them and Doctor
Goat.
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What was the
neighborhood you grew up
in like?

Bramwell WV was an idyllic place to be in the 1950’s. I’m sure
my memories of it are much rosier than life actually was but at
least I can say for certain that things were much, much better
there in the 1950’s than they are now in 2018. First, there were
lots of children. The economy of the town built for coal owners
was good though the writing was on the wall for the impending
fall that happened to the coal industry over the next fifty years.
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The map shows that everything in Bramwell was a very short
walk or bike ride away. From my house I could easily reach my
friends, Bramwell Presbyterian Church, Bramwell Elementary
and High Schools, the post office, Corner Shop, and the elaborate
mansions of the coal baron millionaires. The tennis court was
just across the street from my house and the reservoirs were less
than a mile up the hollow.
In my immediate neighborhood I had both friends and family.
My Dad’s cousin Encie Allen and her husband Don lived right
beside us along with their two girls, Judie and Becky. Judie was
older than me and Becky was several years younger. I remain
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close to them now and see them a couple of times each year.
Becky has a great voice, one that came from her dad who used to
play guitar on his front porch. Next to Encie were two more of
Dad’s cousins, Mamie and Ed Bailey and Pom and Bob Eller.
Cousins help each other out and that was the way of life in
Reservoir Hollow of Bramwell where our houses were.
I had three good friends who lived within 1⁄4 mile: Tommy
Bowen, Jay Barringer, and Ken Jones. Tommy was one year
younger; Jay and Ken were two years younger. Tommy lived in a
house that was so magnificent that it was once featured in
Southern Living. It had three floors with two different stairways
leading up. It had a beautiful swimming pool. I remember that
his family had several servants who worked for them. His
mother was a southern lady to the hilt. His dad was disabled and
stayed in bed most of the time. But they had plenty of money, a
huge family, and did really cool things. Sadly, the house now
stands in disrepair; most of the family, including Tommy, is
deceased.
Ken Jones also lived in a huge house with two stairways leading
up. His house had a great back yard for football. He lost his dad
at a very young age so he and his mother built a new house just
across the street from the Bowen’s within sight of my house. Ken
was a talented guy who later played trumpet and keyboards in
The Chaparrals. I believe he now lives in North Carolina.
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Jay Barringer was an All-State basketball player who developed
his talents playing with Tommy against Ken and me. He also was
a good student who became a successful lawyer in Bluefield. He
helped me settle matters in my Dad’s estate when he died in
1993. I usually see Jay when we attend the town reunions in June
each year.
But Jay wasn’t the best basketball player in the neighborhood.
That honor went to Bill Pierce who led the Bramwell Millionaires
to their first undefeated state championship in 1967. Bill later
played at Davidson College when Davidson was always ranked in
the top 10 of the US under the coaching of Lefty Driesell. I spent
many an evening playing basketball in the Pierce driveway.
What was really cool about my neighborhood was its history.
Directly across the street from us was a lighted tennis court built
in the 1920’s supposedly with French clay. By the time I was in
upper elementary school, it was an abandoned flat lot which
made for good baseball playing. But as a youngster I spent time
chasing balls for the members of the Bramwell Tennis Club. I
have memories of the men donating the can of balls to me after
their match. And I remember the giant luna moths who would
encircle the lights which stretched directly across the tennis
court. You could get the lights on by putting a quarter in the
meter on one of the supporting poles. I learned how to line
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tennis courts with lime using the machine that the club owned. I
believe the Herman Hill family was the last family which paid
dues to the Bramwell Tennis Club. It had collapsed by the time I
was a teenager. Not long thereafter a mobile home was perched
on the flat lot. My dad was furious over this but could do nothing
to prevent it.
A few hundred yards away was the town of Bramwell with its
majestic homes built for the millionaires from whom the school
got its nickname. My buddy Kim Murphy lived in the Cooper
mansion with a copper roof and indoor swimming pool. Nearby
were other mansions including those which are on display for
the public twice yearly even now. Ed Lee Pasley, a couple of years
younger lived in a house with a ballroom on the 3rd floor. Dr.
Porter lived in the nicest mansion of all; that house is now
known as the Thomas House. You can learn all about these
homes

and

the

history

of

Bramwell

at

http://www.bramwellwv.com.
Our house wasn’t as fancy as the nearby mansions. But it was a
large house which Dad was constantly renovating. He turned
part of the huge porch into a den then later extended the den
making a large great room plenty big enough for the baby grand
piano, a fireplace he dearly loved, and his office including the
huge desk. He turned the unfinished attic into a bedroom for
Butch and ample storage. He quadrupled the size of the back
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porch. Finally he built a two car garage and put an apartment on
top. Lynn and I lived in the apartment the first summer we were
married. Here’s a picture which shows the back of the house on
the right, the garage/apartment on the left, and the Volkswagen
van that Lynn and I honeymooned in and kept until we moved to
Staunton:

If you follow the road above on the right, in less than a mile
you’ll come to the town reservoir. Actually there were two
reservoirs in the hollow. Both were beautiful to hike to and walk
around. A creek from the stream which fed and filled the
reservoirs ran down right beside our house. I spent untold hours
looking for crawdads and building dams on this creek.
When I was a pre-teen, I wanted to build a cabin like some of my
buddies had done. Dad jumped in and built us a cabin that lasted
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for over 50 years on the property. It had its own wood stove, bed,
desk, and electricity. It was a get-away place for me. I remember
staying in it with Tommy Bowen on several nights. Here’s a
picture of the cabin with Lynn and baby Ann pretending like it is
home-sweet-home for them:

Up the hill toward Ken Jones’ house was the house of another
very influential person in my life, Rev. Jerry Conner. The
Bramwell Presbyterian Church manse was just a couple of
hundred yards from my house. While I was a young teenager, the
church beckoned a young man just out of seminary to come to
Bramwell with his wife and two small boys, Jerry Conner. Jerry
and Norma Conner must have been in their early twenties when
they arrived in town. The Bramwell Presbyterian Church was
used to getting older ministers, usually very distinguished ones
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since Bramwell’s reputation was very good for a coalfield town.
But this time the pulpit committee had picked a brand new man
who was much better known for his athletic accomplishments
than his preaching. Jerry had been a three sport athlete at his
small college, Carson-Newman in Tennessee. He was an instant
hit with the young folks, of course. Better yet, his sermons were
strong and hit on family values. He had been one of twelve
children, I believe. I can still recall some of his sermons. Like the
rest of Bramwell’s prosperity, unfortunately, he moved on to
bigger and better things but the short window of time he spent
in Bramwell corresponded to my teenage years so he was an
excellent and powerful influence on me. Here’s a picture of
Bramwell Presbyterian Church which played a very important
part in my childhood:
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Within walking distance of our house was Bramwell’s school. My
mother was the guidance counselor. The K-12 school had over
600 students when I was growing up. By 1991 the school had
greatly dwindled in population and closed, consolidating with
Montcalm schools. When I was growing up, the school was top
notch. For the most part, the teachers were great. I will perhaps
have more time to write about my schooling in a future post but
suffice it to say that I got a great education at Bramwell High
School. As I said in the Preface, all of us attending Bramwell
High School were Millionaires:
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What I don’t think I can emphasize enough is that Bramwell was
home for the Hill family. My dad grew up on Bramwell Hill which
overlooked the town. His father, Wiley, was a lifelong resident
after coming with his father, Felix, in search of jobs in the
booming coalfields of the late 1800’s. Felix and Nancy Hill are
buried in a family graveyard on Bramwell Hill. I know my dad
was saddened by the fact that the town was hardly recognizable
in the 1990’s to what he had grown up in during the 1930’s. He
was probably just as saddened by the fact that none of his
children returned there to live. I was probably the most likely to
do that but it was clearly not a place to live and raise a family by
the time Lynn and I had started ours.
I still enjoy seeing the neighborhood and do so at least twice
each year. The memories are vivid, good, and probably
somewhat embellished. It truly was a great neighborhood for me
as a child.
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What were your favorite
toys as a child?

Like all children, my favorite toys changed with my age. My
parents weren’t wealthy like some of my neighbors but they
weren’t poor, either. And any money they had would gladly be
spent on my sister, brother, and me so we never were without
toys. Not surprisingly, they tried to get us educational toys when
possible. We had Lincoln Logs and Erector Sets. We grew up with
a great family library of books and encyclopedias. My sister got a
chemistry set as a child and was later a high school chemistry
teacher. My brother got one of the first IBM computers on the
market for the public, and later got his PhD in electrical
engineering. Alas, I usually asked for sports stuff for presents
but I never became a professional athlete!
The earliest present I can recall getting, and one I still have to
this very day overlooking my bed, is a stuffed dog I got from my
Aunt Hattie for my 3rd birthday, I believe. The white fluffy dog
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came to be known as Augie Doggie though now, 65 years later,
he is neither fluffy nor white. But he sits on the shelf overlooking
my bed just as he joined me in bed when I was a youngster. I
believe I took him with me many times when I went to the Falls
Mills farm on weekends with my Mom. Here’s a picture of Augie
as he is nowadays:

Any discussion of childhood toys has to include our electric
trains. My brother Butch and I both got electric train engines,
Lionel O-gauge, along with many cars and other add-ons. We
added to our collection at each birthday and Christmas for many
years. Dad made a table for our track and we spent many hours
building the sets and running our trains. At one point we had
multiple switches, an elevated track, a station, crosswalks, etc.
When Dad died, Butch and I split the set but just within this past
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year he gave me all of his since he knew I’d have a chance to use
them with my grandchildren. Indeed I have used them for the
past two Christmases in our house, setting up a simple loop
around our tree and running both of our engines along with
some passenger train cars. I’ve taken both engines to the local
hobby shop to be serviced so I hope I can continue this tradition.
I’m not sure who enjoys the Christmas setup more, me or the
grandchildren. Here’s a picture of my engine and tender:

The next significant toys in my life were all related to baseball,
the love of my life in elementary school. I recall one little league
game where I was playing third base. A line drive came my way
and I speared it with the ball just hitting the web of my old glove.
Unfortunately, the web didn’t hold and the ball continued its
flight into left field while I held a busted glove, very
embarrassed. Needless to say, by the next game I had a brand
new baseball glove. My grandfather also had a glove he’d bought
to play with us grandchildren, a catcher’s mitt, which still
resides in my basement. I have a picture of these in another
chapter.
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Not far behind were all the other sports. There were four boys
near my age in my immediate neighborhood: Tommy Bowen, Jay
Barringer, Ken Jones, and me. It was nearly always Ken and I
versus Tommy and Jay. We played basketball, touch football,
tennis on the tennis court that was between my house and
Tommy’s, ping pong, and. of course, lots of baseball. Sometimes
we’d meet up with other guys from downtown Bramwell but
most of the time it was just the four of us.
My bicycles were important to my childhood. I remember the
first bike I got—a 24” bike which was too big for me, in
retrospect. I convinced my parents that I knew how to ride it and
on Christmas day I took it out for a spin. My riding skills were
quite poor and the nearness of a large rock wall proved
disastrous. I wrecked and ruined its shiny headlight. Later on,
after I actually learned to ride, I got one of the first 10-speed
bikes in town and it served me well for many years, right up to
the time I began driving. I spent hours and hours on it, riding
with my buddies all over town and the surrounding area. There
are many bike stories I could tell (you weren’t a man until you
passed a car on your bike coming down US 52 from Pinnacle
Rock, riding bikes in the middle of the night while camping out
as a young teenager, etc.). Of course, to this day I enjoy bike
riding. As of today, Lynn and I have ridden on over 60 bike trails
in 32 states. We hope to increase those counts over the next few
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years.
One favorite toy I enjoyed was my brother’s, a unicycle. He had
asked for one for Christmas so once it came I just had to learn to
ride it. I learned inside our house, with my mother in constant
fear of the plates on her plate rail as I clumsily rode from the
pantry to the kitchen into the dining room. Soon both Butch and
I were riding it from our house to downtown Bramwell. We loved
the stares we got!
There were plenty of other toys, of course, and many were a sign
of the times. All boys my age in elementary school played
marbles and each of us had a good collection. My childhood
wasn’t that far from the end of World War II so the guys and I
would frequently dig fox holes in our back yards or “shoot Japs”
in the pine trees near our homes. Of course, all boys had play
guns in those days. On the farm, we’d climb on board the covered
wagon and shoot “Injuns” too.
In the winter, many a good hour was spent on a Yankee Clipper
sled. Our neighborhood was great for sledding and the weather
in southern West Virginia was frequently cooperative. From the
top of the hill near my house, you could ride to downtown
Bramwell in two completely different directions. It’s a miracle
there were no collisions with vehicles since the roads were never
blocked off for us kids. Some kids would hitch rides on the
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bumper of a passing car but I never had the nerve to do that.
Although a deck of cards is usually not called a toy, cards were an
important pastime in our home. Many an hour was spent playing
hearts or rummy. One snow day our Mother taught the three of
us to play bridge, her favorite game, and we played from
morning until late at night. My sister still plays bridge regularly.
We learned to play poker and blackjack but didn’t really play
either that much. Dad thought it was sinful to play cards and
never joined us!
Kids

today

have

their

handheld

devices;

we

had

our

imaginations. The toy wasn’t as important; the thoughts were.
But there was never a shortage of toys in our house. From
Etch-A-Sketch to Monopoly to Fire Engines to a Go Kart Dad
built or basketballs, I had access to nearly every toy available for
kids in the 1950’s. My parents were extremely self-sacrificial
and made sure we got all we asked for. Well, I take that back. I
always asked my parents to build me a gymnasium and they
never did….
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What were your favorite
cartoons growing up?

The question “What were my favorite cartoons growing up?”
has a built-in assumption that cartoons were readily available.
Remember, I grew up as televisions were just making their way
into homes in America in the 1950’s. So my access to cartoons on
TV was limited to what was being showed on WHIS-TV, Channel
6, in Bluefield WV. Yes, we did have a television; we got our first
one when I was still a little tike. But the only channel we got was
Channel 6. That’s right, one channel (and it was black and
white). This is unfathomable by today’s generation. There was
no need to have the channel selector on the TV. The volume
button was the only one that worked. I’m not sure we got cable
TV until I was in high school or even later. Screen time was not
an issue in my generation, at least in the Hill household. My how
times have changed!
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Yes, we got to watch Disney movies at the theatre and,
thankfully, there were cartoons on Saturday morning on Channel
6. So I was acquainted with cartoons and cartoon characters, but
to say that any one of them stood out in my life would be an
exaggeration. My personality probably identified more with
Goofy though I did like the Road Runner and his ability to survive
mishap after mishap. Bambi touched my heart. The pirates on
Peter Pan scared me. But no cartoon had a significant effect on
my development. They were just too few and too far between.
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What did you read as a
child?

This week’s question isn’t a good one for me because it forces
me to admit publicly that I am not a good reader. Indeed, I can
remember few books that I read as a child other than the one I
previously wrote about, Doctor Goat. Yes, I had to do book
reports throughout elementary school but they were not favorite
activities of mine. Who would want to read when he could play
ball? I always preferred the outdoors to books and that continues
forward to today.
My sister and brother were both avid readers. I remember Butch
had huge stacks of comic books he would get lost in. My parents
used to tell a story of him buying a comic book in downtown
Bramwell and reading it while he walked back to our house.
When he got home, Mom discovered that he had no shoelaces in
his shoes as they had come untied but he didn’t even notice
because he was so lost in his book. I never had that experience….
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I do recall two books I read in junior high school, each of which
had a significant effect on my development. I read I Survived
Hitler’s Ovens by Olga Lengyel. The horror described in this book
which

the

author

and

other

Jews

underwent

left

me

dumbfounded. Keep in mind that I was raised in a household
where

my

Dad

always

expressed

disdain

for

many

racial/ethnic/faith groups including Catholics, Jews, Blacks,
Japanese, Italians, Eastern Europeans, etc. I had a Jewish teacher
in middle school that I really liked, Edna Platnick. Knowing that
her people were subject to such discrimination and horrific
conditions left me both sympathetic to their cause and
bewildered as to why Hitler’s people could have inflicted the
murders described in the book. Keep in mind that I read this
book less than 25 years after the actual holocaust.
The other book I read parts of at many different times was one
my parents bought for our house, Mathematics by David
Bergamini and the editors of Life. Time, Inc., New York (1963).
We had several of the Life books but the math one really caught
my attention. I used that book throughout my career as a
mathematics educator. On page 179 there are pictures in a
chapter on Topology that show how to take your vest off without
removing your coat. I think I showed nearly every student I
taught in my 45 years of mathematics education how to do this.
The book is full of math history, unusual probability problems
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such as the likelihood of small groups of people having at least
two people with the same birthday. I used this example in most
of my classes as well. This book is on the (very small) bookshelf I
have in my basement with important books from my life. There
were a series of books I read as a child whose titles I cannot
recall. All were about a young boy who excelled at many different
sports. Go figure why I’d read these.
There were several books/plays I recall reading in high school
such as:
1984 by George Orwell
To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
The Day Christ Died by Jim Bishop
The Source by James Michener
You Can’t Go Home Again by Thomas Wolfe
Our Town by Thorton Wilder
Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
I’m sure there were others but I remember these. My sister Mary
Katherine knows the connection the Cook family has to Thomas
Wolfe. Wolfe grew up in Asheville/Weaverville NC which is where
the Cook family was from. I think I’ll just say he was a
distant-distant relative.
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I do not recall enjoying reading anything that was science fiction.
Actually, it is fair to say that I have never liked anything that was
not realistic. You won’t find me at a Star Wars movie or even
reading any of the Harry Potter stories.
I do like to read nonfiction. Even as a child, I would read the
newspaper daily. I routinely kept up with the progress of the New
York Yankees and the WVU Mountaineers. I still read lots of
nonfiction, just not books.
So I enjoy reading the facts and learning. I am literate but not
imaginative.
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Where did you go on
vacations as a child?

Vacations in the Hill home were few and far between. Dad was
tight with his money but even tighter with his time. I’m not sure
if he just loved to work or felt that he had to always be working,
but for whatever reason he did not take many breaks (except on
Sundays). One vacation we each enjoyed was a week at the farm
in Falls Mills with Poppa Joe and Mom Cook. It was only 8-10
miles from our house but when we were there we were in
another world. We got spoiled by our grandparents, for sure, and
had at our disposal all kinds of things we didn’t have at home
such as a barn, an orchard, a pasture, a chicken house, a tractor,
and a covered wagon. I think we all loved the attention more
than anything, though. Poppa Joe would hit me hundreds of pop
flies and grounders and never complain when I missed them or
threw the ball over his head into the orchard. Mom Cook would
fix lots of homemade goodies. Their farm was about 50 yards
from the main line of the N & W Railway so we’d watch lots of
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trains go by. At night, we’d snuggle up in bed as the clickety
clackity of train cars would go by.

When I was a toddler, Poppa Joe would give Butch and me a small
pack of raisins to put in our pockets. He enjoyed chewing Red
Man tobacco so he’d chew it while we chewed our raisins. When
he’d spit, so would we. When I was older, I fondly recall how
we’d take a break from baseball on a hot day and go to the shed
where he kept his tractor. He’d come up with some ice and Coca
Cola—great treat! Poppa Joe’s death from lung cancer in 1961,
when I was only 10 years old, was devastating to me.
The Hill family did take a few vacations that I recall. Once we
went to Washington DC. I can remember little from that trip
except the Lincoln and Washington Memorials and some white
roadside motel we stayed in. We never took a long road trip or
went to the beach. Dad did love baseball and so did his favorite
brother Harold. The two of them took Butch and me along with
Harold’s son Wiley (between Butch and me in age) to New York
on a train trip once. We went to see the Yankees play the Chicago
White Sox. This was the Yankee team featuring Mickey Mantle,
Whitey Ford, Roger Maris, Tony Kubek, Elston Howard, Bobby
Richardson, Clete Boyer, Yogi Berra, and others. I can still
remember all these favorite players of mine. The five of us rode
the train to New York then took the subway from our hotel to the
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game. I faintly recall another New York train trip with all the
family because I remember getting sick at the smell of fish as we
rounded Ellis Island.
There were two consecutive years that we did take a family
vacation. I believe the years were 1961 and 1962 when I would
have been 10 and 11 years old during the summers. Mom had
picked out a state park for our family to go to—Cacapon State
Park in the Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia. Cacapon was a
LONG way from Bramwell—probably a 6 to 8 hour drive in those
days. The first year the five of us stayed at the Cacapon Lodge.
We had such a good time that the second year when we returned
we took two cars and included Mom Cook, Aunt Myrtle, and
perhaps Zella.
I was around 11 years old at the time and remember that Mary K.
had just gotten her Driver’s License and Dad let her drive on part
of the trip. We were driving in tandem and when the lead car
passed a slow driver. Mary K., driving the second vehicle,
followed suit. Unfortunately, her pass took her car over the
double line and a State Policeman pulled her over. I remember
how upset she was for getting a ticket.
Cacapon had many things that a young boy would love. There
were tennis courts, a swimming pool in a lake, paddle boating,
horseback riding, and a golf driving range. There was a golf
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course, too, but I didn’t try that. We played shuffleboard, ate
ham sandwiches that were fixed in the large cabin we stayed in,
and could roam about the park on our own. My nostalgic
recollection of Cacapon did lead me to make a bad decision,
however. When Lynn and I got married in 1974, we were
basically penniless and unwilling to take on debt for a fancy trip.
So where did we go on our honeymoon? Cacapon, of course. But
this time I was twice as old so its attractions weren’t the same.
Plus, though the Staunton temperature for our wedding on June
12 was around 90, at Cacapon it was so cold we couldn’t even go
swimming without trembling. Certainly after this, Lynn deserved
a better honeymoon; forty years later she got one at Machu
Picchu in Peru.
I guess there were a few other trips. Mom Cook’s family,
Penland, had its origins in Weaverville, near Asheville, North
Carolina. We visited relatives there and toured the Smoky
Mountains at least once. Aunt Myrtle was with us on one of those
trips. I remember how we’d stopped on the road in the Smoky
Mountains to admire a bear cub. We didn’t see the mother bear
approach us from the rear. Just as she neared the car we spotted
her. Aunt Myrtle rolled up her window with speed that belied her
age, just in the nick of time.
Since long vacations weren’t on the Hill agenda, how did we
spend

our

summers?

Besides
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adventures in Bramwell, we also went to church camp for a week
most every summer. The Bluestone Conference Center was the
campground for the Presbytery of Southern West Virginia. I
probably spent a week there four or five different years. Nick and
I used to go together. People would ask us if we were twins.
“No,” we’d say, “we’re brothers, six months apart.” “Which one
of you is older?” they’d ask, never figuring out the impossible lie
we’d just told. Another thing we’d do often was to visit
out-of-town relatives. On Dad’s side of the family I remember
visiting my cousin Johnny in Roanoke and my cousins Jo (AKA
Spider), Jimmy, and Sherry in Maryland. On Mom’s side I recall
visits to cousins Marjorie, David, and Charles in South
Charleston and Chris and Jackie in Richmond.
Lynn’s family was very similar to mine—elaborate, expensive
vacations were out of the picture. Perhaps due to our upbringing,
or perhaps due to our shortage of available money, we followed
our parents’ traditions of not taking cool vacations when our
children were small. Today we both greatly regret this. In our
retirement years we are traveling a lot. We’ve been to 47 states
and will likely get to all 50 soon plus we’ve been to several
foreign countries including Panama, Canada, and Spain. On
every trip we say to each other that we wish we could have taken
our children to these locations when they were young. We do try
to take them on some fun vacations now such as to Lancaster PA,
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The Greenbrier, and Great Wolf Lodge. But we still wish that
their childhood had been filled with the awesome scenery we’ve
experienced

as

we

visited

places

like

Yellowstone,

the

togetherness we’ve experienced on several of our 4,000+ mile
road trips, and the adventure of just planning trips like these.
Nowadays Lynn and I take regular trips to the Barter Theatre in
Abingdon or to The Greenbrier in White Sulphur Springs. We
have taken tours to Canada and Panama with a company called
Caravan. We hardly finish one trip but that we’re not planning
another one. How I wish we had done this with our children!
True, we have money and time now, neither of which we had
when our children were small.
Vacations can be enlightening, entertaining, experiential, and/or
educational. Best of all, they can unite a family. I do have very
pleasant memories of several trips our family took when we were
young parents just as I have the fun childhood memories that
I’ve written about above. One thing is for sure—Lynn and I have
many, many vacations planned for our future. I don’t think it
even matters that much where we go. We enjoy both the journey
and the destination. How lucky we are!
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How is life different today
compared to when you
were a child?

My gosh, this week’s question is one that I could write about
for months: How is life different today compared to when you
were a child? It may be quicker to list the few items which are
NOT different because we truly live in a different world than the
one we grew up in. Coca Cola, Hershey bars, and fireworks
haven’t changed since my childhood. Food, in general, hasn’t
changed. A good hot dog in 1955 would taste like a good hot dog
in 2018. Emotions haven’t changed—things like love, anger,
disappointment, and pride. Hymns we sang in my childhood we
still

sing

today.

The

God

we

worshipped

at

Bramwell

Presbyterian Church is the same God I worship today at Central
United Methodist Church. Death and funerals are the same as
ever. It seems like everything else has changed….
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Of course, electronics are the most noticeable change. We had a
phone in Bramwell. Our number was changed from 205 to
CHerry8-6705 in my childhood. Our phone was in the living
room, tethered to the wall with a short cord so everyone in the
house could hear your conversations. We had a television in our
house. We got one channel, Channel 6 in Bluefield. And it was
black and white and usually snowy. Compare that to today with
ubiquitous cell phones (and coverage), televisions that get
thousands of channels, and, of course, computers like the one
I’m writing this response with. Actually we had a computer in
my house growing up. IBM’s huge mainframe was called
UNIVAC. They marketed a home computer called MINIVAC which
my brother Butch just had to have. He learned how to program
the MINIVAC. Wow, it could even be programmed to play
tic-tac-toe against you.
In contrast, today Lynn and I have five iPads, one desktop
computer, two laptop computers, and two cell phones. We are
connected to the internet two ways: through Verizon’s 4G
wireless network and through the point-to-point wireless
internet that a small Harrisonburg company provides to us
through a unique series of relayed signals from the top of
Massanutten Mountain to our neighbor’s chimney to us. If we
want a quick answer to a question we ask Alexa on any of our
three Amazon devices.
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The internet has changed our life in a way that I couldn’t begin
to document in this short response. The thought of instant
communication to family members was one that did not exist in
the 1950’s. Even when I went away to college, I would be sure to
call Mom and Dad once a week just to share my new life in
Morgantown with them. Now we call or text many family
members multiple times each day. Facetime is even better.
Electronics are really cool. Alexa gives us instant answers to our
questions. Our iRobot cleans our floors for us. The DVR allows us
to watch shows when they’re convenient for us. These ideas
would have been completely foreign to someone growing up with
me in southern West Virginia in the 1950’s. Yes, we had
electronic games. They were called pin ball machines. I liked to
pal around with Tommy Bowen because he always had a nickel to
put in the pin ball machine in the back of the Corner Shop. He’d
let me play the right flipper while he played the left one since he
was left handed. We were good and won lots of free games.
Perhaps this is not much different from my grandchildren’s
fascination to the online game FortNight.
You might say sports haven’t changed but I would disagree.
When I was growing up being nimble and quick were important.
Today in order to play most any sport you have to be strong.
Look at the physiques of today’s professional athletes compared
to the New York Yankees or Boston Celtics of the 1960’s. Being
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tall and gangly would have been fine back then. Not so now.
Parenting has certainly changed. I was paddled repeatedly.
Sometimes my parents would use a belt or a switch. I even was
paddled in front of the entire class by Mrs. O’Keefe when I was in
Junior High School in Bramwell. I survived. Today my parents
and Mrs. O’Keefe would be behind bars.
Transportation is much safer now. We had no seatbelts or car
seats. My mother’s right arm instinctively would unfold to brace
the children beside her in the front of our Chevy when she put
the brakes on quickly. I rode to many Little League practices and
games in the back of a pickup truck. Hey, we were safe—we had
the tailgate up.
During my time as Director of Math and Technology with
Rockingham County Public Schools, I made several presentations
to civic groups about the changing role of technology in
education. I’d tell the old codgers at these Ruritan or Rotary
meetings that they would not recognize today’s classrooms if
they were to return to them. My job was to infiltrate schools with
technology and I think I did a pretty good job of it, outfitting all
RCPS classrooms with internet connections, multiple computers,
projection systems, interactive whiteboards, etc. Gone were the
chalkboards I grew up with and the TV sets hanging from the
walls. Granted, some classroom instruction today is the same as
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it was in the 1950’s and that can be a bad thing.
Life in Bramwell WV today is hardly what it was in the 1950’s.
Coal was still king back then. Jobs were plentiful, families large
and nearby. The schools were strong. Now the town is virtually
empty except for the ATV vehicle drivers who come to ride on the
nearby trail. The school has long since been abandoned. When
we had our reunion in 2017 of the 1967 undefeated state
championship basketball team, not a single person from that
team still lived in West Virginia. That says a lot.
Money is different today thanks to inflation. For playing at The
Corner Shop on a Saturday night, the Chaparrals received $30
which we divided five ways. Six dollars for three hours of work
doesn’t seem like much, but remember that minimum wage in
those days was around $1.00/hour. We thought we were making
great money! Certainly our take from Saturday night would last
us all week until the next gig. Also, I grew up in a house with no
credit cards. If you didn’t have it, you didn’t buy it. Period. My
parents even paid cash for our house. Today I won’t leave home
without my credit cards and rarely pay for anything with cash.
It is fair to say that the love I have for my family is the same love
I felt as a youngster. We just see more of each other and know
what’s going on in each other’s lives a lot better nowadays. In
our society, the family unit is hardly the way it used to be. But I
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think it is fair to say that the Hill family in 2018 still has the
same kinds of high expectations, genuine caring, willingness to
help, and closeness that the Hill family of the 1950’s. Thank
goodness.
We absolutely run at a faster pace now. My 2018 calendar
(shared, of course, among all my electronic devices) has many
more entries on it than the Hill calendar of 1955 would have had.
Our current culture is almost devoid of solitude. We have
something going on every minute. And if not, then it must be
time to check Facebook or my e-mail.
As a society, we are definitely better informed now. We know
what’s going on world-wide a few minutes after it has happened.
We’ve learned that you shouldn’t eat Vienna sausages or put
babies to sleep on their backs. I don’t remember how I slept as a
baby, of course, but I definitely had hundreds of cans of Vienna
sausages as a boy. We weren’t stupid in those days. In fact,
because we didn’t have all of the inventions it caused people to
be very ingenious at times. I can remember my Dad using a
series of cum-a-longs to move a huge fallen tree beside our
house. Nowadays it would be quickly destroyed with a chain saw.
My mother’s sewing machine, powered by the rocking pedal at
her feet, would create garments for us. What a contrast this old
Singer is to the Brother combination sewing/embroidery
machine Lynn has which theads its own needles and puts fancy
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embroidery designs uploaded from her computer wherever she
chooses.
Has music changed? Yes, for the worse, I believe. The artists
have certainly come and gone. I believe I was raised in the
heyday of all rock and roll music. We still play Beatles songs
sixty years after they were recorded. There’s no way anyone will
pay today’s artists in 2078.
I’m sure I’ll be returning to this document and editing it as I
consider how things have changed. Just the ability to do so is
something that my generation couldn’t fathom. Once we typed
something, it was not going to be changed. Interestingly, the
keyboard I learned to type on, the QWERTY one, is the same one
used today though it was originally designed to slow the typist
down so the little arms which struck the ribbon wouldn’t get
intertwined. So here’s something that hasn’t changed! The list is
quite short.
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Are you still friends with
any of your friends from
high school? How have
they changed since then?

This year, 2018, marks the 50th anniversary of the Bramwell
High School class of 1968’s graduation. There were 67 of us in
that class. We enjoyed our 50th reunion on June 30 of this year.
Only 15 of us made it to that reunion. In truth, there are very,
very few from that class left in southern West Virginia. In order
to find jobs, education, and simply a better life nearly all of us
have abandoned our roots.
For the reunion, I put together a couple of slide shows, lots of
pictures, and even a database about class members. Then I
posted all of this information on my personal website,
https://joehillfamily.com. Here are pictures of the class of 1968
and those who attended the 50th reunion:
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As scattered as my classmates have become, it is no surprise that
I am not close friends with many of my high school classmates.
The nearest one is probably 150 miles away and my life for the
past thirty years has been much more of a western Virginian
than a West Virginian.
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There are five from the class that I’ve kept in touch with on
many occasions, though, so I’ll elaborate a little about each.
Paul Porterfield and Sandy Bird were more than just high school
classmates. Paul was my college roommate at WVU and Sandy
and Paul were high school classmates who went to our senior
prom as their first date, kept up a long distance courtship during
college (Sandy went to Concord), then married and raised a great
family. They have three children, twin boys, Eric and Chris, and a
girl, Emily. Paul was a forestry major in college and has made a
45+ year career in North Carolina as a professional forester and
real estate agent. We’ve seen them at several Bramwell reunions
and have kept up with them since Sandy is a Facebook regular.
They are a great couple who do a lot for the less fortunate in
Grifton NC.
During the summer of 2018 Lynn told me about a concert she
wanted to attend on April 12 in New Bern NC. The headliner was
James Taylor’s brother Livingston Taylor and the opening act
was one we got to know from several of their performances at
The Greenbrier, a young couple called Lewis ’n Clark. Sandy
messaged me on Facebook with a question about our upcoming
reunion and I responded that we were planning on coming to
New Bern, near their home in Grifton, for the concert. We
exchanged a few more messages and soon the plans were set for
Lynn and me to join them at the concert and stay with them. We
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had a great time visiting and re-kindling our friendship with
them.
How have they changed since high school? In many ways I hope
they haven’t changed much because both have always been such
good people. Their son Chris and his husband CJ have twin
daughters, Dylon and London, who are the love of their lives.
The other two are kinfolk:
Greg Murphy, whose dad was Hugh Hill, my Dad’s cousin, was
on the undefeated state championship BHS basketball team with
me. And he played trumpet and rhythm guitar in the rock group I
played in throughout high school, the Chaparrals. He always has
a smile on his face. I’ve caught up with him at several reunions
including a few times when the (reunited) Chaparrals have
played a couple of songs at the annual Bramwell homecoming
each June. Greg lives in Florida and has an engineering degree
from Virginia Tech, I believe. He married his high school
sweetheart, Debbie Bailey, and they have one daughter, Katie.
The best friend I had in high school and one I regret lives a
thousand miles from me now, is my cousin Nick. Nick Hill was
the bass guitarist in the Chaparrals. My Dad’s closest family
member and best friend was Nick’s dad Hamp so Nick and I were
together from crib through high school. I even had a bed in my
room growing up which we called his because he often stayed
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there. We went our separate ways in college; he went to Marshall
and I to WVU. Afterwards, he taught school for a couple of years
then took a job with a company which makes railroad cars and
worked for them for 40+ years before retiring on December 31 of
this past year.
I’ve seen Nick several times in the past few years including when
Lynn and I ate dinner with him in St. Louis on our Midwest road
trip. We had a great visit with him and Judy at the 50th reunion
of our high school graduation class and they spent a few days
camping near us here in Mount Sidney later in the year. Like
Greg, he is always positive and grinning. I really wish he lived
closer. He and Judy have two children, Nikole and Dustin. Nikole
and her husband have two children.
Since the reunion and his visit here we’ve kept in touch much
better and I regret to write that he informed me recently that he
was diagnosed with prostate cancer. Hopefully he can get this
remedied quickly. I really enjoy being around him; his smile is
contagious.
How have Greg and Nick changed? I really can’t answer that
since I’ve seen them so sparingly. But like Paul and Sandy, I hope
they haven’t strayed much from the talented, likable teenagers I
knew them as.
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Vicki Painter Workman Rushbrook is another high school
classmate I still have contact with. She has worked forever at
Montcalm High School, the school Bramwell was consolidated
with in the 1990’s, and has been my contact for the annual Hill
Family Scholarship my brother Butch, sister Mary Katherine,
and I have given for the past 36 years. She is one of the very few
members of the class of 1968 who still lives in Bramwell. She is a
God-send to Montcalm High School, donating much of her time
and energy to helping students there.
There were other friends, of course, besides those in my high
school class, but I’ve not stayed close to any of them. I don’t
know how much, if any, my friends from high school have
changed, but I feel like I’ve changed a lot. In high school my time
was spent playing basketball, playing in a rock band, and dating
a hometown sweetheart. Of course, none of these are in my life
now. They were replaced by a wonderful family and successful
professional life far from the coalfields I grew up in. I grew up
with very little contact with those outside Bramwell and only
imagined living and dying there like my grandparents and
parents did. Thanks to the grace of God and the love of a
Staunton VA girl I was able to escape this trap.
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Did you have a job while
you were in high school?

I have a tennis tee shirt with a slogan on it I love: The Older I
Get, The Better I Was. That slogan undoubtedly applies not just
to my tennis playing but also to my childhood. I plead guilty of
embellishing how wonderful life was in Bramwell in the 1950’s
and 60’s. The years were both formative and fun. So did I have a
job while in high school? Heck no, I was just too busy to have a
real job though I did make more than enough spending money
playing music.
A typical high school week for me was as follows: Monday
night—play piano for the local Kiwanis Club and eat there with
my Dad. Tuesday night—basketball game at Bramwell High.
Wednesday night—choir practice at Bramwell Presbyterian
Church.

Thursday

night—Chaparral

practice.

Friday

night—basketball game at BHS. Saturday night—Chaparrals
played at The Corner Shop or elsewhere. Sunday night—Youth
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group at church. So when was there time to work?
My “job” was playing in a rock band and it started at a very early
age. I wrote the following several years ago and am copying it
here:
It was 1964 and I wasn’t quite fourteen yet. I had talked Mom
and Dad into buying me an electric piano. After all, Nick and I
had big plans to start a band. He was going to buy a bass guitar
and we’d find a lead guitar, singer, and drummer. One minor
problem was that neither of us knew any songs. But I did have
the experience of playing the piano for years and now I had the
portable electric piano.
The Corner Shop in downtown Bramwell hosted dances every
Friday and Saturday nights. On Saturday nights a live band
played. Sometimes Bobby Nestor’s band played and at other
times it was Frank Woods’ band, Frankie and the Weekenders.
Frank was a high school senior at this time, at least eighteen
years old. He had an amazing guitar talent. He could hear a song
once or twice then play it flawlessly. Nationally known
instrumental groups like The Ventures featured lots of guitar
solos that Frankie mastered in no time. Frankie and the
Weekenders had a drummer (Tommy Shupe), a bass guitarist
(Randy Wallace), and a rhythm guitarist who was in his early
twenties. Eventually saxophonist Bill Wilson joined the group,
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too. The music they played was great: Louie Louie, Johnny Be
Good, Money, House of the Rising Sun, etc.
Somehow, I got up the nerve to ask Frankie if I could come to one
of their practice sessions. I thought that if I could learn a few
tunes from them then I’d pass them on to Nick. Dad helped me
transport the electric piano to Frankie’s house in Nemours, VA.
The only rock song I knew how to play was a song called Last
Night. I’d learned it from another piano player, Bruce Thomas,
one summer at church camp.
We played it through a bunch of times then I fumbled as the
group went on to several other songs. There was no music—you
just had to play by ear and catch on to the chord progressions. As
we put away our instruments a few hours later, Frankie told me
that I could play with his group that Saturday night at the Corner
Shop if I wanted to. Shocked, and with Dad’s approval, I said yes.
That began one of the most unusual of my teenage years. I was
the young, naïve piano player who played with this group of
much older, rowdy, beer drinking guys that I never saw except
when we practiced or played. We played in bars, Eagle’s Clubs,
and, of course, at the Corner Shop. I witnessed them steal
merchandise from places at which we played and get into fist
fights with each other while playing a set. But I learned lots
about playing rock music.
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I stayed with the group for a full year until David Bowman had
purchased himself a guitar and was interested in joining Nick,
me, and Jack Richard Goins, our drummer, in starting our own
band, the Chaparrals.
Unfortunately, life didn’t work out so well for Frankie. He was in
a devastating car wreck and never was the same thereafter. He
eventually took his own life after killing his estranged girlfriend.
After Frankie and the Weekenders came the Chaparrals. Here’s
another piece I wrote a few years ago about this garage band:
When I was in junior high school, I’d come home in time to catch
the TV show “Where the Action Is” many afternoons. This show
featured a different rock band each day. In those days, they were
called “combos.” Although I had quit taking piano lessons by
this time, I still enjoyed playing, so it was easy for me to dream
about playing in a combo myself. Cousin Nick was thinking about
purchasing a bass guitar so all we needed was a few other
musicians and we were ready for the big time.
It took over a year for our combo to get off the ground.
Fortunately for me, I had my “internship” with Frankie and the
Weekenders. David Bowman had purchased a guitar and Jack
Richard Goins had a drum set. So the four of us set out to become
the next Beatles. We quickly added cousin Greg Murphy on the
rhythm guitar and occasional trumpet.
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We struggled trying to come up with a good name. One day Nick
suggested the name the Chaparrals, a name used at that time by
a model of Chevrolet, I believe. And so began three years of high
school fun….
Looking back, we had much more fun than we did talent. In
truth, none of us could sing well. Most of our songs were
instrumentals. When we had to have a voice, Jack Richard did the
honors. We did a decent job on most of the instrumentals,
especially those involving lead guitar where David became quite
accomplished. Fortunately, there were a number of popular
instrumental groups of that time, including The Ventures and
Booker T and the MG’s. We could add some variety to our music
as Greg would pick up his trumpet and I’d play tenor saxophone
on some numbers. (Band director David Richardson was kind
enough to let me bring home a Bramwell High School tenor sax
whenever I wanted it). By the time Nick, Greg, and I were high
school seniors, we were fairly well known in the area. We were
far from being the best combo in southern West Virginia, but we
were still pretty darned good.
We played at the Corner Shop in Bramwell nearly every Saturday
night. Jim Collins paid us $30.00 (eventually we got a raise to
$35.00) which we split among ourselves. We’d start at 8:00, take
a break, and finish at 11:00 sharp. The place would be packed!
That doesn’t sound like much money, but in those days
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minimum wage was around 75¢ per hour, I believe. It sure
provided us with plenty of spending money for the week.
Why didn’t we play for Bramwell High School dances? There
were none. BHS had integrated in the mid 1960’s and school
officials (i.e., Mr. McCormick) didn’t want to provide any
opportunities for trouble to find its way into school. The Corner
Shop got around the integration issue: it was a private club. You
could enter the dance hall only if you were a member of the
Corner Club. And how did you get your membership? By asking
Mr. Collins for a card (only if you were white, of course). The
admission price was 35¢ on Saturday nights and 25¢ on Friday
nights. The Chaparrals played occasionally on Friday nights, but
many times there were basketball games or other reasons we
couldn’t play. In that case, the jukebox provided the music.
We played on television once: WHIS had a weekly dance show
and invited us to play a couple of songs. Lucky for us, the school
that was invited to send students to the studio to dance to that
week was Park Central High School. PCHS was the last black high
school in West Virginia. When I graduated from high school in
1968 it was still an all-black school in Bluefield.
Our one night of big money came in the fall of our senior year.
We had auditioned at the Bluefield Auditorium by playing for
free at a weekly Wednesday night dance during the summer.
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They liked our music and allowed us to schedule a dance in the
Auditorium after a Bluefield High School home football game
that fall. This was a big break for us because only a few bands
were allowed to do this since there were only so many home
football games. In effect, we rented the Auditorium that night
and got to keep all of the gate receipts after our rent was paid. I
recall that my aunt Louise (Nick’s Mom) sold tickets. My parents
and even my grandmother came (sitting in the balcony, of
course). We had an old reel-to-reel tape recorder that we used to
tape our performance that night. Lucky for me, Nick was able to
convert that tape to a cassette which I received from him and
eventually was able to convert to a CD. The audio quality isn’t
great, but, in truth, neither was the actual performance.
We rolled in the money! Each of us earned $75.00 in one night. It
didn’t hurt that the Bluefield Beavers crushed their football
opponent that night and many of the 10,000 football fans
decided to walk down the hill from the football stadium to the
Auditorium. I have no idea how many attended, but I do
remember the place being so packed we had a hard time walking
at our break.
We played at many other locations, including our annual
headline performance at the Bramwell Street Fair. The Bramwell
Street Fair was a really big deal in those days with nightly
entertainment including Loretta Lynn, Porter Wagoner, and
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Dolly Parton. I remember one year we had to delay our opening
set at the Street Fair while David ran to get stitches in his arm
from a scape he got sitting at the dunking booth. Apparently on
his way into the pool his arm found a nail sticking out.
The Chaparrals were known by our name, our music, and our
polka dot shirts. We bought our original shirts from Thorton’s in
Bluefield.
Our music was typical of what most combos played at the time:
simple rock melodies with lots of thumping, driving drums. We
played more slow songs and instrumentals than most groups,
especially since we could play with such a mix of instruments.
Here are a few song titles that I recall, including some from a
play list I recently discovered:
Hold It
Soul Finger
Wipeout
Gloria
Mercy, Mercy on Me
Money
House of the Rising Sun
Danger Zone
Little Red Riding Hood
Wooly Booly
Ringo’s

Theme
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Hold On, I’m Coming
You Can’t Sit Down
Pipeline
Last Night
Lonely Bull
As Tears Go By
Green Onions
California Dreaming
Wild Weekend
No Matter What Shape
Sounds of Silence
My Girl
Outer Limits
Twist and Shout
Not Your Stepping Stone
Dock of the Bay
Last Date
Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye
Little Bit of Soul
Land of 1000 Dances
The Midnight Hour
96 Tears
Walk Don’t Run
Soul

Finger
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When a Man Loves a Woman
We were also known for our abrupt song endings. Whenever
we’d played through a song several times, I’d give the signal and
we’d promptly end the song on the refrain’s last chord. We
didn’t believe in fading out….
The group changed a little over the years. We added Ken Jones to
play trumpet and backup keyboards. Sometimes Joey Honeyak
would substitute for Nick on bass when Nick had to work his
regular job at the Skyway. Craig Gibson sometimes subbed for
Jack on drums.
I’m sure if you asked any of us for our most memorable
performance, though, it would have been at the Elkhorn Junior
High School prom. Principal McCormick’s daughter, Jane, taught
there. She called one night in 1967 to ask if we’d be available to
play at their prom on a Saturday night in May. Her offer of
$75.00 sure beat the Corner Shop’s so we said yes. The prom was
held in the school gymnasium; we were positioned on the stage.
I recall how spiffy the students looked. Most of them were black
and all were a couple of years younger than we were (except for
David who was in the 9th grade himself at the time). We had a
song we began every set with (“Hold It”), deliberately chosen
because we played it well and it usually got the crowd hopping
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from the get-go. But at Elkhorn nothing happened. They just sat
and watched us. So we tried another song and got the same
response. No one danced or spoke; they just sat there and
watched us. This had never happened to us before. I believe we
tried a slow song next, again trying to coax the kids onto the
dance floor. Same result, they just sat there. Not ready to give up,
we played “Do You Wanna Dance?” and perhaps the name of the
song hit home. A few brave junior high schoolers wandered out
to the dance floor. By the end of the song, the floor was full. By
the time we had played a couple more songs, everyone in the
gym, including Jane McCormick, was dancing. I’ll never forget
what happened when we took our break that night—the students
stormed the stage, their little prom programs in hand. We each
spent our fifteen minute break time signing autographs. It was a
great night for the Chaparrals.
We practiced every Thursday night at my house. In the
summertime, we’d practice on the front porch and the sound
would carry right down the valley to the whole town. When we
played at the Corner Shop, I’d play my electric piano. It sounded
OK and had a fairly decent amplifier. But when we played at
“bigger” places, we took my Hammond organ. We had wired up
a jack so it could be played through a huge amplifier. When the
volume on this amp was cranked, the organ could be heard for
miles, it seemed. My Dad even made a carrying rig for the organ
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with casters and handles so it could be easily moved from
location to location.
I was the group leader; it was my job to learn new songs and
teach them to the others. Nick handled the electronics issues. His
Dad, Hamp, helped us construct a large box (called THE BOX)
that had multiple outlets in it which we could plug into a single
outlet at our place of performance. Several of us learned to solder
jacks back to their wires when they were pulled off.
Playing with the Chaparrals was one of the highlights of my
teenage years. There’s an emotion that I got from making music
that I’ve never gotten from just listening to it. The ecstasy comes
from the teamwork of playing together, the pride of sounding
good, and the feeling of being appreciated by others. Who knows,
if Bramwell had just been blessed with one more kid my age, one
who could sing like Paul McCartney, I wouldn’t be the only
person writing about the Chaparrals now. LONG LIVE THE
CHAPARRALS!
Here’s a shirt design (front and back) Lynn and I came up with
for a 2008 BHS reunion at the annual Bramwell Homecoming
festivities. The back side humorously shows that our “tour”
mostly consisted of playing at The Corner Shop in Bramwell.
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And here is the CD label from the CD I put together in 2013 from
the old reel-to-reel recording of our most lucrative night:

Fifty years later, I can still play nearly all of the music we played.
Though the entire band has never gotten back together, several
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of us have made it to the annual Bramwell homecomings and
have played a few songs using a couple subs from the regular
band that plays for the homecoming. I have videos from those
performances posted on my website, https://joehillfamily.com.
For sure, the older I get, the better the Chaparrals were!
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What was your Dad like?

What was my Dad like? As his sisters would often say, “when
God made Herman He broke the mold.” I could write chapter
after chapter about him. In fact, I have written about him several
times in the past so instead of trying to answer this question
from scratch, I’m going to use previous words I’ve penned.
In April 1988, using the best technology of the day—a huge VHS
Tape Recorder which rested on my shoulder—I created a video
with Dad answering various questions I posted to him such as
how he met Mom. In December of 2012 I converted this video to
DVD format, duplicated it, and gave a copy to each of our
children. At the beginning of the DVD, I read the following text
about him:
This DVD is about Herman Wiley Hill, Sr., my dad. I’m creating it
for Ann, Kay, and Jim, as well as for their children, at Christmas
time, 2012, in honor of Dad because he would have been 100
years old this year. Dad was born on the outskirts of Bramwell,
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West Virginia, on March 9, 1912, the first of eight children born
to Blanche and Wiley Hill.

You know I value family history. Each of you has Herman Hill
blood in you and I want you to know more about him.
On this DVD you will find two videos besides this one. The first
was originally done on a VHS tape in April, 1988 which I’ve
converted to DVD format. I should forewarn you that the quality
of the tape isn’t wonderful, but I’m still very grateful for it
because on it you’ll hear such things as how Dad met Mom and
what it was like growing up in the 1920’s in the coalfields. It was
made, for the most part, on the back porch of the house that Dad
lived in from the early 1940’s until just before his death in 1993.
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The other video was taken at a birthday party of his in March,
1990.
Boy, do I wish I had a similar tape of Mom. Mom died of breast
cancer in 1980 before camcorders were invented. I wish I had her
on videotape just to show everyone else what I now know so
well—she was a saint. Why do I mention my mother’s sainthood
on a DVD about my Dad? Well, perhaps it’s because, as the
expression goes, opposites attract.
Now don’t get me wrong, your grandfather was a GOOD MAN. As
you’ll hear on his video, he was a self-made man who grew up
poor, with no electricity or indoor plumbing, put himself
through school including junior college, and became a very
successful accountant. Let’s just say that he was a distinctive
person.
Ann, Kay, and Jim, you only saw him in his last 15 years, so you
didn’t see the man I grew up with. His last years were that of a
lonely, quiet, sickly man in constant need of someone else’s care.
I remember him as a man of unbelievable energy and ambition.
If you only saw him late in his life, you wouldn’t have seen his
non-stop

work

ethic,

his

fiery

temper

or

heard

his

profanity-laced, scathing tongue.
Mom used to tell me that Dad’s foul mouth came about because
of his stature. He was a short man, perhaps about 5’6” tall. She
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said that cursing and ranting somehow made him feel bigger. I
can’t say for sure if she was right or not, but I can point out that
here is an example of two opposites. Growing up, I have
absolutely no recollections of my mother ever getting mad and I
certainly never heard a single curse word leave her mouth. She
was always calm, ignoring his tirades as best she could.
Dad commonly used most every foul word known to mankind as
well as many racial and ethnic slurs. Before you judge Dad too
harshly, remember that he was raised in an era of prejudice and
segregation. Little Bramwell, with around 1,000 residents, had
two separate schools and neighborhoods, one for whites and one
for blacks. Racial epithets were common figures of speech for
most whites of his day. But it wasn’t just blacks that Dad didn’t
hold in high regard, there were plenty of other people he
disliked. The Japs had killed his brother, Ski, and Mom’s brother,
Don, so he hated them and refused to buy things made in Japan.
He certainly didn’t like Jews. He spoke negatively about Italians,
Poles, Hungarians, Chinese, Mexicans, French—-you name it.
His disdain for others wasn’t just for racial or ethnic groups—he
would bad mouth plenty of White Anglo Saxon Protestants, too.
“What do you expect, she’s a Martin or he’s a Williams…” To be
honest, I’m not sure whom he DID like except for his family
members.
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The key thing about Dad is that this is how he spoke to us and
other family members, not how he acted. In reality, Dad had a
big heart for everyone, even the blacks and Italians and, well, no
I won’t say Jews.
I was raised by a black lady, Mary Miller Hairston, who worked
for us for many years. When Mom went back to work after
having three children, Mary became our nanny. Dad would talk
trash about black people, but he always treated Mary with
generosity and dignity.
Maybe

Mom

was

right—his

voice

was

a

coverup

for

something—because inside he was a decent person. Dad’s
enigma is that he had both a big mouth and a big heart.
His big heartedness was evident with the countless volunteer
hours he put in for many causes, especially those of the church,
the school, or his Kiwanis Club. I still wash dishes at our
church’s dinners just to honor him because he was always the
one who volunteered for that job at his church. He was even
more giving of his time, talents, and money when it came to
helping his family or neighbors (who were his cousins).
He also had a big mind. In high school, he was president of his
class and valedictorian. He also had the highest GPA of anyone at
Bluefield College. However, he never did earn a bachelor’s
degree. Throughout his career he saw people with fewer skills
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than he pass him up on the corporate ladder because of his lack
of a degree. So there was no option for the three of us….as he
would say it, come hell or high water we were going to be
educated.
Actually, Dad’s personality changed dramatically and I can tell
you the exact date it changed: November 29, 1974. This was the
Friday after Thanksgiving (it wasn’t called Black Friday back
then). I had met your mother earlier in that month and she and I
were quickly becoming a couple. She had driven home to
Staunton for Thanksgiving while I went to my house. My brother
Butch was also home for Thanksgiving but he was leaving on
Friday for Washington DC. We had decided that he would drop
me off in Staunton so I could meet your mom’s family then she
and I would drive her car back to Morgantown on Sunday. Mom
told us that she had some kind of minor surgery scheduled on
Friday but we should go ahead with our plans and not worry
about her. So when I got to Staunton on Friday, the 29th, I called
back home to see how Mom’s surgery had gone. The news was
not good. The lump on her breast turned out to be cancerous and
she had been given a radical masectomy. It certainly was that
day that Dad realized that his assumptions about the future were
not on target.
You see, Mom never had any health issues whereas Dad always
had some. Mom never missed a day of teaching school. Her only
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health nemesis was an allergy or two. Dad, on the other hand,
had nearly every malady known to mankind, it seemed. He had
asthma, gall stones, kidney stones, goiter problems, a heart
attack in the 1960’s, and more. In the words of Mary Hairston,
“Mr. Hill is well acquainted with the knife.”
All along Dad thought he would be the first to die and even made
plans for it. I’m going to read you two short things I wrote
approximately ten years ago about Dad and dying….
So once again you’re thinking that he was just a sickly man, so I
want to go back to an earlier time in his life.
As I said, Dad was an accountant. He spent approximately 40
years in the accounting business. The first twenty years he
worked for various coal companies during a time when coal
companies went from being very prosperous to a time when they
began to see their coal supply and market disappear. He actually
lost his last job as a coal company bookkeeper with Consolidated
Coal Company in the late 1950’s. He wasn’t out of work long. He
was hired by the state of West Virginia as a tax auditor. In effect,
he jumped from one side of the fence to another. Coal companies
paid business and occupation tax, and Dad was an extremely
valuable auditor because he could audit the books of coal
companies. This he did for the last twenty working years before
he retired in the 1970’s. His retirement was mostly so he could
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take care of Mom. She spent six years of hell from 1974 until her
death in 1980. During that time, Dad was the most loving, caring
husband anyone could ask for.
Maybe he owed it to her for all the previous years of verbal abuse
he had given her. He berated her for spending money. If he knew
that she had been smoking a cigarette (which she would do but
never in front of him), he got irate. But, especially after her
battle with cancer wore on, it was clear to everyone, especially
those nearest to him, how deeply he loved her. You’ll hear that
clearly on the videotape.
I know each of us can type well. But I can promise you that you
have never seen anyone type like my Dad could. He could easily
do over 100 words per minute on an Underwood manual
typewriter (the only kind he knew). His fingers were a blur when
he typed. And if you think he was a fast typist, you should have
seen him with a 10-key adding machine. There were only
MANUAL spreadsheets in those days so an accountant had lots of
numbers of add. No one could add them faster than Dad. He was
amazing to watch and a legend among his co-workers….
Besides being an accountant, he also co-owned Kitchen Builders
with his brother Hamp. His dad was a carpenter and, as he
describes on the video enclosed, he grew up doing lots of
carpentry work. As I mentioned in the earlier reading, Hamp was
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the more skilled carpenter but no one could drive a nail like Dad.
Again, he was amazing to behold. His small stature actually
made it good for him to do some of the work he did, like roofing
our large house which he did at least twice during my memory.
Dad loved Bramwell. He not only lived in it (well, technically we
lived just outside the city limits), he lived it. His father had
grown up there, he and his seven siblings grew up there, and he
raised his own family there. He had seen the town through its
glorious Millionaire period and talks some about this on the
video. After dessert on many Sunday dinners, he would entertain
us with stories of Bramwell in the 1920’s, before the stock
market crash, when it was the richest town per capita in the
world.
In his work with the state of West Virginia, he could travel most
anywhere in the world if he wanted. Any business that sold goods
and services in West Virginia was eligible to be audited and he
could hand pick where he wanted to go. And when he went he
was treated like royalty—the hosting company would try to be
nice to him in hopes he’d overlook some items in their books, I
suppose. He did enjoy some trips to Boston when Butch was at
MIT and went to Chicago a couple of times, but he was never
comfortable being away from home. Bramwell was his life.
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He may not have been a craftsman but he certainly did know how
to do a lot of things that I don’t. He could do plumbing work,
electrical work, masonry work, roofing work, and any kind of
construction. He did enlist help from Hamp on his big projects or
the local stone mason, Mr. Yon, but the ideas and 80% of the
work was his. In our house, he converted part of the porch to a
den then later extended the room around 12 feet to make a huge
family room. He finished the attic, tiled the kitchen floor, and
installed, with Kitchen Builders help, a new kitchen. Then he
built a double car garage and put an apartment on top of it.
Looking back, what impresses me about him is that he always
finding ways to make his home better. He had a vision for
improving things.
A skilled person he was, a teacher he was not. I can’t blame my
lack of knowledge of these skills on his teaching, but, the fact is,
my job was usually to hold the light. “Here son, let me show you
how to do it…” I’m one of the best light holders you’ll ever find
but one of the least skilled at home utility work. I know you’ve
heard me tell the story of the time we were installing plywood to
the roof of his apartment when he said to me, “How in the hell
can you hit a moving tennis ball but can’t hit that nail that’s just
sitting there?”
Everyone had a nickname to Dad. I was Shotgun. I don’t ever
remember him calling me by my real name. Butch, of course,
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was named Herman Wiley Hill, Jr. Mary Katherine was Shuggie.
Mom was Kitty. His brothers and sisters all called him Bub. After
he became a grandfather, everyone called him Pappy.
Like his brothers and sisters, he talked fast. Enunciation, as the
video shows, was not his forte nor was speaking in public.
Dad was a poster boy for moonlight work. In addition to his full
time tax auditing job and part time work with Kitchen Builders,
he kept the books for numerous local businesses. For example, I
don’t think we ever paid for a haircut because he always kept the
books for Paul Ealy’s barber shop in Pocahontas, VA. He had a
lengthy list of clientele for whom he did income tax work from
January through mid April.
Some of the work he enjoyed the most was with the local Kiwanis
Club. He was a charter member of the Bramwell Kiwanis Club,
had God-Knows how many years of perfect attendance, and was
on Cloud Nine during the annual Street Fair. He built booths,
concession stands, entrance gates, and more. This was his type
of work—not finished craftmanship but something that could be
done efficiently and quickly.
He was an elder in the Bramwell Presbyterian Church. Though he
didn’t talk much about it, his faith was strong and he rarely
missed church on Sunday. He would be a little miffed if someone
sat in “his seat”—on the left hand side about the 4th row from
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the rear, beside a heater.
Dad was one of the tightest men ever on the face of this earth. He
and Mom has achieved their wealth through penny pinching,
saving, and self-denial. He paid cash for everything, even his
house. He would wear second hand, rejected clothes from a local
rental uniform place. He never bought a car first hand. He never
attended movies—claimed his last movie was on Pearl Harbor
Day (Dec. 7, 1941). The only entertainment he would indulge
himself in was an occasional sporting event on television and the
Lawrence Welk show. His recreation was to work.
He did like music. I was told numerous times that he grew up
playing the steel guitar but I never heard him play. He loved to
listen to me play the piano or organ. Although I was embarrassed
by it, he would frequently show up wherever our rock group, The
Chaparrals, were playing.
And though he was more than frugal with himself, when it came
to the three of us there was never a more generous man. I got
things just by asking: a ten speed bike, an organ, a set of golf
clubs, a car…. He spent lots of his money sending Butch to MIT,
loaned Mary K. & Denny money to buy a Jaguar (meanwhile he
drove a second hand VW bug), and financed the first house your
mother and I bought. He would do ANYTHING for us.
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Well, almost anything. He wouldn’t attend Mary K’s wedding
because she was marrying a Catholic. Of all the things he did out
of stubbornness, this was perhaps the worst. It took a long, long
time for that wound to heal (not sure it ever did) though he did
eventually learn what a great son-in-law he had in Denny DeLeo.
Nowhere was Dad’s unyielding, dogmatic attitude more evident
than in politics. He was a vocal, staunch Democrat. No
Republican was worth listening to. I enjoyed the section on the
video where he talks about Mom being a Republican.
Dad was and was not a country boy. He certainly grew up in a
very rural setting and had backwoods social skills. He loved to
have a fire in the fireplace and enjoyed the work of cutting and
splitting logs. Yet he didn’t hunt, didn’t fish, didn’t drink, didn’t
dance, didn’t play cards, and didn’t like any animals. He also
refused to work on Sundays but more than made up for that the
other six days of the week.
Dad LOVED his family. He certainly adored Mom and us. He
especially loved his brothers Hamp and Harold. He was close to
many cousins. He loved your mother, who cared for him when he
stayed with us for many weeks in the mid 1980’s when he had
bypass surgery at UVA.
There’s much more about Herman Hill than can be put on one
DVD. Like some of Dad’s jobs, this has been a little rushed and
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not all the finishing touches were completed. But I do hope it
conveys the message to you that your grandfather was a very
unique, very talented, very good, very loving man. If he were
here today, he would be immensely proud of you and your
families. So am I.

There is another unpublished manuscript I wrote about Dad that
I want to include here. What follows is what I wrote in 2002
about taking him to live with Mary Katherine before he died.
At one time, Dad had some money. He had given tons of it away
to the three of us, but still had over $100,000 in certificates of
deposit with the First National Bank of Bluefield. But his bad
health coupled with his insistence on living in his own home
ravished his savings. He had been in a nursing home in Ohio for
a short while when he got ill visiting Butch, but insisted on
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coming home.
So Butch brought him from the nursing home back to his house
in Bramwell. He couldn’t live completely by himself, though, so
we employed various people to care for him. I had been put in
charge of his checkbook. At first, we employed people for 8 hours
a day, 7 days a week. But he needed more care, so soon I was
paying for 16 hours of care daily, 7 days a week. And that
eventually turned into 24 hours of care daily. It doesn’t take a
mathematics degree to realize that this can’t last forever. Plus,
he had enormous prescription bills.
Mary K., Butch, and I all bore much guilt over this situation. We
all led comfortable lives with our families, hundreds of miles
away, while he struggled to pay for and live in the house we were
raised in. He was insistent that he stay there and vowed to never
leave.
By the end of April, 1993, Dad’s finances were in pitiful shape.
There was no way he could afford to stay, and none of us could
afford to keep him there. Graciously, Mary K. agreed that she
could keep him in her house. That was quite gracious on her part
because she and Dad always fought. He didn’t even attend her
wedding. But she had a spare bedroom, so amongst ourselves we
agreed that Memorial Day, 1993, would be moving day for Dad.
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He swore right up to that weekend that he would not leave. I
drove to Bramwell that weekend. I came alone; we had decided
that I would drive him to Brigeport WV on Sunday. Butch would
meet us there, at his in-laws house, and would take him the rest
of the way to Altoona.
When I got there on Saturday, I found his suitcase half packed.
On Sunday, we finished packing. As I recall, he took only one
suitcase. We talked about coming back later in the summer.
But he and I both knew; this was his last trip. And it was one of
the hardest experiences I’ve ever had in my life. Dad loved
Bramwell. He had spent his entire 81 years there. He loved that
house. He and Mom had scratched and saved and paid cash for it
fifty years previously. He had added on and added on to the
house and property. “Swamp Hole” as he called it, was his. The
creek that ran beside the house had been filled many times with
the sweat from his chin.
More importantly, he loved the people of Bramwell, especially
his family. I brushed back the tears as we pulled down the
driveway past the house for the last time. But I really struggled
ten minutes later. On our way to Bridgeport, we stopped for him
to say goodbye to his brother Hamp who lived a few miles away
in Bluewell.
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Daddy loved Hamp. Hamp was more than a brother. He was
Dad’s business partner in Kitchen Builders, the firm co-owned
by them. Dad’s role in the company was that of financer and
bookkeeper. For Hamp, it was his livelihood. Dad and Hamp were
really close. It really broke my heart to see them saying goodbye,
because I knew, I knew, they would never see each other again.
Dad knew it, too, and we both cried as we headed back to US 52.
The call came on July 4, 1993. Daddy never made it out of
Altoona, never made it back to the place he loved. I don’t
remember what is on his death certificate, but I do know what he
died of. He had lost the wife he adored, all of his money, his
town, his house, and his family. He died of a broken heart.
Here’s a picture of my Dad roofing our house in Bramwell. Notice
how high he is, with no fear, and me, as far as I would climb. You
can also see Mom’s pretty flowers and evidence of two of Dad’s
projects, the newer windows on the attic he completely
refinished and the huge back porch he built.
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So what was my Dad like? As I described him above, he was
absolutely a unique person. He had a terrible temper but a
wonderful heart. He language was profane and laced with
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prejudice but his actions were helpful toward anyone in his town.
He was a brilliant man but held many backwoods beliefs. He was
the hardest working person I have ever known except on
Sundays. He was a supportive father who would follow me from
basketball games to beer gardens where the original band I
played with would perform yet would not attend his daughter’s
wedding. He was a faithful, devoted husband. He was anything
but wishy-washy, right or not. He would do almost anything for
his family. He was a staunch Democrat, Presbyterian, and
Kiwanian. In my childhood, he was one half of a wonderful set of
parents. After my childhood, from 1980 - 1993, he was a sickly,
lonely, heartbroken man. For sure, his influence on me was
strong and his blood still runs through my veins.
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What was your Mom like?

You’d think that remembering what my mother was like
would be difficult for me since she died nearly forty years ago,
but I have no trouble recalling how wonderful she was. She was
truly a saint. These words aren’t just mine; many people have
used the exact phrase in recalling her to me. I so regret that she
did not live long enough to enjoy being a grandmother and great
grandmother to my children; she died in 1980 when Ann was
three and Kay was just four months old.
I carry a memento from Mom every day with me. For over fifty
years I have kept in my wallet the note she wrote to me the
morning I left home for college. She was already back in school
by that late August, 1968, date when my Dad and I were
scheduled to head out on the six hour drive to Morgantown. By
the time I got up that morning, she was at work but left behind,
scribbled on a used piece of note paper, these words:
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“Goodbye - See you someday. I love you. I’m expecting big
things from you. - Mom”
Those concise words certainly gave me the desire, confidence,
and enthusiasm to do well not just at WVU but well beyond. And I
do hope to see her again someday. By the way, when all three of
my children left for college they got the exact same note from
me.
Nora Katherine Cook was the oldest of six siblings, born in 1914.
Later on my grandparents adopted a seventh child. Mom’s first
name was Nora but she went by Katherine. Dad always called her
Kitty. Later on she was called Mom Hill. She grew up in Pageton,
McDowell County, West Virginia. Her father was an electrician in
the coal mines. Her mother was a homemaker as was the case for
nearly all women in those days.
Mom was a good student and finished high school in Gary, WV a
year ahead of schedule then enrolled at Bluefield College which
at that time was a two year junior college. It was there that she
met Dad. She worked her way through college at her aunt’s piece
goods store in Bluefield. After finishing at Bluefield College she
went to Mary Washington College where she earned her
bachelor’s degree and then began her teaching career.
As an educated, working lady she was an exception to the norm.
She taught school until her three children were born. She
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returned to teaching in the early 1950’s before I started school.
She was a high school business and government teacher who had
a career change around 1960 when she took additional classes
and became Bramwell High School’s first guidance counselor.
Mom never did get her Master’s degree—in those days you could
be a counselor without that degree—and this was always
something she wanted to do. Even when we were teenagers she
took courses at WVU one summer. She even talked about getting
her graduate degree after she retired. Unfortunately, cancer took
away that possibility. But what she herself didn’t accomplish she
virtually mandated that each of her children would do, and we
did.
Over the years there have been many, many people who have told
me that Mom was the reason they got a college degree and/or
had a successful career. What made her such a good counselor
were two characteristics: first, she had a heart for everyone,
regardless of background or color. She was particularly helpful to
those

with

great

financial

needs,

seeking

and

finding

scholarships for many to be the first in their families to attend
college. Second, she was pushy. She expected big things from
you. She got her way most of the time, even with Dad.
Because of her positive influence as a counselor, the three of us
annually give a scholarship in her (and Dad’s) honor at the local
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high school. Butch started this in 1981 after her death. Mary K.
and I joined him in this venture later. When Bramwell High
School closed in 1991 we continued the scholarship at Montcalm
High.
In addition to being a good working Mom, she was also a great
domestic one. She was a fine cook. I fondly remember her
blackberry and apple pies, meat loaf, roast beef, and macaroni
and cheese. She sewed when she had the time and did all the
other housekeeping chores even after they hired Mary, the
wonderful black lady who helped raise me when Mom returned
to the classroom.
She was such a wonderful mother. She was my Cub Scout den
mother and my Sunday School teacher. She was the one who took
me fishing at Falls Mills Dam and taught me how to play tennis.
She loved to swim and would play most any sport with us
including badminton and croquet. Looking back, one of her
greatest attributes is that she would spend time with her
children.
She loved to play cards and would play in the local bridge club. I
remember one snow day when Dad was away on business. The
three of us kids and her spent the entire day playing bridge,
taking turns to grab snacks throughout the day. She and her
mother frequently would play a card game called Russian Bank.
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She loved to play checkers and even challenged the locals who
frequently played at the Williams’ Bramwell filling station.
She loved to travel. One of the highlights of her life was visiting
Butch in Venezuela. She and her Mom went. If she had lived, I’m
confident she would have been many more places.
She was a tomboy, for sure. Dad cut the grass at our home but
she cut it at her parents’ house. She loved the outdoors and
especially liked hiking with Dad to find wildflowers which she
transplanted to her backyard garden. She had quite a collection
of lady slippers and jack-in-the-pulpits!
She was a very loving daughter. She spent many Friday nights at
Mom Cook’s house after Poppa Joe died. They would play cards
and chat. They were best friends; I can’t imagine Mom Cook’s
sorrow at having to attend Mom’s funeral.
She was a good wife, too. It took a saintly wife to be married to
my Dad who could be very demanding, temperamental, and
racist. She was a calming influence on him. Whereas Dad’s
hot-headedness and language were volatile, Mom was the
opposite. I have no recollections of her ever being mad and
never, ever heard her curse.
I remember a humorous event from my high school days. During
my senior year, as a starting guard on the basketball team, I was
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not setting the sports world on fire with my performance. My
parents attended every game and Dad was quite vocal. Coach
Norton thought that perhaps my poor playing was a result of
pressure from Dad’s loud “encouragement” so he spoke to Mom
about it one day at school. “So you want me to tell him to shut
up?” she asked. When Coach Norton affirmed that, she told him
that she “had tried to do that unsuccessfully for thirty years.”
She had one bad habit which came from her college days. She
would smoke on rare occasions. She and Dad got along well most
of the time but he absolutely detested her smoking. She would do
her best to hide it from him. I remember how she would go to the
basement and smoke next to the coal-fired heater we had,
blowing the smoke into the boiler. One day when I was very
young I remember sitting at the top of the basement steps while
she was down there and asking her how old I would be when the
year 2000 came. She said 50. I said “and you’ll be dead, huh?”
She laughed but unfortunately this came to be.
Maybe my childhood prediction of the future was somewhat
humorous but this wasn’t the only funny story about her death.
When Ann was very young she told her little sister Kay that she
was responsible for Mom Hill’s death because “Mom Hill took
one look at her and died.” For years Kay believed her sister.
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But there was no humor in her death. Years ago I wrote the
following about this dark time in my own life:
It wasn’t supposed to happen this way. Mom was supposed to
live a full and long life like her mother. With Dad’s history of
illnesses, everyone just knew that Mom would someday live a
widow’s life. As saintly as she had been, she deserved a long time
on this earth. Dad’s temper and health history doomed him, we
all knew.
We were all caught off guard in 1974 when Mom announced that
the doctors had discovered a lump on her breast and was going
to have it removed on the Friday after Thanksgiving. She
downplayed the problem, as usual, so much so that I kept my
plans to visit the home of my new girlfriend, Lynn, in Staunton
VA that day. So after a typical Thanksgiving at home, Butch and I
left home Friday morning believing that her surgery would not
be that big of a deal. Butch dropped me in Staunton and headed
on to visit a friend of his. I called later that afternoon to get the
news: the doctors had found cancer, removed her entire breast,
but claimed to have “gotten it all.” Dad later shared what Mom
had said on her way into surgery. She said that she had lived a
full and wonderful life, had children she was proud of, and could
die in peace if that was what the Lord wanted. She remained
ready to die until the end.
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The next six years were an emotional sinusoidal wave for all of
us. It took five years of treatment in Bluefield before Mom got
the expertise she needed and it was too late by then. The doctors
at the Medical College of Virginia in Richmond were skilled but
her condition was too far gone for them to work the miracle she
needed.
Mom’s last trip to visit us was in the fall of 1980. By the time Kay
was born, we had joined Wesley United Methodist Church in
Morgantown. I don’t remember exactly when, but sometime that
fall we made arrangements to have Kay baptized. Mom and Dad
came for the event.
I remember that our little house was very crowded. Mom and
Dad stayed on the sofa bed in our living room.
By this time, Mom’s cancer was quite serious. Though we all had
hopes that she’d beat it, it was no secret that she spent a lot of
time in pain. At one point, I awoke to overhear a conversation
between her and Dad. Mom was really hurting and audibly
groaned. “What can I do to help you?” I heard Dad plead. “Just
hold me tight, Pappy, that’s all I need,” I heard her reply. That
was vintage Mom. No matter what the pain, all she wanted was
to be held.
I visited her a couple of times at MCV in November and early
December of 1980. The last visit seems like yesterday. I had worn
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a jacket but left it in the waiting room until she was ready to see
me. I had a good visit with her, though I did sense that the end
was in sight. I made it a point to tell her that Lynn and I were
planning on moving to Staunton with our two girls the following
summer. Her spirits were amazingly good though her pain must
have been terrible.
When it was time to go, we parted with a hug and kiss. She didn’t
cry a bit though I’m sure there were tears coming down my face.
I headed on down the steps, then remembered that I had left my
jacket. I returned to the waiting room, grabbed it and headed out,
passing by her door again. There she was, crying like a baby. She
had held her composure all the while I was there. She never knew
I saw her like that.
I

remember

getting

back

to

Morgantown

and

suddenly

awakening one night soon thereafter. It hit me like a brick—I
would never see my mother alive again. Lynn held me while I
took my turn crying like a baby. The phone call from Dad came
just a few days later. “Your momma has left here” was how he
broke the news. It wasn’t supposed to happen that way, but it
did.
The attending nurse told my dad that the night she died she was
in extreme pain. She knew the end was imminent and asked the
nurse, “I’m dying, am I not?” “Are you ready to die?” the nurse
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asked her. “I’ve been ready,” Mom replied.
Here’s a picture of Dad and her taken well into her bout with
cancer:

What a shame that my children and grandchildren never knew
her! She would have devoted her retirement to them. She would
have played sports with them, taken them fishing, read to them,
sewn garments for them, cooked delights for them, attended
their performances, and pushed them to be highly educated. I
know what she would have told them. She would have told them
that she loved them and had big expectations for them.
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What were your
grandparents like?

The grandparents on my Dad’s side, Wiley McMillon and Mary
Blanche Williamson Hill, both died at young ages so I have no
recollection of either. In fact, Wiley M. Hill died of a brain tumor
October 20, 1950, two weeks before I was born. According to the
family genealogy maintained by my cousin Bev Aker, Wiley was
born April 14, 1882. Mary Blanche (Blanche) was born April 6,
1892 in Moneta, VA, married Wiley around 1910, and died April 8,
1953 when I was just 2 1⁄2. Both are buried in Woodlawn Cemetery
in Bluewell, WV. All I know about them is second-hand; Wiley
was a carpenter in the coal fields of southern West Virginia. He
was born on Bramwell Hill overlooking the town of Bramwell,
WV, and never left that setting. My Dad told me his nickname
was “Red Eye” because he was known to drink on occasion. As I
have dealt with allergies all my life, frequently with red eyes as a
result, I’ve often wondered if his nickname came from them
instead of his hangovers. Dad also said his Dad played a musical
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instrument, perhaps a fiddle. Blanche was the diminutive family
matriarch with eight children. After her husband died, my Dad
bought her a house in Bramwell so she wouldn’t have to traverse
the steep hill to her home.

I was very fortunate to know my maternal grandparents well and
they had a significant influence on my life. My grandfather was
Joseph Sans Cook. He was born on March 30, 1894 near Port
Republic, Rockingham County, VA, very near to where I’ve lived
for the past thirty years. Obviously I was named for him. To all
the grandchildren, he was “Papa Joe.” My grandmother was
Frankie Lee Penland Cook, born September 17, 1895 in Buncombe
County, North Carolina. She was both known as “MaMa” (with
accent on the second syllable) and “Mom Cook.” They were
married October 27, 1913. My aunt Mary Cook Dean wrote a short
but excellent book, Life in Pageton, which has many details
about them and their life in the coal company town of Pageton,
WV.
My memories of Papa Joe and Mom Cook mostly come from the
farm they bought in Falls Mills VA in the 1950’s. It was not a
huge farm, perhaps 20+ acres, but it had all the right
ingredients: cows, barn, chickens, chicken coop, orchard,
pasture, corn field, tractor, and wonderful farmhouse. Here’s a
picture of Papa Joe and Mom Cook taken at my parents home in
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Bramwell on the occasion of the wedding of their youngest
daughter (Marjorie).

Here’s a picture of Mom Cook (far right) with a cousin (Rose
Penland, I believe) and her three sisters Myrtle, Lucille, and Peg
(left-right). Aunt Myrtle was actually a half-sister as my great
grandfather, James Larenzo Fenland, a Methodist minister, was
married five times and fathered more than a dozen children! In
this picture you can also get a glimpse of the farm at Falls Mills.
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I could write pages and pages about memories I have from that
farm. This section is supposed to be about what my grandparents
were like and I’ve realized that the farm was itself a testament to
what they were like. Both were exceedingly loving, hard working
grandparents. They both had open arms to everyone, not just
family. As an example, after raising their own six children, they
kept a young girl, Zella Moore, in need of a loving home at the
farm. They eventually adopted her. They also converted part of
the house so Papa Joe’s mother, “Granny,” could live with them.
The farm had plenty of beds and the grandchildren always
looked forward to visits.
Papa Joe was an exemplary grandfather. He would load the
grandkids up in his car with a bag of popcorn and take us to the
drive-in movies, staying out well past our bedtimes. He would
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play tricks on everyone such as the time he put dirty rags inside
Mom Cook’s pocketbook so when she opened it when shopping
this would be the first thing she and everyone else would see. He
could juggle and would show off with the kitchen cups. He’d cut
off a chicken’s head then give us all sticks to try to hit it as it ran
its final steps randomly. Mom Cook would just shake her head.
Somehow he came up with a full sized covered wagon which was
set up for us. With our imaginations and this wonderful wagon,
we’d ride out west and shoot Indians on the way. Looking back,
he taught me that a grandparent should make his property as
grandchild-friendly as possible.
For me, he was my baseball companion. No matter how busy he
was, he always had time to catch with me. He bought a catcher’s
mitt so I could practice my Little League pitching with him. He’d
hit fly balls and grounders until I was worn out. He’d take me to
Bluefield Orioles baseball games and buy me hot dogs and treats.
Like all parents, mine were hard working and busy and wouldn’t
always have time to play. Papa Joe always had time to play with
me. We’d pitch and catch then retreat to his shed to split a Coke.
I never saw him mad. As described in Aunt Mary’s book, he was
an accomplished coal mine electrician.
He loved to chew tobacco. So when my brother Butch and I would
be with him at the farm, he’d buy small boxes of raisins for us.
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We’d chew when he chewed; we’d spit when he spit.
I was only 10 when he was diagnosed with lung cancer. A few
months later he died, September 11, 1961. Before and after then,
my mother began spending every Friday night at Falls Mills.
Most of the time, we’d go with her. I remember lots of card
playing and exploring in the pasture.
Mom Cook was a widow for almost 25 years before she died on
October 7, 1985. Her door remained open. Even when she moved
to Bluefield WV she kept college students in her home. Her later
years brought on blindness and Alzheimer issues. She had
hallucinations and even at one point told others that Papa Joe
was not the father of my mother. This is something I just can’t
believe, especially given how much my Mom and her sister Mary
looked alike.
I remember how soft her lap was when I was a toddler sitting in
the hard pews of the Falls Mills Methodist Church. I remember
her homemaking skills including making soap and churning her
own butter. I remember how she’d can fruits and vegetables.
And, most importantly, I remember how well she treated others.
I recall eating breakfast with her once when I was small. She
asked me if I liked my bacon crisp. I didn’t know what the word
crisp meant so I just responded “very!” I ate burned bacon that
morning at my own expense.
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Mom Cook taught me to have open arms for everyone. Mary’s
book has a great section in it about how she had won a national
sewing contest making clothing and linens from feed sacks. Her
life had its share of sadness. In addition to losing her husband,
she also buried three of her six children including my mother. I
have to believe that the toughest loss was that of my Mom since
she was not only her oldest daughter, she was her best friend.
What a strong woman she was!
Mom Cook and Papa Joe were ideal grandparents who set a
standard that I can only hope to approach with my own
grandchildren.
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What do you like most
about your siblings?

I am quite blessed to have two great siblings. Mary Katherine
Hill DeLeo is five years older then I; Herman Wiley (Butch) Hill,
Jr. is three years older. I have been lucky all my life to have been
the younger brother of two role models. Both were excellent
students in school so I had their reputation to live up to. Both
were involved with many activities when I was young so I was
able to follow in their footsteps. But what I have always liked
most about each is that they are both good, decent, honorable,
loving persons. I still look up to them.
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Despite the miles that separate our homes, we’re kindred spirits.
All three of us are staunch Democrats, like our Dad. We all like
word puzzles, good food, and lots of laughter. In unfamiliar
settings, we’re all uncomfortable but when we are together none
of us can shut up. We tend to do a lot more talking than listening.
We all three are devoted to our spouses and families.
Mary K., of course, was the trailblazer in our family, the first to
do everything. I wasn’t always the best of brothers… I can
remember as a youngster following the directions on how to
create the awful rotten egg smell of hydrogen sulfide from her
home chemistry kit Mom and Dad had bought for her. Of course,
Butch and I did this in her bedroom when she wasn’t there and
tripled the ingredients so her room would be plenty stinky. I
remember jumping from the top of our stairwell to the landing,
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about eight steps, which provided a full view of the living room,
hoping to catch her and a boyfriend kissing on the couch. And I
remember her playing the baby grand piano beautifully. I
remember her coming back from West Virginia University as a
newly initiated Delta Delta Delta sorority girl. I got a glimpse of
her pocketbook and the pack of cigarettes inside it. I thought she
had gone to hell. Dad never did like the boys she dated and was
especially opposed to that Italian Catholic Denny DeLeo. Mary K.
and Denny celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in August
2018, a wedding he didn’t attend. But this just brings up a couple
of things I do especially like about my sister. First, she’s an
independent thinker, willing to take risks without getting
everyone else’s approval. Secondly, she’s a devoted family
person. She and Denny have a large and excellent family
consisting of three children and six grandchildren. Mary K. has
great knowledge and respect of her Hill and Cook family roots. I
do hope she puts it all in writing some day. By the way, she quit
smoking so she’s back on track for heaven now.
Butch has always been a big brother whose shoes I would never
fill. I have known thousands of people in my life but none any
smarter than my own brother. With an undergraduate degree in
Electrical Engineering from M.I.T. and a PhD in EE, his technical
knowledge has always been superb. But his intelligence is much
greater than that. He has the engineer’s skill of being able to fix
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things that are broken, electrical or not. He also has the wise
professor’s skill of knowing about everything from economics to
philosophy to politics. Indeed, some of the courses he taught in
the latter part of his career at Ohio University were more about
life skills for young college students instead of about volts and
ohms. Indeed, he is older and wiser than I. Life hasn’t always
been great for him but he has always been cheerful and
accommodating with me. I admire how he has been so diligent in
his fitness regime, running and/or swimming daily.
I can’t answer what I like best about my siblings without
mentioning what I like worst about them. That answer is simple,
they both live too far from me. I wish I could see them more than
a few times each year. The times I’ve spent with each, especially
Thanksgiving holidays, Greenbrier winter get-aways with Denny
and Mary K., and an occasional Bramwell get-together, have
been fine. I’d be happier if we could just spend more time
together.
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How did you meet your
spouse? What were your
first few dates?

In retrospect, it was probably the most significant day of my
life, given the events that have happened subsequently. In late
October, 1974, I was living in Morgantown and so was my
brother Butch. He had enrolled in graduate school to get his
Master’s and Doctorate in Electrical Engineering and I was a 23
year old into my third year of teaching at Morgantown High
School. Butch had spent his previous two years in Venezuela in
the Peace Corp where he learned to speak Spanish. When he
came to WVU he sought out the Spanish speaking community so
as to keep up his Spanish. He had told me about a party he was
going to which would be attended by some of these Spanish
graduate students.
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Of course, the fact that many of them were female might have
had some influence on me to go with him. Soon he introduced
me to a pretty girl from Virginia (pronounced Stan-ton, not
Stawn-ton). I remember that she liked to dance yet somehow
still spent time with me and agreed to let me drive her home.
Arriving at her apartment on Dallas Street, she invited me in.
Soon she was showing me pictures of her niece and nephew,
Donna and David, and telling me all about her parents, sisters,
and brother.
It’s easy to see why I was hooked. Not only was she cute and
friendly, but was very family oriented and seemed willing to
overlook my past personal failures. I held off calling her back for
a few days then asked if she would be willing to go to Potters’
Cellar, a hippy-like hangout in the basement of the Catholic
Church which featured folk singers and tacos on weekend nights.
We agreed that I would pick her up at a certain time, probably
around 8:00.
The first week of November was birthday time for me so my good
friends Hal and Diane had offered to take me to a restaurant, The
Barn Door, in Point Marion PA to celebrate on the same evening I
was to take Lynn out. We must have enjoyed the dinner a lot
because it became apparent to me that I was going to be quite
late picking Lynn up. I think I arrived after 8:30, not a good start
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to the first time we went out together.
She still came bounding down the steps of her apartment
wearing blue jeans and a cute hooded top. Soon we were walking
to Potters Cellar from her apartment. On the way we had to cross
High Street, the main street of Morgantown. To this day, we
disagree on who initiated the action. I say she grabbed my hand
and she says I grabbed hers. Either way, we ended up walking
hand-in-hand to Potters Cellar. I remember thinking to myself,
“Wow, I’ve got a girlfriend!”
For arriving so late, I owed her more than an apology so she
agreed that I could take her to The Barn Door the next evening
where we enjoyed our first of many restaurant dinners. There
have been thousands since!
Looking back, we were well suited for each other from the
get-go. She and I were both living somewhat lonely lives and
enjoyed each other’s company. We each talked and talked about
family. She was a frugal graduate student, too proud to ask
money from her parents, and I was equally tight with my limited
income from teaching. We liked the same kinds of food and
entertainment.
We quickly became inseparable, a position we still remain in 44+
years later.
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Many of our first dates were at Potters Cellar. I also remember
early on when she invited me to her apartment for dinner. She
fixed a delicious meal, even though, as I recall, the main course
was chicken liver. Then she offered me some dessert, one she
called brownie pudding. You’ve heard the expression, “you had
me at hello.” Well, I can definitely say she had me at brownie
pudding. It was awesome. And, to this day, so is Lynn.
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How did you decide to get
married? What was the
wedding like?

You’d think that the best decision I’ve made in my entire life
would have come after much debate, considering all the
alternatives, evaluating the pros and cons, and consultation with
many others. The truth is it didn’t. Marrying Lynn was
unquestionably the best thing that has ever happened to me but,
truth be told, it was a no-brainer that really wasn’t a decision at
all. It was the natural and right thing to do. Boy, am I glad I did
it.
I wasn’t good at decision making in those days. I had made
major mistakes in my personal life up to 1974. I was admittedly
lonesome when I went to that party with my brother and met
this cute acquaintance of his named Lynn Hanger. She had spent
several months in Morgantown knowing few people without any
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serious relationships. She needed a ride home and I had a car.
When we got to her apartment she showed me pictures of her
niece and nephew, Donna and David. She told me all about the
Hanger family. I don’t remember what I told her but it was
probably a guilt ridden confession of my personal miscues.
Somehow that didn’t turn her away from me. The rest is history.
Here’s the earliest picture I have of Lynn after we met in 1974.
This was taken at an apartment I lived in in Morgantown.

We became inseparable in a short time. We had a lot in
common—love of family, enjoyment of music and sports,
frugalness, desire for a close and strong relationship, career
ambition, and faith. We did a lot of talking about family. In less
than a month I had met her family and we were on our way.
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We had similar lifestyles. We both detested cigarettes and beer.
For the most part, we liked the same kinds of food, especially
strawberry pie at The Barn Door in Point Marion PA where we
had our first dinner out and ice cream at Chico’s Dairy. We
shared a desire to be close to our families but not dependent
upon them financially. My teacher’s salary was more than
sufficient for me. She was so determined not to take money from
her parents that she had worked part time as a waitress in
Morgantown just to get spending money.
During the months, approximately twenty, between our meeting
and our wedding, we both had day jobs. I was a math teacher at
Morgantown High School and she was a graduate student
finishing up her Master’s degree. We spent most evenings
together though we did not live together. We ate together and
sometimes went to church. We even bowled in a MHS faculty
league. I remember that she came to watch me in some sporting
events such as a flag football game at Morgantown High School
in bitter cold.
I regret that I didn’t lose all of my bad habits just because I met
Lynn. I remained selfish, a trait that has lingered with me
through the years. I played too much tennis and didn’t pay the
right kind of attention to her at times. I’m sure that then, as well
as for the past forty two years, there were too many times I
disappointed her. Still she persisted in staying with me. This is
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the grace of God in action. I didn’t get down on one knee and
offer her a giant diamond ring in a formal proposal. If I could do
it all over again I would. She deserved it. The fact is, she has
always deserved more than she got.
I don’t even remember a formal proposal to her at all. We just
naturally went from dating into talk about marriage. We both
loved our families so much and had a strong desire to be a family
of our own.
Our wedding plans were very modest by today’s standards. I
bought her a ruby engagement ring. She wore her mother’s
wedding dress. The reception was held at her parents’ house in
Staunton. There was no DJ, no alcohol, no professional
photographer. Some of our friends were there and, very
importantly, lots of family. That word keeps coming back when I
think about our marriage. Family is why we decided to get
married and what has preserved us for over forty years.
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Several years ago I wrote the following about our wedding:
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It was miserably hot on June 12, 1976. The night before, we had
been treated to a wonderful rehearsal meal at Poor Robert’s
Retreat on US 250 west of Staunton. My Mom and Dad were
doubly happy; they were seeing their youngest son marry the
kind of girl they always hoped would come his way. And they
were staying with a dear old friend who once lived and taught in
Bramwell, Miss Ada B. Whitmore.
Rev. William Thomas, my best man Butch, and I had just entered
from the side of the sanctuary at Central United Methodist
Church in Staunton. Organist Andra Borell had played Jesu Thou
Joy of Mans Desiring and now played the first chord of the
Wedding March. There she was, waiting with her dad at the top
of the rightmost aisle of the church. She was wearing the
wedding gown that her Mom had worn. She was getting ready to
walk down the same aisle her Mom had walked down to marry
her Dad. And best of all, she was smiling brightly and
confidently.
We’ve joked over the years that if she knew what she was getting
into she wouldn’t have grinned so much. Today, I can shut my
eyes and still see her smile. What an extraordinarily lucky fellow
am I to have been the one she was waiting to exchange vows
with.
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I had one of those “aha moments” this past March. We had
treated all of our children and grandchildren to a weekend with
us at The Greenbrier. We had agreed to have a family portrait
made. As the photographer was arranging us, he asked that two
chairs be pulled up for, as he stated, the matriarch and patriarch
of the family. Whoa, I thought, we’ve come a long way! I quickly
thought about how blessed, how fortunate, and how proud I was.
It all happened because of the decision to get married to Lynn.
It’s fair to say I don’t recall how or when we decided to get
married. I do understand why we did it, though. As I’ve told her
many times, everything of meaning in my life has her
fingerprint on it. She’s the reason I have the wonderful life I
have. I absolutely know that marrying her was the best thing
that has ever happened to me.
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What are some of your
favorite memories of each
of your children growing
up?

This week’s question is such an open door for me. I could
write for days about memories I have about Ann, Kay, and Jim
when they were growing up. I’m sure that many times after this
book is printed I’ll remember other events that I should have
included so consider this a sampling. All three gave Lynn and me
many, many great moments to remember.
Since Ann was our first child, it is natural that Lynn and I both
remember many “first” events in her life. Certainly, her birth
was a first for us. I was scheduled to be coaching at a
Morgantown High School tennis match on April 25, 1977 when
Lynn announced that the time had come. Soon my match was
canceled and we were on our way to Monongalia General
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Hospital in Morgantown for what turned out to be a long day and
night. The hospital has since been moved to a new location
which it sorely needed because there weren’t enough beds there.
Lynn’s labor was on a gurney in the hallway most of the time
(for which we later received a bill for a private room). She
labored all night and finally Ann Cook Hill was born on Tuesday,
April 26. Of course, I was all thumbs at what to do and Lynn was
a natural. To see Lynn in action you would have thought she had
gone through this many times before.
Ann’s name was significant. There were several Ann’s in Lynn’s
family including her sister Jane Ann and a deceased cousin, Ann,
who had been the only child of her aunt and uncle, Mildred Ann
and Ike. Lynn’s grandmother was Lula Ann. Her middle name
was my Mom’s maiden name so she was named for all of her
Cook

relatives

including

her

grandmother

and

great-grandparents. No surprise, Lynn and I stuck to family
names because we both valued family so highly.
I remember bringing her home to our apartment on Grand Street
in Morgantown, the upstairs apartment with the lease that said
“no children.” It was there that our friendship with our
downstairs neighbors, Lynn and Gerry Hobbes, blossomed. Lynn
had fixed a chili beef soup meal for us the day we returned that
we’ve replicated often since. They not only had an infant of their
own; Lynn had a washing machine for the cloth diapers that she
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graciously shared with us.
I remember Ann’s Baptism well. We had decided to have it at my
home church, Bramwell Presbyterian Church. A large contingent
of her family from Staunton came. I remember how she was
dressed in the Baptismal dress from Lynn’s family. I also
remember an event from that day that I’ve never written about
before—how Lynn’s Uncle Ike saved my life. As I recall, we were
going to cook hamburgers on our grill for lunch after church.
The charcoal wasn’t going well and I had the bright idea to pour
some gasoline on it from the gas can. Ike wisely stopped me.
Here’s a picture taken at my parents’ house the day she was
baptized:

The baptismal dress itself shows how important tradition and
family are to us. The dress was handmade by Lynn’s mother for
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her three daughters’ baptisms. It was then worn by Ann, Kay,
Georgia, and Betsy at each of their baptisms.
I remember loading her in the carseat of our orange and white
Volkswagen

bus

for

the

many

trips

we

made

between

Morgantown and Staunton or Morgantown and Bramwell. I
distinctly remember how she would cry unless Lynn and I sang
“Three Blind Mice” to her. No other song would work. But
somehow that song would satisfy her!
I remember her first steps around the low coffee table in our
living room at Lyn-El apartments in Morgantown and how she
couldn’t be put down to sleep; she had to be walked. Lynn and I
certainly got our 10,000 steps per day in those days.
Here’s some proof that she and I were good buddies:
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I remember the nursery we made for her at our house on Gilmore
Street and how we’d slide down the steep embankment in our
backyard on cardboard. I recall her telling me “I always wanted a
baby sister” when she was told our newborn baby was a girl. I
remember the swing set we bought for her third birthday and
later moved with us to Staunton. And I remember her staring at
my mother’s casket at her funeral in 1980 and telling her that
Mom Hill really wasn’t in there, she was in Heaven.
I remember how one day when I’d returned home late from work
to find band aids stuck around our house and on her sleeping
pregnant mother. It seems that Lynn was the first to go to sleep
that evening and Ann enjoyed deploying the band aids
everywhere.
Ann not only had her sister’s company in childhood, she had the
company of two imaginary dogs, Freddie and Billy. I remember
how she broke crackers all over her grandmother’s kitchen in
Staunton—a real no-no—but said she was doing it to feed
Freddie and Billy. But the best story was once when we were
driving from Staunton to Bramwell and stopped for lunch at a
Wendy’s in Roanoke. We had gotten back on the road perhaps 45
minutes from Wendy’s when Ann panicked because, as she said,
she had left Freddie and Billy back there and we needed to
immediately return and get them. Fortunately, I was quick
thinking that day and saw that Freddie and Billy were running
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along beside our car so all we had to do to retrieve them was to
roll the window down and they hopped in!
When we moved to Staunton, the drawing card for Ann was that
we promised her she could take ballet lessons, which she did.
Lynn and I enjoyed her recitals for years thereafter including the
Nutcracker each Christmas. In Staunton, she also enjoyed
Preschool at Covenant Presbyterian Church where she was Mary
in the Christmas Nativity play.
I recall how quickly Ann learned to read and what a prolific
reader she was. She made regular trips to the Staunton Library
and read literally hundreds and hundreds of books. It’s no
surprise that she became a librarian! One set of books she read
early on was the Anne of Green Gables books. She became so
enthralled with these books and the videos she’d watch on
television that she soon added an “e” to the end of her own
name. Our Ann went for several years as Anne.
I have such good memories of her childhood—watching her
jump off the high dive for the first time at Westside Swim Club in
Staunton, Girl Scouts, having perfect attendance every year in
high school, and going to the Prom with the guy she’d end up
marrying, Josh. I remember her placing in the State Forensics
spelling meet and that her winning medal had a misspelling on
it! I recall how she played the clarinet in the FDHS band and I
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especially the final football game of the year in 1995 when the
band exited the field at halftime. On the field, all of the seniors
had left their shoes, indicating that it was time for others to fill
their shoes in the future.
Ann was a very good student but I recall one incident where she
did not get the higher grade she could have. Her unnamed Math
Analysis teacher told her class that they could get bonus points
by picking up trash under the school bleachers after a football
game. Ann refused to do so since she correctly argued that
picking up trash should have nothing to do with a math grade. I
am proud of her stance here and used this story in my
Bridgewater teaching days. But I regret that this class and, in
particular, this teacher, soured her on math. She was an English
major in college before getting her MA in Library Science—all far
away from the math she was good at.
I remember well how proud I was to take her to visit Mary
Washington College where my Mom had attended and how
pleased we were that 3 1⁄2 years later she was a graduate. Ann is
such a fine woman now. She is hard working, a great mother,
and a thoughtful lady. As I said in the Preface to this book, she’s
the reason I’m putting all of these recollections in print.
Several years ago I wrote the following about her wedding:
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Lynn and Ann had made all of the wedding arrangements, so I
really didn’t have much to get nervous about on October 25,
2000, when Ann and Josh were married. I have to be very
complimentary to both of them about the wedding: there were
very few points of disagreement throughout the whole planning
process and Ann had been very frugal with the arrangements.
The wedding was elegant but not extravagant. The reception at
the Octagonal Barn at the Frontier Culture Museum was perfect.
Ann and Josh had dated since high school. Their courtship had
survived her attending Mary Washington College while he
attended Virginia Tech. And it survived further separation when
she moved to Durham in January, 2000, to begin her Master’s
degree

in

Library

Science

from

North

Carolina

Central

University. I can’t predict the future, but I can say that the two of
them seem to be perfectly matched.
Naturally, Lynn and I had no part in choosing our son-in-law,
but if we could have created one we couldn’t have done better
than Josh Gutshall. Josh is quiet, easy going, yet very capable and
loving to Ann. His Eagle Scout award tells what kind of young
man he is. So when they became engaged, Lynn and I were most
pleased.
My job in the wedding was two fold. First, I set up a digital
camera, hidden somewhat behind a flower arrangement near the
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pulpit at Central United Methodist Church. I started the tape
early so we’d have everything, including the music, captured. I
later copied the movie file into my computer, added some titles,
and a reproduced it on videotape for them. Secondly, I had the
traditional honor of walking Ann down the aisle.
Rev. Dan Garrett had made it clear, and we were in complete
agreement: I was not “giving Ann away.” She was not a piece of
property. I was simply presenting Ann, a job I could handle.
As I said before, I wasn’t especially nervous or emotional as Ann
came out of the fellowship hall, the Grandmothers and Mothers
were seated, and the bridesmaids awaited their trip down the
aisle while Josh and the attendants stood at the front of the
church. Kay Carter kept everything flowing smoothly. Sister Kay
was the last attendant to go before Ann, and just before she did
she turned back to Ann and hugged and kissed her. The tears still
come to my eyes now as I relive that moment. In a rush, it hit
me. My little girl was getting married! I felt a magnificent sense
of pride in her—she looked great, she had done so well with her
life, and now her moment had come. The first chord of the bridal
march sounded, Lynn stood and everyone else in the sanctuary
followed, and everyone’s eyes were on her. She smiled and off we
went—down the very same aisle at Central that her mother and
grandmother had walked in previous generations. I had a hard
time holding the tears back. I was just overflowing with pride
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and love for Ann Cook Hill.
Kay was also born in Morgantown though at the new Mon
General Hospital. From the get-go she and her older sister Ann
both bonded tightly yet showed us their differences.
Kay’s name has lots of family implications, too. Lynn’s sister is
Kay Carter. I have a cousin Kay Grace and my sister Mary
Katherine is often called Mary Kay. Her middle name, Henry, is
my first name. Sometimes as I’ve aged and see lots of buildings
and monuments named for other people I smile to myself and
say that I’ve got something much more important than buildings
or bridges named for me. Also, two of our grandsons bear my
name, Henry Hill Gutshall and Thomas Henry Foy. Lucky me!
I remember her Baptism, too. Hers was at Wesley United
Methodist Church in Morgantown where Lynn and I had joined
prior to her birth. As I’ve written about elsewhere, this was the
last visit to us that my mother ever made.
Kay was born while we lived on Gilmore Street but within a year
we were headed to Staunton.
Kay had her imaginary friend, too. Hers was John Houston, the
boy the green hair. He was always going to come and visit us but
never showed up, at least to us. Lynn and I didn’t know what to
do when she’d ask us to take her to his house to play.
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After her first day in Kindergarten, Kay excelled in the
classroom. I say after her first day because it was eventful in
itself. As we sat around the dinner table that night, Kay blurted
out “Pass the damn salt.” I turned to Lynn and said “welcome to
public school!”
Kay was her brother’s hero on his first day in Kindergarten,
though. After school at Verona Elementary, he had been placed
on the wrong bus. I believe it was because the bus he boarded
was headed to our new house in Fort Defiance but he needed to
be on the bus which took kids to Fort Defiance High School
where Lynn was teaching. Before the bus could take off, Kay
recognized that her brother was missing so she stopped the
entire bus line until he could be put on the bus with her.
Kay’s prior years at school were at McSwain Elementary before
we moved ourselves and the children to Augusta County Schools.
In the 2nd grade at McSwain, her excellent teacher had each
child write a short complimentary note to each other child which
was given to them on their birthday. In Kay’s case, since her
birthday was in the summer, I believe it was given to her
sometime that preceding spring. One of the notes from her
classmates said “I like you because you are so smrat.” Yes, this
was how he spelled it!
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Smrat she was and by the time she was in 5th grade she had
decided that she planned to graduate from high school first in
her class. I’ve written elsewhere in this book about that pursuit
and its accompanying dilemma. Kay was always a straight A
student. For her, getting straight A’s wasn’t enough, though. She
wanted to have the highest A possible.
It was during her elementary years that we discovered Kay’s
extraordinary athletic skills, too. Westside had a swimming team
which all three of our children participated on. I believe she was
only 8 years old when she went the entire swim season,
including the multi-team championships, without being beaten
in the breaststroke. I can still recall yelling “pull, Kay, pull” as
she breezed past her competition.
She wasn’t as eager to learn to ride a bike. She didn’t seem to
want to learn much until her friend Annie Erskine learned. Then
she had to immediately learn. Off we went to the Robert E. Lee
High School parking lot until she could ride like Annie.
Tennis did come easy for her. She had great hand-eye
coordination. Having played softball, too, she could “throw like a
boy” so her serving was strong. Soon she was playing in tennis
tournaments and getting some coaching from various tennis
professionals. One of my personal favorite tournaments she
played in was the Grand Caverns Mixed Doubles tournament she
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played in as my partner. She was probably around 8 years old.
This may have been her first tournament ever. We were the
champions and I suspect it was more because of her than me.
Kay won all the local tournaments including the biggest
tournament of all, the Staunton News Leader, when she was just
14 years old. She was the youngest to ever win that tournament,
a record which still stands today. We took her to many
tournaments in Virginia and West Virginia. She won some of
them, but not all, but her losses seemed to increase her
determination. I’ve written about this determination to win in
another section of this book where I described the greatest
athletic event I’ve ever attended, Kay’s match against Stephanie
Slaughter when she was a senior in high school.
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Kay’s high school tennis matches were a highlight of my life. She
and her team were so good! The team lost just two matches in
four years, both to Handley High School of Winchester. They
were undefeated AA state champions in 1996 and 1998. Handley
was the champion in 1995 and 1997. For their careers, Kay and
her brother Jim won over 260 singles and doubles matches for
Fort Defiance High School and played every match at the #1
position. She never won the AA individual title though she and
her doubles partners Amy Wells (1995) and Jennifer McNeal
(1997, 1998) were AA Doubles State Champions. In 1998 I created
a video which later I burned as a DVD of her tennis team’s
accomplishments.
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Kay was always such a great achiever. One night Lynn and I were
somewhat embarrassed by her excellence. When she was in the
8th grade, Augusta County had a strange arrangement of schools
in which they had 5 high schools but only 3 middle schools. So,
Kay’s 8th grade class was much larger than her high school
graduating class. We attended the academic awards night at the
end of her 8th grade year at Stewart Middle School. Apparently,
each department had decided on who was to receive the most
outstanding student but also apparently they hadn’t compared
the results with each other so as to spread out the trophies
among the class. One after another—band, mathematics,
science, P.E., social studies, and on and on—the most
outstanding student was called. You guessed it—with a gym full
of students and parents there was one name called over and over
again, Kay Hill.
I also recall what a good clarinet player Kay was. She was first
chair as a freshman not only in the FDHS band but even in the
all-county band. She was an all-state clarinetist. She took piano
lessons for many years and became an excellent pianist, too. I
recall her playing Pachelbel’s Canon in D for her final recital.
Kay was also a great volleyball player, playing on a FDHS state
championship team as a freshman and then not only starting but
playing every single minute for the next three years until she
was taken out so she could receive a standing ovation during the
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last game of her career. She played varsity basketball, too, and
started for years. Humorously, when her braces were removed
from her teeth she became less aggressive in basketball because
she didn’t want to get her mouth messed up! I recall when she
was chosen as the TV-3 Student Athlete of the Week for our area
and the sports announcer said “Everything’s A-OK with Kay!”
Kay’s athletic and academic prowess gained her the most
prestigious award given to a high school athlete in the
Shenandoah Valley, the City/County Student Athlete of the Year
Award. It also later enabled her to be in the first group of athletes
inducted into the FDHS Sports Hall of Fame, along with Dell
Curry. Her record of six FDHS state championships (Volleyball
1995, Tennis Doubles 1995, 1997, 1998 and Tennis Team 1996,
1998) may never be broken.
Kay was the quintessential high school student. Not only was she
a great student and athlete, she was also Student Council
co-President. I guess she wasn’t Prom Queen. Too bad I didn’t
get to pick that one. Her high school days weren’t perfect; she
did have a few personal struggles. But she emerged from them
and blossomed in her college and law school years.
I remember how she wanted to go to the University of Virginia
and how disappointed it was when she was not given the
Jefferson Scholarship, a full ride to UVA. But I also recall how
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surprised I was when we learned that she had been given the
Presidential Scholarship to Georgia Tech which earned her a full
ride to Georgia Tech. Georgia Tech was great for Kay. Not only
did she earn her degree in electrical engineering which propelled
her into law school but it was there that she met her husband
Andy. Like her sister Ann, Kay’s choice for a spouse was
excellent.
Like Ann, Kay has become a great source of pride to me as a
young lady and mother. I am so blessed to have three hard
working, loving children. This book has been a great opportunity
to brag about them, something I greatly enjoy doing.
Jim was our only child born in Staunton. Being the youngest,
only boy, and living in Staunton with many Hanger family
members nearby, he definitely got lots of attention. In another
chapter of this book I wrote about how I didn’t pay as much
attention to him as I should have one day when he drank paint
thinner.
Jim’s name followed the pattern of using family names. My
mother had a brother, uncle Jim Cook. Of course, his middle
name honors his mother.
Jim was a typical boy. He grew up loving everything that was
round. As a child he didn’t have the imaginary friends that his
sisters did but he did like to change his identity from day to day.
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This made for one memorable occasion when I took the three
kids to the Home Show at Expo in Fishersville. As usual, I didn’t
do a good job of keeping up with the kids’ whereabouts and soon
we discovered that Jim was lost. Just then, over the intercom
came a booming voice, “We’ve got a little boy here who says his
Dad is Joe and his name is Baseball Boy.” I was so embarrassed I
sent Ann and Kay to retrieve their brother.
Jim did enjoy little league baseball, basketball, and, of course,
tennis. He was also a prolific runner—in the third grade he ran
every day during recess and reached the 275 mile club by the end
of the school year.
On many occasions I’d read to the kids at bedtime. I’m not a
great reader so sometimes I’d opt to make up stories instead. I
recall making up lots of stories for them about some children
and their dog. When we asked Jim what we should name the dog,
he said “Cat Food.” So Cat Food was the hero of many stories.
Like Kay, Jim excelled at tennis. Before he entered high school,
he had been a winner or finalist in over thirty tournaments. He
was quite ambidextrous; he could hit every stroke with either
hand. There was one great tennis player at Handley High School
who kept Jim from being state champion each year but he had
his share of titles including winning the Staunton News Leader
five consecutive times, a feat which no one has come close to
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meeting since. As a tribute to his high school tennis team, in
2002 I created a website which still exists today about his team:
http://hill.highspeedlink.net/fdhs10s.html. Here’s a photo from
the Harrisonburg Daily News Record when he was a 10th grader:

But like Kay, Jim was more than tennis. His music ability was
fine though you’d never know it. Once Lynn and I were going to
an all-county band concert at Buffalo Gap High School which Jim
was playing baritone in. As we entered the auditorium several
parents asked us “Are you worried?” “Worried about what?” we
asked. “Jim’s solo.” It turns out that in the concert he had a
major solo in which he was the only person in the entire band
playing for several minutes. Lynn and I had no idea that was
coming; he hadn’t even told us. For sure, he never practiced it at
home.
Yes, Jim was a typical boy including his interest in the opposite
sex. The very first day he got his driver’s license we let him have
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the car. Later that day I got the chilling call from him. “Dad, I
think I made a bad decision.” “What decision?” “I went to watch
some girls play volleyball.” “What’s wrong with that decision?”
“Well, the car broke down.” “Where are you?” “In Richmond…”.
I can be mistreated and get over it. But if a child or grandchild of
mine gets mistreated my wrath is immeasurable. Jim got
mistreated three times in his teenage years. First, he was cut
from the JV basketball team. He had been a star player in all the
leagues he played in prior to 8th grade. His unnamed coach,
whom I confess I’ve never forgiven, not only cut him on the last
day of tryouts but did so in an embarrassing way. He had spent
untold hours prior to that evening practicing for high school
basketball and it all ended abruptly that day. On another
occasion, he had a driving incident that I won’t elaborate about
in which he was wrongly charged. Worse, when we retained a
lawyer for his juvenile court appearance our counsel gave us
extremely bad advice. So bad it was that when I later contacted
the judge and explained the full story to him he advised us to
appeal the case again in court which worked out much to our
liking. On a third occasion, Jim was treated unfairly by a
professor at Blue Ridge Community College where he took a dual
credit course in high school. I used his story in this incident
when I taught future teachers at Bridgewater College and
explained to them how this was NOT the way an instructor
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should treat his students.
Despite these incidents, childhood was good for Jim, probably
because he had several great friends who remain close to him
today, especially Scott Schmeissing and Brandon Shreckhise.
I have one more funny story about Jim. This happened during his
freshman year at Virginia Tech. He was home at Thanksgiving
that year and we were enjoying the family feast. “Did you see me
on TV last week, at the football game?” he asked. “Did you see
the guys who spelled out H-O-K-I-E-S on their bare chests?”
His sisters objected. “Jim, you’re too skinny to have done that.”
Sheepishly, he replied, “I had to be the I.”
Like his sisters, Jim has turned out to be a great adult. He is a
good father and works untold hours above and beyond his
teaching career to support his family. He and Morgan are very
caring parents for their children. I am particularly proud of how
skilled he has become as a handyman. His grandfather and great
grandfather would be proud of his skills, too, especially since
these abilities skipped my generation.
Here are several pictures of the three of them including some
from childhood and some recent:
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As I’ve said before, I am a nostalgic person. I do look back
wistfully at these childhood memories and now see new sets of
nostalgic moments created nowadays by our grandchildren. The
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difference is that thanks to digital photography I have thousands
of pictures of our grandchildren’s childhoods even though most
have but a meager start on these years as of now. Will I have
100,000 photos by the time they leave their teenage years? I
hope so. I’ve got a good start.
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What are some of your
family traditions?

I grew up in a traditional family so it is no surprise that the
Hills had various family traditions. Many of them were about
eating. Saturday nights, we traditionally all went to Aunt
Myrtle’s house in Bluefield for dinner. My great Aunt Myrtle had
no children of her own and treated my mother as if she were her
daughter. I believe my mom even lived with her for a while in her
college years and worked in her piece goods store in Bluefield.
Aunt Myrtle would frequently have others living with her, such
as great Aunt Peg, so dinners were large affairs with plenty of
food. She always insisted that I play the piano after dinner.
Sundays, the Hill family always went to church and sat in the
same pew. It was on the left hand side of the Bramwell
Presbyterian Church a few rows from the back, beside the
electric heater. No one else dared to sit there. After church, we
always had a family dinner cooked by my mother. The Hill
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children didn’t have many chores to do around the house but at
dinner time we rotated with two jobs: setting the table or drying
the dishes. We never washed dishes—that was Dad’s job. I still
remember the phrase I’d recite to myself after I had put the
plates and silverware down on the table. “Salt, pepper, butter,
Daddy’s water, napkins, mats, big spoons.” It was always those
items in that order.
Mondays was Kiwanis day. Dad never missed. He had perfect
attendance pins for many, many years. Around 13 or 14 I became
the pianist for the Bramwell Kiwanis Club so I went with him
each Monday night and enjoyed a big meal there, too.
Looking back, it is surprising that I was so pencil thin in those
days considering how many huge meals I ate. I guess I just
burned all the calories off with sports.
Another family tradition was Friday nights. My mother tried to
spend every Friday night with her mother, especially after her
father, Pappa Joe, died. The kids loved going to the farm and
even to steep Jefferson Street in Bluefield after she moved there
when she was a widow. I’ve written before about how magical
the Falls Mills farm was.
Of course, things changed as each of us got older and eventually
left home, but most of these traditions continued long
afterwards.
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In the Joe and Lynn family, another traditional family, we
developed our own traditions. Never wealthy, we ate out once per
week, usually at Pizza Hut on Friday nights. Sunday was always
Sunday School and Church day at Central United Methodist
Church in Staunton.
Visits to Lynn’s parents were often, especially since they lived so
close by. We’d also visit Lynn’s Aunt Mildred and Ike fairly often,
especially when Lynn’s grandmother lived with them. Mildred
and Ike had only one child who died in childhood and in some
ways Mildred was like my Mom’s Aunt Myrtle in that she treated
Lynn as a daughter.
Sometime after we moved to Staunton we developed the
tradition of having Thanksgiving with my brother and sister.
We’d rotate among the three houses. Later on, Butch and Ann
stopped hosting since Athens OH was such a long drive for
everyone else. But to this day we still enjoy Thanksgiving with
the Hill family.
Christmas has always been full of our traditions. Lynn and I have
hosted a Hanger family Christmas party for many, many years.
The party outgrew our house; the last several years we’ve had it
elsewhere and have pretty much settled on having it at Central
UMC now. At the party, we feast on Italian food everyone brings.
And we play games and have a Chinese auction present activity.
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We almost always have it prior to Christmas and usually have
over 30 people present. Of course, Santa Claus makes an
appearance. We’ve had the same Santa Claus impersonator for
many years, Ron Craig, who does an excellent job.
On Christmas eve, we had other traditions which continue to this
day. Of course, we always go to the candlelight service at Central
UMC. Immediately after that we drive through Gypsy Hill park to
see the ornaments on display there. Then we drive to the “Crazy
House” off Springhill Road in Staunton where for many years
there has been a house gaudily ornamented. After the kids were
older but still living at home, we had a crazy tradition of putting
out their presents but keeping them in the living room out of
sight by putting up a sheet across the door to the room.
Nowadays, our grandchildren have Christmas at their own
homes, but Ann’s family always comes over soon thereafter.
Eventually all the grandchildren make it to our house during the
Christmas season with the tradition of opening one present at a
time, rotating from person to person.
Easter has a Hill family tradition associated with it. For many
years we have hosted an Easter Egg Hunt in our backyard.
Usually we have an ample supply of grandchildren and others to
find the hundreds of plastic eggs we scatter. Sometimes we have
a contest pitting the males against the females to see who can
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hide the eggs the best. Here’s a picture of Freddie at the 2018
hunt:

We’ve had many similar contests centered around holidays.
We’ve hosted candy cane and Valentine heart hiding events. All
of the Gutshall children have a challenge on their birthdays to
find their hidden present through a sequence of clues. In order to
move from one hidden clue to the next there’s usually a math
problem that has to be solved. Go figure!
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Another longstanding tradition is for Ann’s family to eat Sunday
dinner with us. Lynn always does all the cooking if we don’t eat
out. We love having all the kids over and have tried to make 296
Leaport Road a fun place for them to come to.
Ever since grandchildren have been part of our lives, a tradition
has been to try to get a picture of them all around the green chair
in our living room. Of course, getting all young children to pose
at the same time is next to impossible. Here are the latest two
pictures of our eight grandchildren around the chair:
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The Hill family has an annual reunion in Bramwell on the last
Saturday in June. This date corresponds to Bramwell’s yearly
homecoming festival. I always enjoy catching up with my
relatives at our reunion. Here’s a picture of Butch, Becky, Nick,
and me at the 2018 parade:
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I can’t help but think of the musical Fiddler on the Roof when I
hear the word “tradition.” Of course, one of the many good
songs in that musical (my favorite musical of all times) is named
Tradition. In it, the lead character, Tevye, the father, says,
“Tradition. Without traditions, our lives would be as shaky
as…as a fiddler on the roof!”
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Who inspires you?

Like many of the weekly questions, this week’s has many
answers: Who inspires you? I’m sure in listing several below I’ll
leave out some important people so I should apologize to them in
advance. To answer the question, I first looked at several
definitions of inspire. I like this one the best: to give someone
the desire, confidence, or enthusiasm to do something well.
With this definition in mind, the first person who comes to my
mind is my mother. My mom was a saint who died much too
young (66). Even though her mother outlived her, she took
marvelous care of Mom Cook. She pushed everyone, especially
her children, to excel. She was a religious, caring, and basically
good person. I never saw anger or heard a harsh word from her.
How inspiring is that!
Of course, my dad was very influential as well. Dad was an
enigma. Before Mom died, I remember him as a stubborn
hothead whose language was often cruel and full of expletives.
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After Mom’s death he became much more passive. But even with
his occasional tirades he remained totally dedicated to our
family. He and Mom would both sacrifice anything, literally
anything, of theirs for us. He worked harder from Monday
through Saturday than any person I have ever known. He was
immensely talented in everything from accounting to carpentry
and his work ethic was unmatched. He had unbelievably talented
hands which could type more than 100 words per minute and
effortlessly split wood with an axe. If you visited our house over
five year periods throughout his life, you would undoubtedly see
a different home each time because he was constantly changing
and improving it. He had the vision to see how things could be
better—a vision that apparently didn’t pass on to his youngest
son. Neither did the carpentry skills. He loved his family and his
town. He assisted many extended family members and worked
hard with the local Kiwanis Club. I think it is true that Dad had a
big mouth but also a big heart.
I can’t list those who give me the desire, confidence, and
enthusiasm to do something well without highlighting Lynn. She
took a backward West Virginian, a lonely high school teacher, a
flawed young man and turned him into a successful, happy man
with a glorious family. I really appreciate her willingness to look
beyond my shortcomings over the last 40+ years. There are
many things about her which are inspiring but perhaps two of
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the greatest are her vast abilities and her thoughtfulness. Lynn’s
talents are multitudinous. As a young mother, she always
amazed me in how she just knew the right thing to do with our
children. It just came so natural to her. As a Spanish speaker, she
was a great teacher both to high school students the first twenty
years of her career and to elementary children the last ten years.
Even in her retirement this past year she has been sought after,
and employed by, Bridgewater College, the Migrant Education
program, and back with Rockingham County Public Schools. She
can do anything with her hands: sewing, embroidering, crafts,
jewelry making, basket weaving, etc. Her memory is phenomenal
(sometimes I laugh that she remembers every bad thing I’ve ever
done!) But perhaps her greatest characteristic is how thoughtful
she is. I know I fall well short, but she inspires me to think of
others because that’s what she constantly does.
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My children inspire me, of course. Another definition of inspire
is “to fill or affect with a specified feeling, thought.” What
feelings of pride I have always gotten from our children, from
their young years through adulthood. I am so proud of their
families, education, careers, and, best of all, their lives and souls.
I know I’m prejudiced, but to me they are all good, very good,
people. There’s a lot of my mother in each child.
Other family members who have been inspirational to me
include my maternal grandparents. I didn’t ever know my
paternal grandparents. Mom Cook and Papa Joe Cook were the
reason my mother was such a good person. I treasure the time I
had with them especially my childhood days at their farm in
Falls Mills. They both always had the time so spend with me. I
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think of them often when I play with my grandchildren.
Spending time with my grandchildren is my way of “paying it
forward.” I’m a strong believer in this concept and even
preached about this at Central United Methodist Church one
Sunday.
I’d like to mention a few non-family members who have
inspired me along the way. I’m always inspired by people who
have a set of skills I do not have but wish I did. It is particularly
inspiring when that person also lives the kind of life I want to
live. These are the people I want to be like when I grow up! On
this list I’d include some people I taught with such as Harold
Randall who taught with me at Fort Defiance High School and
later passed away. Harold had a passion for both physics and
students. I’d include Nevin Diener, whose job is currently the
Coordinator of Networking Services with Rockingham County
Public Schools. There’s a chapter in this book about icons in
which I’ve written more about Nevin. I hired Nevin in 1997 as
one of the first computer technicians in RCPS. His knowledge
and understanding of computers is unmatched but I’d likewise
say that his knowledge and understanding of people is likewise
topnotch. He is both superbly knowledgeable and level headed.
I’d include people I’ve attended church with such as Eddie Smith.
Eddie is a great handyman who also has tremendous core values.
Our current pastor, Won Un, is inspirational not so much for his
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sermons and writings but for his actions. He’s the first to pitch
in whenever help is needed; his preaching is done more with his
actions than his words.
These are but a few examples of those who have inspired me. I’m
confident I’ll return to this posting and edit it in the future when
I am reminded of others who have been so influential in my life.
For sure, there have been many, many people who have given me
the desire, confidence, or enthusiasm to do something well.
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Who do you consider your
icons, and why?

This week’s question (Who do you consider your icons, and
why?) caused me to find a good working definition of an icon.
I’m going to use the definition that an icon is a person who
represents something, one who is an excellent example of an
idea, personality trait, profession, etc. Looking at a few of the
things that have meant a lot in my life, below are some icons I’ve
come up with. I didn’t list my icon of icons, favorite person in
the world, Lynn, nor children and grandchildren because
obviously I think they are perfect!
Education—Katherine Barringer, Harold Randall, Jenny Gibson,
Kara Velez. After being educated for 16 years myself, I taught
high school for 17 years at three different schools. I then was
Supervisor/Director of Math and Technology for Rockingham
County Public Schools, which employed around 800 teachers, for
23 years. I then taught in the Teacher Education Program at
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Bridgewater College for 5 years. So it is fair to say that I have
been around thousands of educators in my life. Education was
my career of choice, and these folks are my choices for the best
of the best.
Katherine Barringer was my Algebra II teacher at Bramwell High
School. Six weeks into Algebra II, Mrs. Barringer pulled me and a
couple of other kids aside one day and told us that the rest of the
class needed her help more than we did. So she was going to put
us on one side of the room while she taught the others. Our task
was to read the text, work the problems, and finish the book by
the end of the year. Think about this—my pick for favorite
teacher is one who didn’t teach me but instead challenged me to
learn on my own. She had the confidence in me to turn me loose.
I learned more Algebra that year than ever and did, indeed,
finish the book. In my teaching career, I taught many, many
brilliant math students, much more gifted in math than I. Yet I
somehow felt that they needed me to teach them. Regrettably, I
rarely turned them loose the way Katherine Barringer did to me.
Under her tutelage, I learned tons of math and became confident
in my own ability to succeed. Thank you, Mrs. B.
Harold Randall was the best teacher I ever taught with. He was
the physics and computer math teacher at Fort Defiance High
School. If you asked Harold about his teaching, he would
probably tell you he was a poor teacher. Never did I meet a
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person with more competence and less confidence than Harold. I
sat in the back of his classroom at times and we shared the same
students since I taught the math courses his physics students
were in. Both in the practical labs he had students do and in the
theory of it, Harold’s teaching was superb. He cared deeply for
his students and led the kind of Christian life that students
should imitate. Harold’s life outside of school was far from easy.
He had a severely handicapped daughter who eventually passed
away. Instead of being drafted in the Vietnam War, Harold chose
alternative service and was, I believe, subjected to conditions
which drastically affected his own health. He died in 2009 at the
young age of 63.
Jenny Gibson was the best colleague I ever worked with. My
duties as Director of Math were enhanced when I was allowed to
hire a second person to assist me in providing support such as
inservice training to the county’s math teachers. Evelyn Travis,
another great teacher, initially took this job and was masterful.
When she retired, I had to find a replacement and the job went
unfilled for a while. One day I got a call from the Personnel Office
who had an applicant that I was told I needed to interview. Her
former principal had written a one sentence recommendation:
Hire her before she leaves the room. He was right; Jenny was a
fantastic math educator.
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Kara Velez was the best teacher I ever supervised in my role with
RCPS. Kara was a student of mine at Bridgewater College when I
taught the Math Methods for Elementary Teachers in the spring
of 1995—my first year there as an adjunct professor. She became
a math teacher at Wilbur S. Pence Middle School. Kara’s strength
as a teacher was that she followed the excellent advice I had
received as a beginning teacher. During my first year as a teacher
at Morgantown High, I heard an inspirational teacher whose
name has long since escaped me who told us “When you get to
your 10th year of teaching, make sure that’s 10 years of
experience not one year repeated 10 times.” What fantastic
advice that was! Teachers have to be learners, trying something
new each year. Kara Velez did just that. She became a technology
teaching wizard and even had all of her middle school lessons on
video in a “flipped classroom” environment when I retired in
2017. Not only was she adept at using technology in teaching,
she also cared deeply about her students, constantly looking for
ways to become better.
Technology—Steve Jobs, Nevin Diener. My picks here are one
person, Jobs, who is known worldwide for his vision and
inventions, and another one, Diener, who is probably only
known in Rockingham County.
My professional career happened at the same time that Jobs
went from being a college dropout to leading Apple to become
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the most powerful company in the world. When I became
Director of Technology for Rockingham County Public Schools,
one of the first decisions I had to make was which brand of
computer should the county purchase. This was during the IBM
vs Apple conflict. A huge majority of school divisions, and nearly
all companies, chose IBM. I stuck with Apple and Jobs. In the
1990’s there were times I wondered if Apple would fold but I
stayed with them because the Mac was inherently easy to use
and Apple provided lots of support to school systems. I wish I
had purchased Apple stock then…. along came the MacBooks, the
iPhone and iPad, Siri, and soon Apple was king of the hill. What I
admired about Jobs was his ability to envision the future. Though
Jobs didn’t actually produce the video, Apple’s 1987 Knowledge
Navigator was a promotional video released to make the viewer
think about how the future might be. This movie was made
pre-laptop, pre-wireless, pre-Facetime yet it predicts all of
these happening. Apple, under Jobs leadership, had a way of
convincing the rest of us that we must have what they are about
to invent. I absolutely believe that the success of my professional
career as Director of Technology can be credited in part to Steve
Jobs.
I also absolutely believe that the success of my career can be
credited to Nevin Diener, whom I hired 1997 as a computer
technician. He was later promoted to Coordinator of Network
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Services. Nevin’s knowledge of Apple computers and networking
was always unmatched. Apple made the hardware, I would buy it,
and Nevin would make it work right. And if something didn’t
work right, Nevin could fix it. Nevin was always more than
tech-savvy, though. He had wisdom that I greatly depended on.
Nevin’s decisions were always made with lots of forethought. He
didn’t jump on bandwagons. If he said we needed to buy x, then I
bought it because I trusted his judgement blindly. His work ethic
was unbelievable, his interactions with colleagues, teachers, and
administrators always polite and professional. If every company
had a work force of Nevins, this world would be an unbelievably
great place. I was fortunate to have him on my staff. Now that I
am retired I miss his wise counsel, warm smile, and unequaled
knowledge of computers.
Politics—Jimmy Carter, Barak Obama. Living in rural Virginia, I
often feel out of place because I am a liberal Democrat living in
conservative Republican America. The two US Presidents who
have been paragons for me were Democrats Carter and Obama.
What always impressed me both about them was that they
always pushed for America to care for its most fragile residents:
the poor, the immigrant, the powerless. In sharp contrast to our
current President, both conducted themselves honorably at all
times. The US prospered under both administrations but I think
their presidency should be judged not in terms of economics but
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in terms of how people are shown to treat other people. Future
politicians would do well to copy their habits.
Religion—Jerry Connor, Won Un. Both of these fine men have
served as pastors of mine. Growing up in rural Bramwell, I was
blessed

that

Bramwell

Presbyterian

Church

hired

a

twenty-something minister at his first pastoral charge. Jerry
Connor was a role model for young people like me in the
formative years of our lives. He was an excellent athlete who
loved to mix it up with us on the basketball court or softball field
and his sermons were strong testaments to living a Christian life
centered in family. I can still remember his “What’s That In Your
Hand?” sermon. Won Un is our current minister at Central
United Methodist Church in Staunton. Won’s faith comes out
strongest in his actions. He is the first to volunteer for any kind
of work that involves helping others. He doesn’t know how to say
no when it comes to helping.
Tennis—Roger Federer. I’ve played and watched tennis all my
life. I most admire Roger Federer because not only has he been a
dominant tennis player for the past decade or so, but his style of
play is one that I greatly appreciate. He is a finesse player, not
just a power hitter. I do not like the pure power hitters like Pete
Sampras and the Williams sisters. I like players like Federer, Rod
Laver, and Billie Jean King who had a variety of skills in their
tennis quiver, not just a big serve or devastating forehand.
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Federer can hit all the strokes: forehand, backhand, serve, volley,
drop shot, lob, etc. More importantly, he does so with class. His
on-court demeanor is superb, win or lose. And off-court he is a
philanthropist, good father, and downright nice person.
Basketball—Jerry West, Steph Curry. Here’s another sport I’ve
played and watched my entire life. My tastes here are exactly like
those in tennis—I like a player who is full of skill, not just
brawn. Jerry West, of course, is not only my basketball icon, he is
the iconic WVU basketball player. I grew up idolizing him and,
truth be told, he probably had more influence than anyone on my
decision to apply to only one college, WVU. I’ve read his
autobiography and learned that life wasn’t always stardom for
him. His basketball abilities were legendary nationwide, not just
in West Virginia. Like Federer in tennis, West could do it all:
shoot, dribble, rebound, pass, etc. He didn’t overpower anyone
like

LeBron

James

does,

he

outfoxed

them.

In

today’s

professional basketball, his twin is Steph Curry. Like Jerry West,
Curry can outscore anyone and he does so with skill and class.
Like Federer, his life outside his sport is one of humility and
grace. He is an excellent role model. I know he came from a great
family because his father, Dell Curry, attended Fort Defiance
High School where Lynn and I both taught. To this day, teachers
talk about what a good young man and student Dell was, not just
what a great basketball player he was.
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Adult role model—my brother Butch. I’ve looked up to Butch
since birth, of course. I want to be like him when I grow up. He’s
superbly educated, well spoken, and is exceedingly thoughtful of
others in his presence. Over his 70+ years he’s developed into a
marvelous human being. I wish we lived closer to each other
because I really enjoy the limited time I spend with him. He takes
good care of his body with exercise and diet. His advice is always
worth taking.
Inlaws—mine! My Mom and Dad died in 1980 and 1993,
respectively. Lynn’s Dad lived to age 97 before he died in 2015.
Her mother is currently 99 1/2 and enjoying very good health. I
met Lynn in 1974, so I’ve spent much more time being around
her parents than my own. Living in Augusta County, we are
within 10 miles of Lynn’s mother, two sisters, and brother. What
a pleasant experience that has been for me! Her parents
demonstrated in their 73 years of marriage how it’s done. Here’s
a picture of her Mom and Dad:
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The entire Hanger family has always treated me exceedingly
well. The expression “he married up” applies to me.
Similarly, parents can’t pick their childrens’ spouses, but how
fortunate we have been! Josh, Andy, and Morgan are superb
spouses and parents.
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Summarize your career:
How did you choose it and
where did it take you?

As the title of this book indicates, I was a career educator. Two
competing quotes come to mind about those in my profession.
The Clerk in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales was described this way,
“gladly would he learn and gladly teach.” But George Bernard
Shaw wrote “those who can do, those who can’t teach.” I think I
can identify with both of these. I did enjoy learning. I was a good
student and still like learning about new technologies. I was a
happy teacher. Sometimes, though, I felt like if I had to find
another profession I’d struggle. Fortunately, I didn’t have to.
Here is a synopsis of my professional career: I worked in the field
of Education for 45 years, including 17 as a classroom teacher, 23
as a Supervisor/Director of Math & Technology, and 5 as a full
time

instructor

in

the

Teacher
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Bridgewater College. I taught at Morgantown High School,
Morgantown WV for 9 years, at Turner Ashby High School,
Rockingham County, for 2 years, then at Fort Defiance High
School, Augusta County, for 6 years. I came to Rockingham
County as Supervisor of Math and Technology in 1989 and
retired as Director of Math and Technology on June 30, 2012.
After being an adjunct instructor at Bridgewater College for 17
years, I became a full time instructor in the Teacher Education
Program in fall, 2012 and remained there until my retirement in
June, 2017.
How did this come about? I didn’t enter West Virginia University
in 1968 with the intention on being an educator. Throughout
high school, I planned to be a music major since music played
such an important part of my life in those days. I loved playing
keyboards and tenor saxophone in The Chaparrals, playing
baritone saxophone in the concert band, and drums in the
marching band. I played the piano for the local Kiwanis Club
every Monday night and occasionally played organ at the
Bramwell Presbyterian Church for Sunday morning worship
services.
Two factors led me away from music by the time I was a senior in
high school. First, I had the realization that although I loved
playing music, I wasn’t all that good at it. Thankfully, I realized
that I could still keep music as a hobby without having to use my
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limited talents in it in order to make a living. The second factor
was my brother. By this time, Butch was a successful electrical
engineering student at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Of course, MIT is the top engineering school in the world and I
really looked up to him. He encouraged me to follow in his
footsteps as an electrical engineer.
I was good at math, knew that engineers made lots of money, so
this seemed like a smart choice for me. The only college I applied
to was WVU. On my application I indicated that electrical
engineering would be my major. I had no idea whatsoever what
electrical engineers did.
My first semester in college is one that brings back horrific
memories. Along with being homesick, I quickly discovered how
little I knew when it came to math and science. I took a heavy
load including calculus and chemistry which proved to be tough
courses for me mainly because I did not have the background in
either that I should have had. I also took my first engineering
course, a mechanical engineering course that all engineering
majors were required to take. At WVU, the engineering majors
were told how tough the curriculum was, how two-thirds of the
majors would never graduate, and how important and successful
the survivors would be. Looking back, I believe the intent of the
freshman courses at that time was to intimidate and weed out
those who had either the inability or the lack of work ethic to be
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an engineer. The courses were hard, impersonal, and some had
huge class sizes. The engineering course was taught by a man
who was snarly and condescending. All in all, I felt stupid the
entire semester. I worked my butt off, studying non-stop.
Fortunately, I had a roommate, Vernon Fisher, who was an
excellent student and had the same study habits as I.
Yes, at the end of the semester I became one of the engineering
dropouts. The irony is that I ended up the semester with all A’s.
My 4.00 GPA put me at the top of the engineering class, along
with Vernon and a few others with an identical record. I had
survived the rigor but hated nearly every minute of it. Why would
I want to continue down that path? Living with Vernon also
made it clear to me that electrical engineering wasn’t for me. He
eventually graduated at the top of his engineering class and went
on to have a very successful career with Westinghouse that was
tragically cut short when he got colon cancer and died in his
50’s. I think I came to the realization that I could make it
through the curriculum but would never be a good engineer like
Vernon and Butch.
I have always disliked and avoided uncomfortable situations. I
am much happier when I feel at home, cozy, and in predictable
places. Having just spent my previous twelve years in school,
schools were places of comfort for me. Plus, I realized that there
was a need for good high school math teachers and would have
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no trouble getting employed. My mother had been a successful
teacher so I guess I had it in my blood. So when I returned to
WVU for my second semester, I changed my major to Secondary
Education and planned to get certified to teach math and physics
so I could do so in a small school like the one I had attended.
Ironically, my schedule for the second semester was exactly the
same as if I had stayed in electrical engineering and once again I
earned a 4.00 GPA. This time, though, I was much happier.
I think I disappointed a few people when I made that decision.
My brother complained that I’d “be spending the rest of my
career with intellectual inferiors.” Funny how he worked as an
engineer for a few years before returning to get his PhD and, yes,
spending the rest of his working life as a professor. My dad told
me that I had better learn how to do a few things around the
house because I’d never be able to afford to pay someone to do
them for me.
I was right that getting a job as a math teacher in the early 70’s
would be easy. I didn’t even apply for the first one I got; when I
did my student teaching at Morgantown High School I had a
wonderful elderly cooperating teacher, Ella Jones. Ella had a son
about my age and I think perhaps I became a proxy for him.
When she heard of a colleague who was planning to leave MHS
she told Ed Jenkins, the principal, that he should hire me. He
offered me the job before I even filled in an application to teach
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in Monongalia County.
Morgantown High wasn’t the small school I had envisioned
teaching in. It was the third largest high school in West Virginia
with around 1,400 students. The more I taught there the more I
loved it. Plus, the administration was super supportive of me.
After my first year there I convinced them to let me teach a
computer programming class which, at the time, meant renting
an IBM Card Punch machine so my students could put their
programs on punch cards. I then took them to WVU each
afternoon and picked up the output the following morning on my
way to school. Eventually the school bought computer terminals
and minicomputers for me to teach two levels of Computer
Science. I then had the idea to teach a high school statistics
course which became one of my favorites. So after a few years
my teaching load consisted of pre-calculus, statistics, and
computer science. I had the best students in the school, some of
them three times each day.
Note that I never taught physics even though I had the
certification to do so. To be honest, I liked the theoretical side of
it but was all thumbs in the labs. After a few years of teaching
math I had decided that anytime I would be offered a position
teaching physics I’d decline it.
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A few other significant things happened during those MHS years.
Lynn and I met, dated, married, and soon welcomed Ann Cook
Hill into the world. We bought our first house and Kay Henry Hill
was born. Lynn got her Master’s in Spanish and did some
substitute teaching during some of that time but did not have a
full time job. So, I became the sole income source for a family of
four. It didn’t take my math background to figure out that my
teaching salary plus the coaching supplement wasn’t enough.
I discovered that WVU had a need for someone to teach night
courses in College Algebra and Trigonometry. Thus began a part
of my career that lasted for decades—teaching college courses as
an adjunct instructor in order to earn money for our family to
survive.
When we decided to move to Staunton in 1981, I not only looked
for a daytime teaching job but also the adjunct work. I got two
teaching offers, one at Robert E. Lee High School teaching
geometry all day and the other at Turner Ashby High School
teaching Calculus, Algebra II, and Pre-Algebra. I took the latter. I
also discovered that between Staunton and TAHS was Blue Ridge
Community College which had a need for an adjunct faculty to
teach computer programming courses. Bingo! I ended up
teaching many evening courses at BRCC including math and
computer science.
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I taught at Turner Ashby for two years from 1981-83. Meanwhile,
Lynn and I had purchased a house in Staunton. The drive from
Staunton to Dayton was over 30 minutes each day so I kept my
eye out for an opportunity to teach closer to home. That chance
came in 1983 when I was offered a teaching job at Fort Defiance
High. FDHS was a great place to teach. I had a superb course
load: Calculus, Pre-Calculus, and Algebra II. Charlie Huffman
was a great principal. The students were well behaved. If my
teaching salary could have supported our family of five (Jim was
born in 1983), I would have spent the rest of my working career
there. We soon bought a house just one mile from the school and
still live there today.
One of my favorite stories from teaching came from when I
taught at FDHS. At the time, Kay was attending Pre-School at
Covenant

Presbyterian

Church

in

Staunton.

One

day

I

accidentally left my briefcase at home. Perhaps the most
important thing in it was my lunch. Lynn kindly agreed to bring
it to me. Kay came along with her. They interrupted my class and
I noticed a puzzled look on Kay’s face. That night, she said to me,
“Daddy, when I came to your school today where was your
teacher?” I replied, “Kay, I AM the teacher.” Her mouth dropped.
“Like Mrs. Wexwoad??” she asked (she said R’s like W’s in those
days). “Yes,” I responded. Her mouth dropped even more. I had
impressed my own four year old daughter!
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I also recall a prank played on me when I was at FDHS. Once I
hustled into the men’s restroom between classes. Flushing the
urinal, I was deluged with water, not from the urinal but from
the supply line which feeds it. Apparently some kid had brought
a pipe wrench to school that day and loosened the nut which
attached the urinal to its supply. I was not amused at the time.
Teachers get the summers off but for me this just meant that I
had to find other sources of income. When we lived in
Morgantown, I worked during the summers as a teaching tennis
pro at Westview Tennis Club and taught tennis lessons through
the city’s recreation department. I made decent money teaching
lessons but it became drudgery. When we moved to Virginia I
created lots of summer work. Along with a friend, Gene
Blackmer, we started a computer camp at Mary Baldwin College
in which students stayed on campus and learned to write
programs in BASIC. I created a similar Blue Ridge Community
College computer camp for commuting students and taught
summer workshop courses for the Augusta County Gifted and
Talented

program

such

as

courses

in

LOGO

and

using

spreadsheets.
While teaching, I also did a number of workshops for fellow
teachers about using a computer in the classroom. I taught some
of these workshops during the two years I spent at TAHS in
Rockingham County as well as during the six years I spent at
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Fort Defiance High School.
If you add all of this up, I did a lot of teaching! Lynn and I had
made the decision for her to stay home with the children until
they were all in school. I have never regretted that decision
despite the fact that it meant I had to work so much. It is fair to
say that times were still tough for us financially. Lynn did a great
job of using coupons, getting bargains including yard sales, and
even watched some other students after school to earn some
spending money. We rarely ate out and did not take any decent
vacations.
Teaching was something I loved and believe I was fairly good at,
but after seventeen years in the classroom I took the chance I
had to earn more money. Rockingham County Schools offered
me the newly created position of Supervisor of Math and
Technology, a job that paid nearly twice my salary as a teacher.
This was a step up for me not only financially but also
professionally. I later was given a different title, Director of Math
and Technology, which included another pay hike so by the time
I did this for twenty three years I was earning good money.
Even as I worked in Rockingham County, I kept up my extra
teaching duties. I taught courses for teachers on using
technology in the classroom which we funneled through James
Madison University or Eastern Mennonite University. Every
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Wednesday night for decades I co-taught this course along with
some colleagues. I worked as an educational consultant to the
Virginia Department of Corrections which included visiting
several prisons in the state. In addition to JMU and EMU, I taught
courses for Mary Baldwin University, Bridgewater College, and
Blue Ridge Community College. The extra money was useful and
again I was back in a teaching role which I enjoyed.
Here’s a favorite picture of mine from that time period. It shows
me working with Henry on an iPad at Cub Run Elementary
School in Rockingham County Public Schools. He went to Cub
Run for his entire elementary years, riding to school each day
with Lynn.

In 1995 I got a phone call from Bridgewater College. The person
who had been teaching their Math Methods for Elementary
Teachers course had a stroke and they needed someone
immediately to teach it. I agreed to as long as they could move
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the course to 8:00 in the morning so I could teach it then come to
work with RCPS. I ended up teaching that course every semester
for seventeen years as an adjunct professor.
I also got a request from James Madison University to teach their
Math Methods for Secondary Teachers course which I did for
several years at night. Furthermore, I co-taught a math course,
along with a Bridgewater College Mathematics Professor, Verne
Leininger, for Mary Baldwin University for the students in their
MA program. This was a night course offered in the summer.
When I was hired as Supervisor of Math and Technology for
RCPS, Assistant Superintendent Winston Wenger asked me what
I hoped to be doing down the road in ten years or so. I told him
that my dream was to return to teaching some day because I
enjoyed it so much. I don’t think that was the answer he
expected from me; I honestly think many administrators move
out of the classroom because they are unhappy with teaching. I
wasn’t. I was just unhappy with the pay and having to work so
much extra.
I loved my job as Director of Math and Technology, though.
Unlike teaching, every day was different. Technology was just
starting to become important in schools. My staff was originally
myself and one computer repair person who actually reported to
the person in charge of maintenance, not me. By the time I
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retired in 2012, the tech staff I was in charge of had expanded to
28 employees. Technology had gone from being a new fangled
add-on to the classroom to being an integral part of education.
We had moved from occupying a tiny office space in an ancient
downtown building to a new, high-tech Board of Education
Office. I was lucky enough to be part of that time period. I was
especially fortunate to have such excellent, knowledgeable, and
hard working employees who were also great people. Here is a
picture of my staff in 2012. I hired every one of them.

I have wonderful memories of my twenty three years working as
an administrator in Rockingham County Public Schools. Once
Apple flew me and a few of my staff to their headquarters in
Cupertino CA where we were treated as if we were the most
important school division in America.
After forty years of working in K-12 education, I saw an
opportunity to make my last career move. Through my work as
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an adjunct at Bridgewater College, I had good contacts there. I
heard that there was going to be an opening in their Teacher
Education Program. The department chairman, Mark Hogan,
offered the position to me. I retired from Rockingham County
Schools in 2012 and immediately became an Instructor in the
TEP at Bridgewater. My statement to Winston Wenger was
coming to fruition—I was returning to the classroom. At
Bridgewater I taught the same Math Methods for Elementary
Teachers course I had done as an adjunct. Plus I taught courses
in Secondary Classroom Management, Secondary Curriculum
and Instruction, and supervised student teachers. The last year
at Bridgewater I taught two courses in the math department so,
indeed, I was finishing my career the same way I started it, as a
math teacher.
Truth be told, teaching at Bridgewater was a financial boon as
well. Because Bridgewater was a private college and did not
participate in the Virginia Retirement System, I could draw full
retirement from my forty years in public education plus my
salary as a full time instructor. I had nights and summers free.
By 2017, I had been at Bridgewater for five years. Throughout my
career I had kept a close eye on my personal finances. I had
figured out that by taking social security at age 66, plus my
pension from the Virginia Retirement System, plus perhaps
some of the money Lynn and I had been able to invest during the
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last twenty years of my working, I could make nearly as much by
retiring as by working. This was a no-brainer so in June, 2017 I
left Bridgewater and became 100% retired. Actually, though
Lynn and I have both been retired now for over 18 months, we
haven’t had to touch our investment accounts. We’ve had
sufficient money in order to travel a lot, buy everything we want,
and live well. Life is good!
All teachers have times when they are at their best and times
when they are just not good at their craft. I believe my best
teaching happened in these time periods:
1. At Morgantown High when I was teaching the courses I had
created, namely Computer Science I and II and Statistics. I had to
work hard to find materials and create lessons which no one else
had previously taught.
2. When we moved to the Shenandoah Valley and I taught
Calculus. It had been over a dozen years between the time I took
Calculus as a student and taught it at Turner Ashby High School.
So the summer before I began teaching there, I worked every
single problem in the book. When August came around, I was
ready.
3. When I taught the elementary school enrichment courses at
Blue Ridge Community College and for the two local school
systems about programming in LOGO. I really think I taught
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more about problem solving when I taught LOGO than when I
taught Algebra. I wrote the textbook for these courses.
4. When I taught teachers courses on using technology in the
classroom. I did this every semester for approximately twenty
years. Of course, as technology changed this course had to
change. I usually co-taught it with Bryan Daniels. Sometimes
David Zimmerman from JMU also taught with us. Two of my
students in these courses were Lynn and Ann!
I’m not going to claim that I did my best teaching at
Bridgewater, especially during the five years when I taught
full-time there. I worked hard at making my courses up-to-date
and high tech. I got very good course evaluations from students
but still feel like my love for the material I taught was not always
inherited by my students.
I know I’ve gone overboard in answering this week’s question. I
am proud of my career, for sure. I am superbly happy with where
I am today because of it and especially because of my family who
has been with me throughout my life’s work. I’m not naive to
believe I earned the career I had—in most cases I just happened
to be in the right place at the right time and got help from many
others. My career is just another example of how blessed I have
been. I am very thankful for the many opportunities I had to
work for 45 years and even more thankful for the life I now have
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as a retiree.
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How did you decide when
to change jobs?

How did I decide when to change jobs? Actually this is one of
the easiest questions to answer that I’ve had in this project. As I
described in a previous week’s query about my career, I did
change jobs several times during my career. Yet, looking back, all
were good changes made at the right time.
As I wrote about previously, my first job was as a teacher at
Morgantown

High

School

in

the

1972-73

school

year,

immediately upon graduating from WVU. MHS was the third
largest high school in the state, quite a contrast from little
Bramwell High where I attended. I had student taught there, got
an offer to teach there even before I applied, and it turned out to
be a great place to teach. There were lots of other young teachers
at MHS. Lynn and I fit in very well. She also student taught there
and worked as a substitute teacher lots before, and some after,
Ann was born. My teaching job at MHS was really a superb
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position so it was hard to leave. I had been promoted to Chair of
the Math Department while I was still in my twenties. The
administration there was very supportive of my teaching. They
let me “invent” new math courses to offer such as Computer
Science I, Statistics, Computer Science II, in addition to giving
me a great teaching load of Algebra II and PreCalculus. The
problem was that Morgantown wasn’t near any of our family. It
was a four hour drive either to Staunton or Bramwell. We spent
many weekend on the road. Plus, Morgantown was a fine city for
college-age people but not so great for infants. When Mom died
in December, 1980, we both agreed it was time to move on.
In early 1981 I applied for teaching jobs in both Mercer County
WV and Augusta County VA. Plus, I applied in the surrounding
school divisions such as Rockingham County and Staunton City. I
had an interview for a math teaching position at Bluefield High
School but, thankfully, didn’t get that position. I say thankfully
because of how everything turned out. I had two offers from the
Staunton area. One was to teach Geometry all day at Robert E.
Lee High in Staunton (which would have driven me crazy!) and
the other was to teach Calculus, Algebra II, and PreAlgebra at
Turner Ashby High School in Rockingham County. Here is where
the grace of God becomes clear. I took the job at TAHS despite a
pay cut from Monongalia County WV.
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The job at TA involved a 30 minute drive from where we settled
in Staunton but even this had future benefits. Most importantly,
the job at Turner Ashby led me to meet many people in
Rockingham County who would later assist me with my career.
I taught there for two years, 1981 - 1983, and loved the teaching
though not the drive, During the summer of 1983 I got a call
from Augusta County Schools. It seems that they still had my
application for employment on file and called me about a math
teaching position at Fort Defiance High School. This was half the
distance from home that Turner Ashby had been so it seemed
promising. When I went to interview for the job, Principal
Charlie Huffman, a native West Virginian, and I hit it off well.
Plus he told me they were looking for someone to teach all the
upper level classes because no one on the staff wanted them. Just
my cup of tea! I had to get Rockingham County to excuse me
from my signed contract but they did and I became a FDHS
teacher.
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I taught at FDHS for six years, 1983 - 1989. These were among
my favorite years of teaching. The students at Fort were all
respectful. Charlie Huffman was a fine principal who stayed out
of my classroom and let me teach. If I could have made as much
teaching there as I did as an administrator I think I would have
remained there for the rest of my career. Lynn and I bought a
house near the school that the school secretary and her husband
had built and lived in for twenty years. Lynn taught Spanish at
FDHS for twenty years.
Alas, being the sole financial support for a family of five was
taxing, though Lynn did return to work in 1988. So when my old
friends in Rockingham County Public Schools contacted me and
encouraged me to apply for a new administrative position being
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called Supervisor of Math and Technology, I did.
Fortunately, I got that job. It had two features I really was
looking for: double the salary of a teacher and a 12 month
contact. As a 10 month teacher I had to create summer work.
Over the years I had done many things, from teaching tennis
lessons in Morgantown to teaching courses at Blue Ridge
Community College and even creating Computer Camps at both
BRCC and Mary Baldwin College. I enjoyed these summer gigs
but they involved lots of work on my part. Having a 12 month
position with the school system was great; I still got two or more
weeks off and, to be honest, the summer work wasn’t as intense
as the school year.
Changing jobs did cause me to increase my commuter time.
Despite living almost within walking distance to Fort Defiance
High School, again I had a job with a 30 minute commute. For 23
years, 1989 - 2012, I held that position. I got a raise when RCPS
changed my title to Director of Math and Technology. I went
from having one computer technician working with me to a staff
of 28.
I greatly enjoyed my years as an administrator. I had a
marvelous group of employees, talented, hard working, loyal,
and visionary. I worked under good bosses who gave me lots of
freedom and generous budgets. With such support below and
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above, I believe I had a very successful career with Rockingham.
However, by 2012 I had worked 40 years as an educator and was
ready to move on.
I had worked part-time for Bridgewater College for 17 years,
teaching a Math Educator course in their Teacher Education
Program. In late 2011 the department chairman of the Teacher
Ed Program called me and said they were going to add a full time
position to their staff. I told him I was interested. Soon I was
informing my employees of my intention to retire from
Rockingham County Schools. They gave me a fantastic farewell
retirement send-off and then I returned to the kind of job I had
always loved, teaching.
For five years, 2012 - 2017, I taught at Bridgewater College in the
Teacher Ed Program. Financially this was a good deal for me
because I was able to draw full retirement from the Virginia
Retirement System and full salary from Bridgewater College
since BC was a private school which didn’t participate in VRS.
And, very importantly, it enabled me to return to teaching.
Honestly, I would never have left teaching if we could have made
it financially. I taught several courses in the TEP at Bridgewater
and even taught a couple of math courses during my last year
there.
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Lynn finished her 30th year of teaching in 2017, twenty years at
Fort Defiance High School and last ten as an ESL/ELL teacher at
Lacey Spring and Cub Run Elementary Schools in Rockingham
County. This made her eligible for full retirement benefits from
VRS and was a perfect time for me to retire for good, too. So by
June 30, 2017, we both had left full time work ready for all the
fun, travel, grand parenting, and pleasures of retirement.
Making this decision easier was that by this time I was eligible
for full social security benefits. My social security benefits plus
my VRS retirement now provide me with adequate funds for
retirement. Plus, Lynn and I were able to invest quite a bit in
403B and IRAs so we should be set for life.
As you can see, my transitions all came with some reluctance
because, in every case, I was leaving a good position, a job I
liked. But in all cases, I left to make an improvement in our
lifestyle. Here I am, 68 years old, having lived a wonderful life
thanks to my ability to move from one position to another. I am
so lucky that I always worked with good colleagues, bosses,
employees, and students. My favorite job? My current one:
retired husband, father, and grandfather.
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What was your first boss
like?

Not counting the summer jobs I had while in college, my first
boss was J. Edwin Jenkins, principal of Morgantown High School
where I took my first full-time job as a math teacher in 1972. Ed
was not flamboyant, not charismatic, and probably not well
known but to me he was a great principal. I consider myself very
fortunate to have begun my career in education with such a fine
administrator.
I still remember Ed’s frequent admonishment to us as a faculty:
we were to be “firm, fair, and consistent.” I used these words
frequently to Bridgewater College students in the Teacher
Education Program when I taught there from 2012-2017, over 40
years after I first heard them. Ed not only spoke the words, he
lived them. He was a no-nonsense principal who quickly and
firmly dealt with student misbehaviors. One Ed Jenkins story I
recall is from the first day of school once while I was at
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Morgantown High. He called a parent on that first day and told
her he had a problem—he knew her son’s name and a principal
shouldn’t know the name of any new student at a school that
large unless there was an issue.
Knowing students’ names brings to memory another Ed story.
One of my extra teaching jobs was as a junior class sponsor and
that included prom duty. Lynn had substituted at MHS for 128 of
the 180 school days that year so she probably knew more student
names than anyone. So on prom night, as students strolled down
the sidewalk into the WVU Mountainlair for their prom, Ed had
Lynn and me stand next to him and tell us the names of the
incoming students. He knew the names of those students who
frequently got in trouble but hardly knew any of the excellent
students I had in my advanced math classes. This taught me an
important lesson and was one of the reasons I never chose to go
into school principalship since I learned that principals deal
mostly with the bottom 25% of the student population.
I recall that, even though MHS was just a few blocks from West
Virginia University, Ed was a Fairmont State graduate and
supporter. He was a traditionalist, for sure. Some principals I
have known along the way liked the “shared leadership” model
where teachers were assigned to many committees which met
often to develop policies and advise the administrators. Not Ed.
He and his assistants were hired to run the school and they did.
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Teachers were hired to teach and they did with minimal
interruption. This is the way I liked it!
Ed and I got along very well though I wouldn’t say we were
friends. He was my boss, the principal. He treated the faculty
with respect. Faculty meetings were not used as occasions to rant
(as some principals I have known). I recall one time when he
called me into his office because I had on denim pants which
resembled blue jeans. He didn’t like it and told me so. When you
see how teachers dress nowadays this probably seems absurd but
in the 1970’s all male teachers were expected to dress
professionally including ties and no casual clothes. I didn’t argue
with him and simply told him I wouldn’t do it again, which I
didn’t. I respected him.
I did confront him a little once at a faculty meeting. Monongalia
County teachers were told they would be rated on 25 items on a
teacher rating scale, each on a point system 1-5, then the 25
scores would be averaged to produce a teaching rating score for
all teachers. I objected, not to being evaluated, but on the
mathematical objection that the only time you could fairly find
the mean of 25 scores is if all 25 were worth the same and some
items on the scale (appearance of the room, e.g.) were clearly not
as important as others (lessons plans well, e.g.). I don’t recall his
reaction but neither do I recall ever being actually rated with this
instrument so perhaps this was a win for me.
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Ed was probably in his late 40’s or early 50’s when I worked at
MHS. I researched and found that he served as principal of MHS
from 1967 - 1989. Two of his assistants, Tom Hart and Bill Ryan,
were closer in age to me so I had a good friendship with them
though Ed was more of a father figure.
I think my respect for Ed grew once I left MHS and moved to
Virginia in 1981. Thinking back, I never asked for something at
MHS that I didn’t get. I was able to create new math courses
(computer science and statistics courses), have my IBM 029
Keypunch machine then a computer lab, and even had five
telephones in the lab connected to my classroom (since
computers in those days connected to mainframes via telephone
lines). No one else in the state got such good treatment, I know. I
credit Tom Hart a lot for his assistance with these since he was
my immediate supervisor but all of these ideas had to be
approved by Ed Jenkins and they were without question. Ed
enabled me to grow as a teacher and likewise supported me as a
minor sport coach. Yet when I went in to tell him that Lynn and I
were thinking about moving to Virginia at the conclusion of the
1980-81 school year he told me he didn’t want me to go but
would help me in any way he could. This was another lesson I
learned from him that I tried to mimic in my career.
I never saw him enraged and likewise never heard compliments
aplenty flow from his mouth. He was even-keeled and
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predictable. That is, he was firm, fair, and consistent.
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What was your best boss
like?

Though I worked for 45 years as an educator, I didn’t have
that

many

“bosses.”

Yes,

in

every

case,

there

were

administrators whose duty it was to oversee my work but, in all,
I worked under only three principals when I taught high school,
three superintendents when I was a school administrator, and
two department chairs when I was a college instructor. Of those,
my favorites were principal Charles Huffman, superintendent Dr.
John Kidd, and department chair Dr. Jean Hawk.
The three of them shared two common traits I liked: First, they
left me alone and let me do my thing. Secondly, they were not
only interested in my professional work, they also showed lots of
care for my family.
Charlie Huffman was not a showboat like some principals. He
always seemed uncomfortable to me speaking to large audiences.
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I’m sure he admired Teddy Roosevelt because he certainly spoke
softly but carried a big stick. At Fort Defiance High School under
his tenure, if a student was sent to the office for misbehavior,
you can rest assured that the situation would be taken care of. I
rarely had to discipline a student like that but I believe that’s
because he ran the school so smoothly that students knew better
than to disrupt class.
I had taught for eleven years before going to Fort Defiance High,
nine at Morgantown High and two at Turner Ashby High School.
In an earlier post about my first boss, I complimented Ed Jenkins
at Morgantown. Certainly he was a fine administrator as was
Sam Ritchie at Turner Ashby. But Charlie Huffman was the kind
of guy who would go out of his way to help you. Once when I
began teaching at FDHS he asked me what he could do to help
me as a teacher. I remember my reply: stay out of my room and
let me teach. He said that was just the way he liked it.
I really had a good teaching career for the seventeen years I
spent in the classroom. I can say that every single thing I asked
for, from computers to textbooks to whiteboards to projection
systems, I got. Charlie was especially supportive. Of course, he
hired Lynn to teach at Fort while I was there. He was especially
supportive of our family. I can think of two events which prove
this.
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The first comes from Kay’s senior year in high school. I’ve
previously written a long article about this issue but I’ll try to
give the short version here. Basically, she entered her senior year
at FDHS with nothing but A’s on her record. Another girl in her
class had two B’s but had taken fewer classes and one more AP
course. Beginning this year, Kay was ranked 1st in her class. A
mathematical paradox that we saw before it actually happened is
that Kay was destined to end the year ranked behind the other
girl despite getting all A’s again as a 12th grader. I had written
Charlie complaining that this wasn’t fair and, in particular, as
Kay was applying for college scholarships it would help her
chances if she could put that she was ranked 1st in her class. I
complained that she couldn’t have done any better—after all she
had A’s in every single class she took and the other girl had two
B’s. Charlie’s response was superb. He told us to put on her
college applications that she was ranked 1st because she
wouldn’t move into 2nd place until the final grades were posted
in June, well after colleges made their decisions. And he told us
that the graduation program would not list her as being behind
the other girl. Nowadays this seems like a silly issue but at the
time it meant a lot to us. Charlie took an impossible situation
and made it work for us.
The other issue had to do with Jim. Again I’ll skip most of the
details. He had a car accident as a 16 year old and, as a result,
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actually lost his driving license. Part of this issue was that the
attorney we had represent him in traffic court was a family
friend but gave us bad advice. He told us Jim should plead guilty
to the charge, a charge that would disappear from his record
when he turned 18. In retrospect, this was a very bad idea. Yes,
the charge was purged but sentencing him to be a teenager
without a car was more of a punishment to Lynn and me instead
of to him. After a couple of months, Lynn and I called the
attorney who had served as the judge in this court and explained
to him how we’d been given bad advice and that his punishment
was inappropriate. He advised us to bring the matter back to
court, which we did. The judge this time was not the same so we
were definitely taking our chances. But on the day of his court
case, we bumped into Charlie. By this time he had left the
principalship and was in the central office of Augusta County
Schools. He had come to court on a student matter. His case
preceded ours and in the interim he spoke to the judge about Jim
and our family. We hadn’t asked him to do this, it was just
Charlie standing up for us. And it worked. Jim got his driver’s
license back and again we were indebted to Charles Huffman.
As Director of Math and Technology in Rockingham County
Public Schools, I worked under Dr. David Andes, Dr. John Kidd,
and Dr. Carol Fenn. What made John Kidd stand above the others
was his heart. He was a teacher at heart. He was a successful
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school teacher and continued teaching at James Madison
University during and after his superintendency. He was married
to a teacher. His school policies always had teachers at the
center, not administrators. He knew that the success of a school
division was dependent upon those in the classroom not those in
the school office.
Anytime I had a one-on-one meeting with John, the meeting
would open with his asking about my family, not about my job. I
regret that I did not always follow his example in my
administrative position. He certainly was a person worth
imitating.
At Bridgewater College, I worked under two department chairs,
Dr. Mark Hogan and Dr. Jean Hawk. Like Charles Huffman and
John Kidd, Jean was very supportive of me and never asked me to
do tasks at Bridgewater I did not want to do. I repeatedly told her
I wanted to “fly under the radar” at Bridgewater and she let me
do so.
I remember one thing that Dr. David Andes told me. He said that
good leaders got followers to do what they want them to do
because the followers want to. This is an important message. A
good boss will get you to do things because you want to do them.
I’m very thankful that I had good bosses, ones that I respected
and let me do what I thought was right. And, each cared for me
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and my family.
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What are some of your
favorite drinks?

My all time favorite drink is coffee. Coffee and I have been
partners for well over 50 years. Like my mother and father, I just
cannot start the day without its company. I’m a little picky, but
not too much, when it comes to my morning brew. I like to grind
my own beans but am not such a coffee nerd as to roast my own
beans. I usually get the Costco Starbucks-like beans and grind
enough to last me for 3-4 days at a time. For 49 of those 50 years
my coffee cup included a good dose of sugar but that’s one thing
I gave up a year ago in order to lose weight. So now my coffee is
complete when I add a little half and half to the freshly brewed
cup. I always make and drink five cups each morning. There are
never any exceptions to this. I am most certainly addicted.
Lynn and I are 99.9% compatible on what matters in this world.
Unfortunately, included in the 0.1% is coffee. She doesn’t even
like the smell of it so I have to judiciously drink it. Considering
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that we always start every day with a kiss (one of our secrets of
over 42 years of marriage), I am obliged to wait until after the
peck before allowing my all-time favorite drink to cross my lips.
I wish I could drink coffee morning, noon, and night, but there
are issues with that. First, as mentioned above, Lynn doesn’t
approve. Secondly, the caffeine will keep me up at night if I drink
it too late. But it has all the right ingredients as far as I’m
concerned: it is inexpensive, tastes good, virtually calorie-free,
and smells great.
My second favorite is one I’ve had to give up due to my
weight-loss program: Coca-Cola. Like coffee, I wish I could
drink it multiple times each day but I have to save it for very
special times now. Note that my soft drink of choice is Coke, not
Pepsi. Yes, I can tell the difference.
I like other sweet drinks as well, but currently avoid most of
them: sweet tea, milk, lemonade, Sprite, milkshakes, orange
soda, etc. You will never find me drinking root beer.
As far as alcoholic drinks go, I confess that I do not like beer. I
believe I gave beer a proper trial many times in my youth. I never
developed a taste for it, regardless of whether it was light, dark,
craft, draught, ale, lager, stout, or whatever. I don’t like its smell
nor its price. I do like sweet wines, such as Moscato. And I like
sweet mixed drinks but not anything with bourbon or scotch in
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it. I guess you could say I am a wimp when it comes to alcohol.
My uncle Harold used to say that water was made for two
purposes: for flushing toilets and building bridges across. I am a
johnny-come-lately to drinking water, having drunk it daily
only in the past decade. Our home water is from a well and tastes
very good. I enjoy drinking it and love the (lack of) caloric intake
from it.
Just writing about these drinks makes me thirsty—I think I’ll go
upstairs and start another pot of coffee!
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What are your favorite
songs?

In order to compile my favorite songs, I looked through
playlists on iTunes, the United Methodist Hymnal, and various
internet resources. I didn’t want to leave out any of my favorites
which means I ended up with a huge list—over 100 songs! I like
many different genres of music so it is natural that my list would
be extensive.
My favorite songs tend to be country music because I like the
simplicity of the music (perhaps I could even play along on the
piano) and the down to earth messages in the words. Most tend
to be simple love songs which remind me of my feelings for
Lynn. Here are examples (in random order):
- The Man In Love With You (George Strait)
-You’re Always on My. Mind (Willie Nelson)
-Remind Me (Brad Paisley & Carrie Underwood)
-Who

I

Am

With
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-When A Man Loves a Woman (Percy Sledge)
-Ain’t No Mountain High Enough (Temptations & Diana Ross)
-My Girl (Temptations)
-Forever’s As Far As I’ll Go (Alabama)
-Once Upon a Lifetime (Alabama)
-Feels So Right (Alabama)
-She and I (Alabama)
-She’s Always a Woman (Billy Joel)
-Three Times a Lady (Lionel Richie)
-Truly (Lionel Richie)
-Hello (Lionel Richie)
-Stuck On You (Lionel Richie)
-My Love (Lionel Richie)
-Deep River Woman (Lionel Richie)
-Don’t Let the Sun Go Down On Me (Elton John)
-Can You Feel The Love Tonight (Elton John)
-I Believe (George Strait)
-Love Is Everything (George Strait)
-True (George Strait)
-You’ve Got a Friend (James Taylor)
-You Can Close Your Eyes (James Taylor)
-I Can’t Help Falling In Love with You (Elvis Presley)
-You Raise Me Up (Josh Groban)
-Have I Told You Lately That I Love You (Van Morrison)
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-She Believes in Me (Kenny Rogers)
-The Wind Beneath My Wings (Bette Midler)
-You Are So Beautiful (Joe Cocker)
-You Light Up My Life (Debby Boone)
-Crazy (Patsy Cline)
-She Loves You (Beatles)
-Something (Beatles)
-We’re So Good Together (Reba McEntire)
-She’s In Love With The Boy (Trisha Yearwood)
-Just To See You Smile (Tim McGraw)
-It’s Your Love (Tim McGraw)
-I Need You (Faith Hill & Tim McGraw)
Some of my favorite country songs speak to me personally such
as the following. The first one may sum up my feelings about life
the best:
-Lucky Man (Montgomery Gentry)
-When I Get Where I’m Going (Brad Paisley)
-The Man I Want To Be (Chris Young)
-Georgia On My Mind (Ray Charles)
-My Next Thirty Years (Tim McGraw)
-So Much Like My Dad (George Strait)
-Live Like You Were Dying (Tim McGraw)
-Love Without End, Amen (George Strait)
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These three show my West Virginia roots:
-The West Virginia Hills (Becky Allen version). This song has a
special meaning to me, not just because it’s the official state
song of West Virginia. A Hill tradition is for Becky to sing this at
family funerals. And perhaps when you hear her sing you can
think of a capital “H” when she sings the chorus: “Oh, the hills,
beautiful hills, how I love those West Virginia hills!
If o’er sea o’er land I roam, still I’ll think of happy home,
and my friends among the West Virginia hills.”
-Forever Country (Various Artists)
-Take Me Home, Country Road (John Denver). What a wonderful
tradition WVU has for all fans to sing this at the end of every
football and basketball game!
A few of my favorites are oldies that The Chaparrals used to play
such as these:
-In The Midnight Hour (Wilson Pickett)
-Louie Louie (The Kingsmen)
-The House of the Rising Sun (The Animals)
-Money (Barrett Strong)
You can hear the 2018 Chaparrals perform these songs by
viewing the movies from my website.
I’ve played hymns for over 50 years so it is only fitting that I list
my favorites here, too. In order to make my favorite hymn list, it
must either have a melody I really like or represent my faith well.
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This list is long:
-Dear Lord and Father of Mankind
-Great Is Thy Faithfulness
-Because He Lives
-How Great Thou Art
-Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighty
-Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee
-O For a Thousand Tongues to Sing
-For the Beauty of the Earth
-A Mighty Fortress Is Our God
-He Leadeth Me: O Blessed Thought
-On Eagle’s Wings
-This Is My Father’s World
-Jesus Loves Me
-All Glory, Laud, and Honor
-What Wondrous Love is This
-Beneath the Cross of Jesus
-Surely the Presence of the Lord
-He Touched Me
-There is a Balm in Gilead
-Amazing Grace
-It is Well with My Soul
-Seek Ye First
-The Gift of Love
-Breathe

on

Me,

Breath
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-Let There Be Peace on Earth
-Be Thou My Vision
-Lead Me, Lord
-Precious Lord, Take My Hand
-Be Still, My Soul
-Heralds of Christ
-Pass It On
-Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence
-America the Beautiful
-Abide with Me
These songs from the hymnal are my favorite Christmas songs:
-Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming
-Away in a Manger
-What Child Is This
-In the Bleak Midwinter
-Joy to the World
I’m also listing some musicals because I love ALL of the songs in
them. Lynn and I have spent many wonderful hours at musicals
at The Barter Theatre or Broadway in Richmond. Here are my
favorites:
-Fiddler On The Roof (Joseph Stein)
-Mamma Mia! (Music by Abba)
-The Sound of Music (Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein)
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-The Music Man (Meredith Wilson)
-Newsies (Alan Menken and Jack Feldman)
My upbringing was in classical music. Mrs. Eastwood, my piano
teacher, detested popular music and would not allow her
students to play anything but classical. The song listed below
was my rebellion against her tutelage. When we got to this page
in the piano book, I was told to skip the song. I memorized it; it
clearly whetted my appetite for playing pop music. Kay and I can
still play this as a duet:
-Bobcat Boogie
Nonetheless, I did develop an appreciation for classical music
and would list these songs in my favorites:
-Canon in D Major (Johann Pachelbel)
-Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring (Johann Bach)
-The Messiah (George Frederick Handel)
-Ode To Joy (Ludwig Beethoven)
Remembering my high school band days, I have to include these
as well:
-Stars and Stripes Forever (John Phillip Sousa)
-Washington Post (John Phillip Sousa)
Music has always been an important part of my life. I love
playing it and listening to it. I jealously wish I had a voice like
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Josh Groban’s or Lionel Richie’s, but maybe it’s good that I don’t
because I would probably have tried to make a living out of music
and wouldn’t be where I am now. I can certainly appreciate those
who sing well along with the song writers whose music and
words touch me deeply. Thanks to music, I certainly have been a
lucky man.
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Who are your favorite
artists?

If you visited our home you’d quickly see our favorite artist.
Lynn and I share a deep appreciation for Mary Ann Vessey, a
local Staunton artist who paints country scenes, local landmarks,
and Christmas imaginations. We have seventeen of her prints
displayed all around the house. There are scenes of downtown
Staunton, Harrisonburg, Gypsy Hill Park, and colorful farm
country. There are numerous Christmas paintings we keep up
year round. Lynn and I both like the idyllic, quiet, happy scenes
she paints. Naturally we like the hometown images around
Staunton.
A few years ago we purchased several year-long calendars of
hers. Each month had a country scene on it appropriate for the
month it accompanied. We cut each calendar up to make 12
prints. Then Jim made a frame which we display over our gas log
fireplace. Each season we change the picture on display to match
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the time of year. In her scenes, your imagination easily
accompanies the horses, cows, children, Easter eggs hunts,
apples in the orchard, and Blue Ridge Mountains.
Mary Ann has a studio not far from the Hanger family homeplace
at Arbor Hill south of Staunton.
Another local artist you’ll find displayed at our home is Carolyn
Miller. Carolyn is a full time elementary school teacher. In fact,
she was grandson Gus and granddaughter Betsy’s 2nd grade
teacher at Cub Run Elementary School. Not only is she an
excellent teacher, she is a wonderful painter. We have three of
her flower watercolor paintings mounted. They are very bright
and colorful. Knowing the artist makes the painting mean so
much more!
That is true for a third local artist we both like. Sharon Morris
Kincheloe was a student with Lynn at Robert E. Lee High School
in Staunton. She has painted some beautiful wildflower pictures.
For years we had three of hers in our living room: a lady slipper,
a jack-in-the-pulpit, and a tritium. These three wildflowers
were three of my Mom’s favorites. So with Lynn’s high school
connection to the artist, it is easy to see why we loved these
prints. Very unfortunately, over the years the prints faded. So
just recently we purchased replacement pictures from Sharon
and plan to have them framed and displayed soon. They’ll always
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remind me of Mom.
We have other art work displayed around the house but usually it
is the subject, not the artist, which is of interest to us. We have
pencil drawings of Bramwell Presbyterian Church, Bramwell
High School, and Fort Defiance High School. We have a painting
of Robert E. Lee High School done by another local artist, Peggy
L. Anderson, who lives just a half mile from us.
It’s easy to see that my favorite artists are not famous. There are
even some local artists, such a P. Buckley Moss, whose paintings
I don’t like as well as the ones we have. All of ours were
purchased because of a connection—to the scene, the artist, the
time of year, the Shenandoah Valley, the way of life, or the
memories. When we look at each, we see a lot more than just a
picture.
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What is your favorite joke?

I certainly love humor but am not a comedian so I don’t pretend
to have a quiver full of jokes. What jokes I have enjoyed over the
past 68 years have largely gone forgotten. I do remember a very
few of them.
I remember a joke my mother told me once. I believe the reason I
remember it is because this is the closest I ever came to hearing
a curse word out of her mouth. She was truly a saint and her
mouth was one of many testaments to that. Nonetheless, here’s
the joke from her:
“Do you know what happened to the lady who backed into a
airplane propeller?”
“No”
“Disaster”
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There are several jokes I always try to pay on my grandchildren.
Each has had me try to catch them on this many times and it was
probably humorous only the first time. However, I’m persistent.
“Did you know there’s someone here so goofy that he thinks he’s
an owl?”
Of course, I hope at least one will say “Who?”
For the older ones, though not a joke, I try to catch them on this
math ditty:
“If I have 17 pencils and you take away 8, how many do you
have?”
Almost all say 9 but the answer is 8, the number you took away.
One of my favorite humorous stories is not a joke but actually
happened when I was about 16 and on the high school basketball
team. One day before practice started, all of us guys decided to
shoot midcourt shots, perhaps to practice our game-winning 40
footer. Mainly we were just goofing around. Coach Norton hadn’t
shown up yet so we had a good time firing up our long range
missiles. All of a sudden, Norton burst through the door, saw
immediately how we were up to no good and screamed in his
military-policeman voice, “Boys, you need to be shooting from
where you’ll be in a game!” At that point, my cousin Greg
Murphy grabbed a couple of balls, proceeded to sit on the bench
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and heave them up from there. Even Norton laughed at that one.
Here’s a poem I used to recite when I taught computer
programming both in high school and at Blue Ridge Community
College:
I hate the darned computer,
I wish the school would sell it.
It never does what I want it to,
It just does what I tell it.
It is undoubtedly a testament to my poor memory and lack of
humor that I can only think of these few jokes. However, take
heart, I’m not as think as you dumb I am!
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What is one of the best
shows you've ever been to?

Lynn and I have been to literally hundreds of shows. We love
to attend shows, especially musicals or comedies. For several
years now we have had season tickets to Broadway in Richmond
where we see five or six Broadway shows put on by professionals.
These are almost always musicals including such shows as The
Sound of Music, Les Miserables, The Book of Mormon, The Lion
King, Wicked, and many, many other famous ones. For the past
dozen or so years we’ve also watched an average of ten shows
per year at The Barter Theatre in Abingdon, Virginia’s Official
State Theatre. Some of the over 100 shows we’ve seen there are
well known ones like Sister Act, Mama Mia, Steel Magnolias, and
A Christmas Story. We’ve been there so much we feel like we
know the acting crew as friends. Indeed, nearly every show at the
Barter has been fabulous. I can’t recommend it any higher.
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We’ve also been to New York on several occasions to see
Broadway shows. We’ve seen many shows elsewhere including
Savannah,

Flat

Rock

(State

Theater

of

North

Carolina),

Greenbrier Valley Theatre (State Theatre of West Virginia),
Niagara Falls, Lancaster, and Kansas City. We’ve been to many
local productions including high school shows and local
companies. We’ve witnessed outdoor dramas, intimate theatre
shows, and plays with huge casts of people and animals. In
short, we’re experienced show-goers.
Yet none of the above shows is my favorite. My favorite actually
happened during this current year, 2018, and was performed not
by professionals but by locals. ShenanArts is a local volunteer
theatre company. As stated on its website, it is a non-profit
community theatre founded in 1981. Its mission is to “build
bridges in the community through the shared experience of live
theatre.” Our granddaughter Betsy had been taking dance
lessons for half of her life—four of her eight years. One of her
instructors encouraged her to try out for a part in the Disney
musical ShenanArts had scheduled for August, Newsies. On the
night before her audition, she came to our house where I played
some of the accompaniment so she could practice singing one of
the songs from Newsies. Though she sang well that night, I had
no idea that she’d even get the smallest of parts in the play
because she had never before been in any kind of play or
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performance other than her dance recitals.
We were thrilled for her when she called and told us she’d been
selected for the role of Les, the smallest of the boys in Newsies.
Yes, she would be playing the role of a boy, but that was OK.
There were lots of dancing scenes in the show which was right
down her alley. For the next three months she practiced with the
company nearly every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 6:00 - 10:00. Ann kept telling Lynn and me how
big of a role they’d given her but still it didn’t sink in with me.
Opening night was Friday, August 3. Of course, Lynn and I had
tickets. We would have had tickets for all six performances if we
could have but we had other obligations that caused us to miss
three of the shows. How good was the show? I don’t think I can
find superlatives good enough for that description. Yes, I confess
to bias, but ALL of the actors in Newsies were phenomenal. Most
roles were played by adults with a fair number of recent college
graduates. Of course, in order to have young newspaper boys
(Newsies), there were several high school age kids who sang,
danced, and acted extraordinarily well. The choreography was
good almost to the point of being professional. The lead roles
were played by two boys and a girl in their 20’s who had superb
voices. The story was easy to follow.
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The star of the show, in my humble opinion, was eight year old
Betsy. It turns out she had over 50 lines, multiple dance routines,
and many songs including one quartet. Her acting was
unbelievable for a first timer her age. During one of the dance
routines she did a perfect one handed cartwheel, holding her hat
with her other hand. She showed tremendous confidence, poise,
and skill on the stage in front of packed audiences for each
performance. At the end of the show, of course, the actors come
out in reverse order of their importance to the show. There were
31 roles in Newsies; Betsy’s curtain call was 4th from the end.
Just those three lead roles came after her. And, if I’m not
mistaken, the audience’s roar of approval for her, done as a
standing ovation, exceeded all of the others.
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As the lights came on and the actors scurried backstage, I turned
to Lynn and told her that God could take me now; my life was
complete. This theatre company had put so much confidence in
my eight year old granddaughter and she accepted the challenge
and went beyond it. She was so happy on the stage! I’m sure she
will have many more bright lights in her future, in and out of
theatre performances. But there’s no doubt that at this moment
in 2018, her performance in Newsies made it my favorite show
ever.
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What is the best meal
you've ever had?

This week’s question is a tough one because if there’s one
thing I have done well in my life it is eat! But the answer is easy
because one meal stands out well above the others. The date was
July 13 , 2016. The location was El Tupay restaurant in Cusco,
Peru.
Lynn and I had scheduled our Peru vacation to celebrate our 40th
anniversary. This one we did right. We did a nine day guided tour
of Peru with National Geographic called “Peru: Land of the
Incas.” The highlight of the tour, of course, was visiting Machu
Piccu. I could write pages more about just the sightseeing part of
this trip but I’ll get back to the question about the best meal ever.
On day seven, returning from Machu Piccu to Cusco high in the
Andes mountains, we stayed at a Five Star hotel, the Belmond
Monasterio Hotel. Here’s what I wrote in my journal from that
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trip:
We were told that this place was once a Catholic monastery but
all of us had jaw-dropping experiences from the minute we
entered in. Julia confided to us that this hotel was generally rated
as one of the top 100 in the world and I’d not argue with that. To
stay here normally, it would cost you over $500 per night. We
didn’t arrive until 6:30 and made dinner reservations for 7:30.
Dinner was something so magnificent I won’t do it justice in
describing it. It was in a room that had once been the
monastery’s

dining

hall.

Beautiful

large

paintings

were

everywhere to be found. There was a flute and guitar duo playing
mostly classical music who were so good that Lynn and I tried to
get a CD of their music but they haven’t recorded anything yet.
Lynn videoed them playing Pachelbel’s music. Again we took
pictures of each of the three dinner courses. Lynn and I both
ordered rib eye steak from Uruguay. Best of all, Lynn asked our
very sweet waitress if she could somehow have a copy of the
menu. After checking, she said yes, which generated another
question from Lynn—could the chef please sign it? Lynn now
proudly has a menu personally signed with a special message to
Senora Hill from the chef.
That menu now is framed on our dining room wall to
commemorate such a great trip and meal. And yes, I’ve got many
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pictures and the video from the restaurant, a few of which I’ll
include here.
First, here’s a picture of the Hotel’s Courtyard. As I said, it was a
350 year old former monastery:

Here’s a picture of us at dinner:
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Here are some of the items we were served:
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And yes, I do have hundreds more pictures plus the video which
includes

the

guitarist

and
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on

my

website,
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https://joehillfamily.com. I’ve got a ten page journal detailing
what we did each day which is also on the website.
This trip was more than a 40th anniversary trip, to be honest. It
was a place Lynn had wanted to go to all her life. For me, it was a
delayed honeymoon. We were young and poor in 1974; our
honeymoon was spent at a state park in West Virginia. So Lynn
deserved this trip, if for no other reason for putting up with me
for forty years! By the way, when we returned to our hotel room
one of the nights we were at the Monastery Hotel, there was a
bottle of champagne from the hotel staff congratulating us for
our 40 years of marriage.
There have been other wonderful meals, of course. The
Greenbrier’s buffet breakfast is one we’ve had multiple times.
The food and service at The Greenbrier are always top-notch.
Another menu we have framed in our dining room is from
Draper’s, one of the restaurants at The Greenbrier. We’ve had
some terrific meals there, too. We’ve had superb food at other
significant events such as the weddings of our children. We’ve
had some mighty fantastic meals at 296 Leaport Road, Mount
Sidney VA, too, of course. The prime rib Lynn cooked at
Christmas, in both 2017 and 2018, is one that is still fresh in my
memory.
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I’ve always joked that if I am sentenced to die and can request
anything I want for my last meal, I’d pick hot dogs. I sure do
enjoy a good hot dog. But the best meal thus far in my life was
the one we had in Cusco. It truly had it all: exquisite setting,
romantic live music, superior service, great food, and, for me,
sharing the experience with the one I love.
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What great moments have
you had while playing or
watching sports?

Sports have been a big part of my life ever since childhood. I
played little league baseball and high school basketball. I’ve
played tennis all my life and still play two or more times per
week. I coached high school tennis and cross country. I even
bowled in a bowling league for a couple of years. I’ve watched
high

school

and

collegiate

football,

especially

my

WVU

Mountaineers, for over 50 years. For this week’s question, I’m
going to list several great moments I’ve experienced in sports,
both as a player and a spectator. In doing so, I’m going to include
two short stories I wrote a few years ago, one about being on an
undefeated state championship high school basketball team and
the other about viewing the most incredible tennis match I’ve
ever watched.
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Bramwell High School won the State Class A basketball
championship in 1967. Few high school teams have dominated
their opposition the way the Millionaires did that season. Only a
couple of the 26 games were close and we won them all. I had the
privilege of playing on that team. Truth be known, my
contributions to that state championship were next to nothing.
Tiny Bramwell had two high schools until 1965: Bramwell High
for white students and Bluestone High for black. Integration took
place that fall—the black students were all called Bramwell’s
“new” students. The first few years were awkward for everyone.
For fear of problems, the school even quit holding dances.
Nothing helped ease the racial tension more than successful
basketball teams. The 1964-65 team, all white, had made it to
the State Semifinals. The 1965-66 team, featuring some of the
“new” students, finished 20-3, losing in the regional semifinals
to one of the last black schools in the state, Gary District, who
eventually won the State Championship.
The 1966-67 team was awesome. Bill Pierce was a white senior
guard who was being recruited by all sorts of colleges. He was a
three year starter who could run and shoot with the best and had
a fierce competitive attitude. Bill could drive past anyone or he
could pull up and hit a 20’ jumper with ease. He eventually
signed to play basketball at Davidson College under Lefty
Dreisell. At that time, Davidson was one of the top basketball
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teams in the nation.
The other guard was Ricky Stores. Ricky was a 5’ 10” tall black
player. He could easily dunk a basketball. His hands were
unbelievably quick; he could steal the ball from an opponent
with a motion faster than a boxer’s jab. He was a deadly shooter.
Many statewide sports writers considered Bill and Ricky the top
two guards in the state in 1967. And both played for the
Bramwell Millionaires….
One forward was Charles Davidson. Charlie was a short white
player who rarely scored a lot. Sometimes he came to practice
late because he was working in the mines. He was as strong as a
mule. He played excellent defense and got his rebounds by
strength, not by leaping ability.
The other forward was Dennis Hood, a 6’ 1” black sophomore.
Dennis was smooth; he could juke and fade away to score over
anyone. When teams tried to double up on Bill and Ricky, Dennis
would score at will.
The team’s center was junior Tommy Gravely. Tommy was a
giant of a man, 6’ 5” and all muscle. There was no finesse to his
game. If he tried to dribble the crowd would be entertained. But
Tommy dominated the boards. His job was to get the rebound
and get the ball to Bill or Ricky.
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For having won the state championship, Bramwell’s first, the
team got tons of attention. We had dinners, television tapings,
and parades. In reality, only five boys really won the
championship. The rest of us rarely saw playing time until the
fourth quarter, by which time we were usually up by 30. In fact,
at the State Tournament in Morgantown Coach Norton took his
starting five and stayed at the Holiday Inn while the rest of us
stayed in a dorm at WVU assigned to all of the other teams. And
when the game at Northfork got particularly rough, when the
victory was sealed with one minute to go Coach Norton took the
starters and ran to the dressing room, putting me and four
others in with directions to “finish out the game then come on
down

to

the

dressing

room.”

Here’s

a

picture

of

the

championship team. I’m on the far left.

One other game from that season stands out in my memory. As
good as the team was, there were still plenty of townsfolks who
thought Coach Norton should be doing things differently. One
night we played against our neighbor from across the state line,
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Pocahontas VA. Coach Norton came to me before the game and
told me he was sick and tired of people trying to tell him what to
do and he was going to show them who was boss. After the
warmups, as always, the lights were dimmed so the starters
could be introduced via spotlight. One by one the Millionaire five
was called out as the crowd screamed. Bill Pierce was always
introduced last since he was the star. But when the announcer
said “And starting at the other guard, Number 12, Joe Hill” you
could have heard a pin drop. Finally, Edith Jamison turned from
her job taking up tickets and just moaned, “Ohhh Noooo!!!”
I fondly remember hitting my first shot that night and later
telling one of my friends that I had just outplayed Bill in practice
and Coach had no choice but to start me. No one would have
bought that line.
I learned a lot from playing against Bill and Ricky. But you can’t
learn speed. I was always too slow to be a basketball star. And
this white boy can’t jump. However, I still developed a love for
playing the game which resides in me still.
The state championship team was during my junior year of high
school. During my senior year, I was the starting point guard on
a 19-5 team. By the standards of the 1966-67 team, that record
was not good. Looking back, it wasn’t so bad after all. I was never
a basketball phenom but certainly worked hard at it. All year long
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we would play basketball in the gym before school and shoot foul
shots every lunch period. We practiced on Sundays, clearly
against the rules. But as Coach Norton would say, “Boys, you
don’t have to come on Sundays. But you don’t have to play
basketball at this school, either.” Obviously we were expected to
come. We ran laps wearing ankle weights and even galoshes.
I did have a couple of games that I fondly remember. One of our
county rivals was Spanishburg. In one game against them, I
scored 22 points including 10/10 at the free throw line. In the
other, the score was tied with a few seconds left. We had the ball
and called timeout. We set up a play where the other guard,
Johnny Harmon, was supposed to get the pass from me and take
the final shot. But when I passed to him he was covered and
immediately passed it back. Dennis Hood set a screen at the top
of the key so I dribbled by him, stopped and launched an 18 foot
jumper just as time expired. It was on target.
My athletic success was greater at tennis. Unlike our children Jim
and Kay, I was never the dominant player in any town we lived in
though I do have a box full of old trophies in the basement. The
largest tournament I ever won was the Bluefield Open in the
summer of 1977 which had over thirty entries in the men’s
division. The championship match was played on the Sunday
afternoon that Ann was baptized at Bramwell Presbyterian
Church. Indeed, my tennis success is tempered by the
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recollection that when I played my best, in Morgantown during
my early twenties, I did so at the expense of Lynn who stayed at
home with infants Ann and Kay.
I believe that the greatest moments I ever experienced in sports
were as a spectator. Jim was, and is, a great tennis player. In his
teens and early twenties he was certainly the dominant tennis
player in the Staunton-Augusta County area. He won Staunton’s
premier tournament, The News Leader Tournament, five
consecutive times from 1999 through 2004. He was a two-time
high school district champion. To this day, I still have his high
school tennis achievements memorialized on an old website of
mine, http://hill.highspeedlink.net/fdhs10s.html. He played #1
on his high school team all four years, club tennis at Virginia
Tech, and coaches tennis at Patrick Henry High School in
Roanoke. He had many great matches where Lynn and I sat on
the edge of our seats, totally immersed in every point.
Kay, likewise, was a great player who dominated local women’s
tennis in her teens. She played #1 on her high school team all
four years and won The News Leader Tournament for women
when she was just 14 years old. She was a three time AA Doubles
State Champion, playing with Amy Wells her sophomore year
and Jennifer McNeal her junior and senior years. Her high school
tennis team won the AA state championship two of her four
years at Fort Defiance High School. She won another State
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Championship as a freshman volleyball player. Those six state
championships are a record that still stands at FDHS today. As a
high school senior she was chosen as the top student athlete in
the Staunton-Augusta County area. Along with FDHS graduate
Dell Curry, she was inducted into the Fort Defiance High School
Athletic Hall of Fame in the first year it was established.
Lynn and I loved watching Kay play sports. Volleyball was great
to watch. She was the setter on great high school volleyball
teams. In fact, she played every minute of every match her last
three years in high school until she was taken out at the very end
of her last game. The standing ovation she got then was one of
my sports highlights. We also enjoyed watching her play high
school basketball.
I could write at great length about great moments watching
Kay’s tennis matches. One stands out above the rest and is one I
first wrote about more than two decades ago:
I’ve seen thousands of sporting events in my lifetime. I’ve
witnessed live and on television many great individual efforts in
athletics. But undoubtedly the most fantastic event I’ve ever
witnessed,

the

most

heroic

of

all

individual

athletic

accomplishments, I saw my own daughter achieve in May, 1998.
Kay’s high school tennis match against Stephanie Slaughter of
Winchester’s Handley High School was the single best sporting
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event these eyes have ever seen.
Stephanie and Kay had been rivals all four years of high school.
In Kay’s freshman year, Handley’s girls tennis team was the
defending state champion. They won their district title with ease
as did Fort Defiance. In the regional championship match, where
only the winner would advance to the state tournament, Kay met
Stephanie for the first time. Both girls were freshmen and both
were playing #1 on an undefeated team. Kay prevailed that day,
but Handley still managed to squeak out a team victory. For the
four years Kay was in high school, Handley won the State
Championship twice: Kay’s freshman and junior years. Fort
Defiance won it the other two years. Each season, the undefeated
teams faced each other in the regional tournament with the
winner to eventually take the state crown.
In Kay’s sophomore year, Stephanie had mononucleosis when
the regional tournament was held, so they didn’t play then. In
Kay’s junior year, Stephanie and Kay had a long battle held on
Handley’s home courts. The other singles matches were
completed much quicker and Handley held a 4 – 1 advantage.
Stephanie eventually won, and Kay would not forget that it was
her loss that gave Handley the team’s winning 5th point that
year. (High school tennis involves six singles and three doubles
matches; the team which wins five or more of these nine
matches is the winning team).
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The spring of 1998 was like all of the previous ones. The Fort
Defiance girls won their district title for the fourth consecutive
year and Handley easily won their district title. The long
anticipated match was held at Fort’s home at the Stewart Middle
School tennis courts. The two #1 girls, now seniors, would meet
again.
Fort’s strength was the top three girls in the ladder while
Handley was well balanced. But this time the Handley girls
played exceptionally well. While Kay and Stephanie were
engaged in a slugfest in their first set, one by one the FDHS girls
were getting beaten. One exception was at #3 where Madeline
Chenoweth kept her personal record unbeaten for the third
consecutive year. But Jennifer McNeal, Sally Roadcap, Heather
Whitescarver, and Sarah Bauman were all beaten. That made the
match score 4 – 1. Meanwhile, Kay lost the first set, 6 – 4. Their
points were awesome to watch, with each player playing
flawlessly for rally after rally. Many points involved rallies of 40
or more strokes, all of which were hit with authority and well
placed. Neither girl had a weakness and both were very
determined.
The coaches decided to not wait until this match was over to put
out the doubles matches, so #2 and #3 doubles started playing.
Meanwhile, Kay took the second set, 7 – 5. By this time, the
match had lasted well over two hours, but neither girl was
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showing any sign of slowing down.
The third set started out poorly for Kay. The points continued to
last, most games went to deuce, but Stephanie won a few more of
the crucial points. Soon Kay was down 4 – 1. Bev Coffman later
commented to a newspaper reporter that she could see the
determination in Kay’s face when they changed courts. She was
not going to lose.
Kay held serve, broke Stephanie’s, then held again and it was 4 –
4. By this time, the two doubles matches were completed and
Fort had pulled upsets in both. Now the team score was 4 – 3 in
Handley’s favor. The match had taken over three hours and the
other girls had finished both singles and doubles. Meanwhile,
Kay and Stephanie slugged it on.
Stephanie held serve to go up 5 – 4 in the final set. In the next
game, after the first deuce, Stephanie got her first match point.
This was truly match point, not just for Kay, but for the entire
Fort Defiance girls. If Stephanie won the point, the match was
over and Handley had the 5th win which guaranteed the team’s
victory. Kay got that point, though. Twice more in the match,
Stephanie had match point. And each time Kay didn’t melt under
the pressure. Lynn and I were held breathless. We were so
involved in the match that nothing could break our attention.
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Stephanie won the 11th game to go up 6 – 5 but Kay came back to
tie the match at 6 – 6 and force a tie breaker. You could feel the
tension. During the points, both teams and all of the many
spectators watched as if they were viewing a brain surgeon
operate. I know how much pressure I felt as a parent; I can’t
imagine how much they felt as players. After each point, each
side would erupt with screams of joy or groans before they fell
silent for the next serve.
The tie breaker went to 3 – 2 in favor of Kay. She hit a nice
approach shot then flew to the net to put the return away. But
Stephanie hit a great lob over Kay’s head. She turned and ran full
speed after the eluding ball. Her full steam effort ended in a
crash into the chain link fence near where Lynn and I were
anxiously watching. She didn’t get up. She just lay there in pain
for what seemed like minutes. In reality, it was only a few
seconds because she wouldn’t let herself be hurt then. Nothing
could stop her, not Stephanie nor the hurt ankle which had
turned when she hit the fence.
Despite the fact that she had played hard singles for now almost
four hours, and despite her pain from the crash, she managed to
play tough for the next several points and went up 6 – 4. Now it
was her turn to have match point. She hit a great crosscourt
forehand to pull Stephanie off the court then followed that with a
backhand crosscourt to the other side. Stephanie’s backhand
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return landed in the bottom of the net, and she flung her racket
in the same general direction in disgust.
Kay had won, 4 – 6, 7 – 5, 7 – 6 (7 – 4) and now the match score
was 4 – 4. Yes, she and Jennifer would have to win their doubles
match to seal the victory, but, after all, they were the defending
AA State Doubles Champions. They didn’t disappoint anyone and
the Fort girls tennis team was soon on its way to another State
Championship.
As soon as her singles match was over, I had the chance to run
Kay home to change clothes before her doubles match since we
lived only one mile from the court. We had to hurry so I hustled
her to the car and off I drove. My pride was popping but when I
looked over at her, Kay was crying like a baby. The emotions of
the match were just too much for her. I’ll never forget her words,
the words of a true champion: “I’ve NEVER wanted anything so
badly in all my life.” she sobbed. And she got it.
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What have been some of
your favorite road trips
and/or vacations?

Lynn

and I have been fortunate to have traveled a lot,

especially during the last fifteen years. As of 2018 we’ve been to
all states except North Dakota, Oregon, and Hawaii. We’ve
traveled to Canada, Peru, Panama, and Spain and plan to travel
to San Diego, Cuba, Mexico, and Italy in 2019. Instead of picking
favorite trips—all have been good—I decided to simply list the
trips we’ve taken with a few short comments about each. For
nearly all of these I have many, many pictures posted on my
website. And for the big ones I’ve got daily travel logs also posted
on my website. It would waste too many pages to copy any of
that here. I’ll list them in reverse chronological order and
include a few photos of Lynn and me. Of course, I’ve got
thousands and thousands of pictures from these trips on my
website.
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2018 New Mexico/Arizona—a superb trip to the Southwest which
included the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta, Santa Fe, Flagstaff,
Sedona, and a visit to Hal and Diane Koerner in Scottsdale
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2012-18 Lancaster Family Vacations—we began this in 2012 with
a family stay at Eden Resort. The following year Mary Katherine
and Denny came with Kit and family. Every year afterwards our
grandkids asked for a return trip to Lancaster where we’ve had
great cousins reunions.
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2018 Canadian Rockies –we flew to Calgary and took a bus trip
with Caravan Tours to the beautiful Canadian Rockies. Some of
the best pictures I’ve ever taken were on this trip.
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2018 Panama—another Caravan Tours trip. This trip was
surprisingly diverse with visits to the Panama Canal, an
indigenous village, rainforest, and beach.
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2017 & 2018 Savannah, Asheville, Abingdon—these trips were
taken at Christmas time and included a 5K walk across the
Savannah bridge plus multiple Christmas shows in all three
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locations.
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2017 Midwest Road trip including football games—our longest
trip, a 22 day, 4,500+ mile journey that included two WVU away
football games, two major league baseball games, several bike
rides, and Segway tours of St. Louis, Kansas City, Tulsa, Dallas,
Fort Worth, Austin, and San Antonio.
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2017 Eastern Canada—a Caravan Tours trip that went to
beautiful Halifax, Prince Edward Island, and New Brunswick.

2011, 2017 New York City—we’ve enjoyed several Broadway
shows on these trips.
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2015 - 2017 Great Wolf Lodge—another family vacation we’ve
treated our kids and grandkids to in the middle of winter.
2016 Peru—perhaps our best trip ever. We did this trip with
National Geographic where we stayed in five star hotels and ate
at fantastic restaurants. This our 40th anniversary trip and it
really served as the honeymoon Lynn had previously not gotten.
We not only visited Machu Picchu but actually stayed there.
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2011 - 2018 Greenbrier Visits including Thanksgiving in 2017 and
family in 2018—The Greenbrier is our favorite nearby place to
stay. We love the hospitality, elegance, and history of this resort.
My favorite photograph of all sixteen of our family was taken
there in 2018. I’ve included this photo in the chapter about
Favorite Possessions.
2015 Yellowstone and Idaho—we did many things on this trip
besides visiting Yellowstone including a rodeo and bike ride.
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2014 Great Lakes—a long road trip that went through New York
to Canada then around the Great Lakes and back through
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Wisconsin. We enjoyed eight bike rides, cool factory tours, and
our stay at Mackinac Island. The trip was over 2,800 miles long.
2013 San Francisco – Lake Tahoe—we flew to San Francisco and
visited Yosemite National Park then rode the train to Reno where
we stayed at Lake Tahoe and visited with Lynn’s friend Valerie.

2013 Southern Road Trip—Lynn and I rode our bikes on seven
trails in seven states in eight days. We also saw some good
shows.
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2012 Las Vegas – Zion – Bryce Canyon – Grand Canyon—this
was one of our most scenic trips. We stayed in Las Vegas and
visited the three National Parks.
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2009 New England—a July trip that included Acadia National
Park and several nice bike trails.
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2008 New Orleans—Lynn and I enjoyed a short trip to Bourbon
Street.
2008 South Dakota—a 4,100+ mile road trip that included Mount
Rushmore, a visit with cousin Nick and Judy, seeing Milan IN
where the movie Hoosiers was based on, and seeing Jersey Boys
in Cincinnati.
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2007 Cleveland—we met up with Butch and Mary Katherine and
their families. One highlight was a bike ride from Dayton to
Cleveland on the Cuyahoga Trail.
2006 Boston—another trip where we met with the Hill/DeLeo
families.
2006 Alaska cruise—we cruised from Vancouver to Alaska on
Royal Caribbean with Lynn’s uncles Bob and B.B. plus Aunt Jo
Lee and cousin Martha then visited cousin Annette in Anchorage.
We rode on the scenic Alaska railroad to Denali National Park.
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2005 Chicago—another trip with the Hill/DeLeo family including
visits to US Cellular and Wrigley baseball fields.
2005 Spain—a visit with Jim who was studying abroad in Seville
which featured visits to the Alhambra and the Cathedral in
Seville.
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2004 Colorado—we visited with Hal, Diane, and Lynn’s cousin
Sarah.
2003 Seattle—a scenic trip to Seattle and Vancouver.
2003 San Antonio—we visited the San Antonio missions
including The Alamo as we chaperoned a group of Lynn’s Fort
Defiance High School Spanish students. We enjoyed the
Riverwalk area so much we agreed to return there in the future.
Living in Virginia has given us many day or short travel
opportunities. We’ve had memorable visits to Williamsburg,
Tangier Island, Chincoteague, Abingdon, Richmond, VA Beach,
and Mount Vernon. And living so close to West Virginia means
we’ve had superb trips to the Lewisburg/White Sulphur Springs
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area including the Greenbrier River Trail and return trips to
Morgantown. We went Whitewater rafting in 2009. Lynn and I
also attended a couple of WVU’s bowl games beginning with a
Peach Bowl in 1975.

When our children were small, family vacations were generally
not exotic as funds were limited. We did take memorable family
trips to a few places:
Washington DC: This may have been our first family vacation
and what I remember about it is that we were so poor that we
chose and checked into a very substandard motel. When we got
to our room, we discovered that it was not clean and there was
an empty alcohol bottle still in the room. We went back to the
main desk, asked for and received our money back, then went to
a better hotel before visiting the National Zoo and a few
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museums.
Atlantic Beach: Lynn and I have never particularly liked the
beach, but it was nice to visit with the Porterfield family while
we went to Atlantic Beach. The children were too young to recall
this trip, and frequently asked us later why we never took them
to the beach.
Williamsburg: Our family vacation here was nothing short of
true luck and a benevolent gift. I had just begun teaching at Fort
Defiance High School and Lynn was home with Kay and Jim.
Vacation money was nonexistent. The FDHS Boosters Club
raffled off an all expense paid trip to Williamsburg at the swanky
Fort Magruder Inn. We didn’t even buy a chance on the trip. But
a very sweet parent of one of my students bought chances for all
his teachers, and my name was picked. We had a blast! And for
years we had trouble explaining to the kids why all motels we
stayed in didn’t have multiple rooms and televisions sets.
Las Vegas – Grand Canyon: In 1996 Lynn and I had gone to a
travel agent with no specific plans except we wanted to go west.
We were told that we could fly to Los Angeles for $500 each or to
Las Vegas for half that. Tough choice! Ironically, our flight path
went through Los Angeles. Las Vegas was such a fun city. Even
the kids seemed to enjoy it although they couldn’t enjoy the
casinos. Meals and lodging were cheap and the laser light show
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was awesome. But the best part was that we rented a car and
drove over the Hoover Dam and on to the Grand Canyon.
Obviously I knew it was coming, but the first time I looked over
the rim it still took my breath.
Disneyworld: We flew to Orlando, rented a car and drove to
Kisissimee where we stayed in a place with cheap rates because
we agreed to listen to a sales pitch about buying a timeshare
there. The tickets for Disneyworld were $600 but worth every bit
of it. The only problem we had was that, while walking together
on the crowded streets, young Jim got separated from us, if only
for a minute or two. The entire ordeal couldn’t have lasted more
than two minutes, but if you ask him, that’s all he remembers of
the vacation. We also drove to Cape Canaveral one day and went
to Sea World.
Niagara Falls: The trip to Niagara Falls started out somewhat
disappointing for me. We planned our route to go through
Pittsburgh where I wanted to take the kids to see the Pittsburgh
Zoo. I had gone to the zoo while in college and remembered it to
be well kept and full of interesting exhibits. When we went as a
family, the zoo looked greatly disheveled. But Niagara Falls
didn’t disappoint any of us. The sheer volume of water that
pours over those falls was amazing. We came back through
Hershey PA, as I recall.
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Nashville – Pigeon Forge: I had a conference in Nashville in the
spring of 1992, and enjoyed the town so much I wanted the
whole family to come back with me in the summer. So we
planned a trip which allowed us to spend a few days there and a
day and a half at Gatlinburg in the Smoky Mountains of North
Carolina. By this age, Ann was really into county music so the
Grand Ole Opry was a big attraction. Though we didn’t stay
there, Opryland Hotel was visited and we spent half a day at the
Opryland USA theme park. But the highlight of the trip was when
we stayed in Gatlinburg. We were able to attend a concert by
Diamond Rio at Dollywood. Even better, the group stayed at the
same motel that we did. As we were loading the car to go to the
theme park, the girls excitedly told us that one of the band
members, Marty Roe, was standing near to our car. They were
too shy to ask for an autograph, so they got Jim to do it.
Philadelphia: This trip was short. We got to see the historical
sites and a Phillies game. I remember that on the way back home
a car spun out in front of us on the beltway around Washington.
We bumped it as it spun, causing minor damage to our Honda.
Lynn and I enjoy trips to places we’ve not been to before
especially places which are scenic. We generally are not beach
combers and prefer vacations in which we are active such as
riding bikes or Segways and attending events such as ball games,
concerts, or plays. We are so lucky to have the time, money, and
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health to enjoy traveling. For me, I am extremely fortunate to
have Lynn to travel with. She’s a great travel companion.
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What places can you travel
to over and over again?

I’m glad this week’s question was phrased in the plural “What
places can you travel to over and over again?” Indeed, there are
many places I like to visit and revisit so I’ll name a few of them:
Abingdon VA: Lynn and I have been going to Abingdon for over a
decade now. We love the Barter Theatre and buy passbooks to
attend many shows. For the past few years, as well as for 2019,
we’ve each purchased a 12 show passbook. We have never seen a
bad show at the Barter. We’ve learned to buy our passbooks early
and book early so we get great seats, all of which can be traded if
we change our minds about what shows we’re going to attend.
The musicals we have seen there, such as Mama Mia!, Footloose,
and The Music Man, are really outstanding. There have been
great comedies, too. I just can’t recommend The Barter any
higher. But there’s more to Abingdon than just theatre. The
Virginia Creeper Trail is one of my favorite bike trails. From
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Damascus, 16 miles from Abingdon, you can get a shuttle to the
top of White Top Mountain. From there you ride 17 miles back to
Damascus, nearly all downhill, on a beautiful mountain trail
lined with rhododendron and crossing bridge after bridge,
bordered by a stream. The trail continues on to Abingdon but
that part has some uphill. We’ve done all 33 miles in a day but
lately we’ve settled for the easy downhill 17. And Abingdon has
some good food stops such as Heartwood where you can also see
local artisans’ handicraft.
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs WV: We’ve been hooked
on The Greenbrier for over a decade now, too. Yes, it is very
expensive but there are some great deals for winter stays. As the
Greenbrier’s historian, Dr. Robert Conte, says, lots of places you
can stay have comfortable beds but the Greenbrier has history.
There are many things we like to visit at the Greenbrier
including the history presentations, musical performances by
the young and talented singers they have on staff, the upscale
casino, and, of course, the restaurants. There is no better food
anywhere I’ve been. We love to eat at Draper’s Restaurant for
dinner and have the bodacious breakfast buffet in the main
dining hall. At the Greenbrier, everyone treats you hospitably.
Nearby is another one of my favorite bicycle trails, the
Greenbrier River Trail. Nearby Lewisburg is a favorite spot, too,
especially with its Food and Friends Restaurant. Yes, we can
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pretend we’re rich when we’re at the Greenbrier. This past
March we treated the entire family to a weekend there. We
stayed in a fantastic suite and had a great time. My favorite
picture of all sixteen of us was taken during this trip. It is in the
chapter of this book about Favorite Possessions.
Arlington and Roanoke VA: Here, of course, we have children and
grandchildren. Who doesn’t like to visit grandchildren? We love
to visit Kay, Andy, Thomas, and Georgia in Arlington as well as
Jim, Morgan, Faron, and Coen in Roanoke. We don’t need to be
entertained there, like in Abingdon or White Sulphur Springs.
The grandkids provide all the entertainment we want.
Bramwell WV: I still like returning to my hometown. When I
return to Bramwell I get a renewed appreciation for two things.
First, I greatly appreciate the loving family that I was raised in.
Secondly, seeing the impoverished condition of the locality now,
I have a heightened appreciation for my good fortune in getting
out. My parents were the most self-sacrificing people I know.
Returning to Bramwell always reminds me of their love. I have
many recollections about growing up in what then was a thriving
little community though now the community is all but dead. All
of my memories aren’t so pleasant: I’m reminded of my
mother’s struggles with cancer, my Dad’s loneliness after she
died, and my own lack of maturity in my late teens and early
twenties. I still like it when I return for the annual Bramwell
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homecoming including the Hill reunion or to present the Hill
Scholarship, one Butch, Mary Katherine, and I have given since
1981 to honor our mother. I’m saddened to see the abandoned
Bramwell High School but renewed to see the Bramwell
Presbyterian Church and perhaps cousin Becky at The Corner
Shop. One of my most enjoyable Bramwell trips was this past
June when the Bramwell High School Class of 1968 celebrated its
50th reunion. Later that night four of the five original Chaparrals
performed at the Bramwell Homecoming.
Lancaster PA: We’ve had some great family vacations in
Lancaster. We started this tradition in 2012 and have repeated it
every year. We stay at the Eden Resort which is a very
family-oriented place. Beginning in 2013, Mary K., Denny, and
daughter Kit’s family have joined us there. The kids love playing
with their cousins and the facilities are great. There’s lots to do
in the Lancaster area, too. We’ll eventually move on to another
location, perhaps, but not in 2019 as we’re returning there for
another

family

vacation.

These

trips

sometimes

include

customized shirts and always include a pictorial scavenger hunt
done with phones. Great traditions!
Morgantown WV: There’s no entertainment I enjoy more than
watching WVU play football or basketball. One of the few items I
have on my bucket list is to buy season football tickets. I get a
lump in my throat and sometimes tears in my eyes when the
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WVU band forms the outline of the state during its pregame
performance or “Take Me Home Country Roads” is sung at the
end of a game. I think I’ve become even more of a fan during the
last 37 years when I’ve not lived in the state. Morgantown High
School, where I taught for nine years, still has a special place in
my heart. Lynn and I spent seven good years together there
including the birth of Ann and Kay. We enjoying visiting with
Gerry and Lynne Hobbs who lived below us in our first
apartment. The place where we had our first date, The Barn Door
Restaurant, is long since gone but we’ve found other eating
places we like there such as Apple Annie’s.
San Antonio TX: We’ve been to many cities over our 42 years
together, most of which we have no desire to return to. But San
Antonio is an exception. We like the River Walk, the food, the
Mariachi bands, the Missions, and discovered this past year a
bicycle trail that links several of the missions. We’ve been there
twice; I’d be happy to go back.
For all of these locations, the destinations are more enjoyable
than the journeys. Bramwell, Morgantown, Lancaster, and
Abingdon are each more than a three hour drive. The Greenbrier,
Roanoke, and Arlington are each closer to two hours. When I
reflect on these travels, though, I am reminded that it is the
personal interactions I enjoy even more than the destinations.
Seeing family, old friends, and traveling with Lynn are what
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make these sites so much fun.
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If you could have as much
money as you wanted,
what would you do with it?

Interesting question! Lynn and I very rarely buy lottery tickets
but when the jackpot is around $500 million how can you resist?
So this week isn’t the first week I’ve fantasized about what all I’d
do with a huge fortune.
To be truthful, there’s very little about my current lifestyle that
I’d change. I’d still be retired and would like to still live in this
same house. The first thing I’d do with a huge money pot is to
put plenty aside for each of my eight grandchildren so each could
be guaranteed of a good college education, including a second
degree of some sorts. If there’s one thing I inherited from my
parents it’s the idea that higher education is the key to a higher
standard of living. This may not always be the case, but at least
for Lynn and me as well as our three children, it has been quite
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true. My dad never got a four year degree. He went to a junior
college, actually spending three years there taking nearly
everything they had to offer at Bluefield College. As a coal
company bookkeeper and accountant and later as a tax
examiner, he saw how people with degrees passed him up on the
totem pole despite having inferior skills. So for my brother,
sister, and me, there was no choice. We had to get a college
degree. No, wait, we had to at least get a Master’s, which we all
did. And all of us have lived very comfortable lives.
College expenses now are astronomical. I’d love to be able to
guarantee that each of my grandchildren could attend a great
school, like Ann, Kay, and Jim did, and graduate with zero debt.
Then I’d want them to get another degree at no cost to
themselves. Yes, this is a pipe dream, but isn’t that what this
week’s question is about?
Sure, there are minor things I’d spend money on. Lynn wants
and deserves a large closet for all her clothes, so an addition on
the back side of our house might be worthwhile. I’m ready for
another vehicle, too, since my truck has over 140,000 miles on it
though I want to keep it, too. I just want another car to be able to
travel in. I’d buy some tools, not because I’d really use them, but
so I couldn’t cop out of another needed job around the house
with the excuse that I don’t have the tools I need to get the job
done.
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Here’s a surprise. One thing I might buy is a bass fiddle, also
known as a double bass. I’d like to learn to play and might even
find a group to play with. As I’ve stated before, playing music
can take me to a high that listening to it just doesn’t reach.
I’d be much more benevolent if I had more spare cash. I’d give
back to West Virginia University and donate more to Central
United Methodist Church. I’ve always said that it’s much easier
to be a philanthropist when you’re independently wealthy.
I wouldn’t move to a gated community with manicured lawns. I
wouldn’t do much to change my lifestyle because I honestly
believe I’m already living the dream. Lynn and I have plenty of
income each month for us to travel, go to events, spend money
on our family, and buy any darned thing we really want. So how
would this change if our bank account was multiplied? I don’t
think it would.
What makes me happy are things that are inexpensive or free. I
love my photographs. I love seeing my family. I enjoy working
word puzzles and watching my Mountaineers. I love being with
Lynn. I like to listen to good (country) music and occasionally
playing along on the piano. I like to play tennis, ride bikes, take
daily walks, and eat good food. I like to laugh and smile. I’m
happy being known well as opposed to being well known. I like to
be warm on a cold day. I love holding my small grandchildren in
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my arms and watching the big ones perform. I love the taste of a
good cup of coffee. I adore the good morning kisses I get from
Lynn every day of the year. Her companionship is absolutely
priceless. Money just doesn’t matter much for these things.
Looking closely at the way this question is worded, perhaps I’d
say that I already have as much money as I want. At least I have
as much as I need to be happy, which I am. I’ve been blessed.
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How do you like to spend a
lazy day?

I hate lazy days. To me, lazy days are worthless, boring,
frustrating, and unsettling. “What should I be doing?” I
constantly ask myself. When I answer my own question by
looking around the house for what repairs I should be doing, I
get frustrated because I don’t have the skills, tools, or help to do
them. When I answer that question with a noble idea, I usually
back out and feel guilty. When I have no answer to the question, I
fill in the time doing worthless tasks. Here’s my normal routine
for down time: 1) Play Whirly Word on my iPad. Whirly Word is
an iPad app in which you are presented with 6 letters and tasked
with finding all of the words that can be made with these six
letters.

In

order

to

complete

a

game,

you

must

find

approximately 90% of all the words there are. As of this writing,
I have successfully played over 12,250 consecutive games. This is
far from being a world record—I’ve read online where others
have played over 30,000 successive games. But it is something
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I’ve done almost daily for the past three years. 2) Play Sudoku on
my iPad. I work two puzzles each day online, one of mild
difficulty and the other of moderate. After completing each, I am
told how my completion time compares to the thousands of
others who have worked the puzzle. A good day for me is when I
am at or above the 50th percentile on at least one of the two
puzzles. 3) Play solitaire on my iPad. 4) Read my e-mail and
Facebook. I actually have fewer than 50 Facebook friends so my
feeds aren’t that lengthy though a few of my friends are prolific
in supplying reading matter. 5) Check the weather forecasts for
here and anywhere I plan to be in the next few days. 6) Check
online newspapers (Staunton Newsleader and Bluefield Daily
Telegraph). 7) Feel guilty that I’m not doing anything useful.

I hate day time television. I usually have the tv turned off before
Lynn’s car has left the driveway. I do not like to read except for
the online text referenced above. I do not like to sit and ponder. I
like to be doing something; when I have nothing to do I am not a
happy person.
Before I retired, there was no such thing as a lazy day. I worked
hard at all of my jobs for 45 years. I worked long hours at each
and am proud of my accomplishments. When I taught school, I
never showed up for class unprepared. When I was a school
administrator, I know I did the work of multiple people because
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when I retired my duties were filled by multiple people. When I
was a college professor, I taught overload schedules and tried to
model good teacher planning with each lesson I gave. On days
when I was not at work, I still did school work by grading and
preparing lessons, videos, handouts, and resources for my
students. When our children were here I tried to be involved in
their activities. A phrase I used to say is that my lunch time was
when I took one hand off the keyboard in order to grab my lunch
bag. There was simply no down time.
Now that I’ve retired, there have been many days that could be
classified as lazy days. I have not enjoyed them much. I do
appreciate being out of the rat race but I remain unsettled. I
know I should volunteer more (though I spend several hours
each week in volunteer service in one way or another with
Central United Methodist Church). I know I should have more
hobbies. I infrequently play the piano but end up feeling guilty
that I haven’t been doing something else. I do like listening to
music but usually get my fill of it with Lynn in our cars.
There are a few things I do like to do nowadays that I did not
previously have as much time to enjoy: 1) Spending time with
Lynn. I even like going shopping (though I will stay in the car
and work my puzzles) with her just because I like her company.
2) Planning trips for us. 3) Keeping my pictures and website up
to date. 4) Playing tennis, which I do usually twice a week with a
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nice group of guys at the YMCA in Staunton.
What do I think about on lazy days? I think about future trips
with Lynn, past failures, Walter Mitty-like dreams of playing
great tennis (which does not happen now), preserving our bank
accounts, thankfulness and worries about my wonderful family,
and, sometimes, prayer. I wish I had the gift my Dad possessed
of looking at what he had and seeing how much better he could
make it. My Dad was always finishing an attic, adding a family
room, building a garage, landscaping, etc. in order to make his
home better. I don’t have the imagination or the skills to do so. I
wish I possessed the thoughtfulness Lynn has of coming up with
things to do for others. My lazy days should include thoughts
like these.
Why not do something with friends? Well, the truthful answer to
that question is that I have only one really good friend, Lynn.
And I do love doing things with her. We go to lots of concerts,
plays, and athletic events but the greatest enjoyment I get from
these is simply being with her. She is an amazing and talented
person with a great heart and mind. I am very lucky to have her
as a companion. I wish my brother lived closer because I’d like
doing things with him. I’ve got lots of decent acquaintances
from Central and former jobs that I respect but none are the kind
of friends you’d tell anything personal to.
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I do wish that a lazy day for me would be “Easy Like Sunday
Morning” as per the title of one of Lionel Ritchie’s songs. It just
hasn’t happened yet.
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What simple pleasures of
life do you truly enjoy?

For this week’s question, what simple pleasures of life do you
truly enjoy, I’m going to define a simple pleasure as one that is
not a performance, such as a football game or musical, but
rather something that pleases me that is basically free or has
minimal cost. Remember, I’m one of the tightest people on
earth, so simple pleasures defined like this are truly enjoyable
for me. Here are my simple pleasures:
Coffee. I never spend a day without it. I don’t know if it’s the
caffeine or just the taste, but I am definitely addicted. I make and
drink a five cup pot of coffee every day. I grind the beans I buy
from Costco. They’re cheap ones, of course—Kirkland’s House
Blend. I do like my own perked coffee a lot but savor the times I
get a cup from other places, even McDonald’s inexpensive senior
coffee. Drinking coffee satisfies me when I’m hungry and it’s
basically calorie free except that I put half & half in it. I used to
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add sugar but gave that up when I decided to lose weight. I would
drink it all day except for some issues: Lynn hates its smell and
says drinking it late in the day makes me snore and I end up
going to the bathroom way too often. Just in typing this gave me
the urge for another cup of coffee so I made another pot. I love it.
Eating breakfast with Lynn. I like eating all meals with her but
breakfast is especially enjoyable. We both eat small breakfasts,
usually just a piece of toast each. Of course I get my coffee. I also
make her a glass of hot tea every day. The best simple pleasure I
have at breakfast is that we begin each and every day with a kiss.
We’ve done this for many, many years and it guarantees that the
day begins on a positive note. It’s one of our secrets for a long
lasting marriage. Of course, I have to kiss her before I drink that
first sip of coffee.
Playing with our grandchildren. Note that I did not say seeing,
watching, or baby-sitting for our grandchildren. My joy comes in
playing with them: riding bikes, playing tennis, basketball,
baseball, football, soccer, cards, and on and on. I enjoyed doing
those things with our children when they were young, too, but I
have much more time now that I’m retired. I’m so glad that they
all live so close, especially Ann’s family. I’ve spent many hours
playing ball with Henry and Gus, riding bikes with Betsy, and
doing everything with Freddie. Though I don’t see them as often,
the times I have playing with Thomas, Georgia, Faron, and Coen
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are equally as special. I feel so blessed to be able to do this.
Solitude. Lynn likes noise. She turns the television on as soon as
she enters the room, has music on her car radio constantly, and
watches tv when she awakes in the middle of each night. I
appreciate the lack of noise. When I drive, I rarely turn music on.
When I’m home alone, the only sound I like to hear is the ticking
of the clock. I think better in solitude because I am so easily
distracted. I think more, plan more, pray more, appreciate my
life more, all in solitude.
Looking at photos. I have taken around 40,000 photos since
digital photography began in the early 2000s. During my last
year of working at Bridgewater College, where the internet
connection was fast, I got all of my photos organized on Flickr. I
have over 300 albums such as “2006 Boston Trip”, “2015
Christmas”, or “2018 Lancaster Family Vacation.” They are
sorted chronologically and each Flickr album has a link on my
personal website, https://joehillfamily.com. Both my laptop and
desktop computers are set to randomly display pictures from my
recent favorites. I spend a lot of time just watching those pics
pop up on my screen, recalling the event from which each photo
was taken, and reminiscing. Besides having these thousands of
pictures on Flickr and my hard drive, I have multiple backups on
external hard drives, one of which is in the safety deposit box at
our bank. That’s all because I think my pictures are perhaps my
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greatest treasure, something I would never want to lose. Yes, I
have lots of movies, too.
Playing the piano. I am not a great pianist but still enjoy playing
hymns and old Chaparral songs. Sometimes I feel guilty when
I’m playing, thinking I should be doing something useful.
Nonetheless, playing relaxes me.
Driving/riding. Whether I’m driving my truck or riding in the car
when Lynn drives, I love to be moving. My preference, not
Lynn’s, would be on backroads. Certainly driving on the
Interstate nowadays is no fun. But it is fun for me to drive places
I’ve never been to. We’ve taken numerous road trips that have
been among my favorite vacations. We’ve driven on loops
throughout the Midwest, South, New England, and parts of
Canada.
Riding bikes. For many of those road trips, we’ve taken our
bicycles and ridden on rails-to-trails bike paths. We’ve been on
over 60 bike trails in more than 30 states. We rarely ride on the
highway because we don’t trust automobile drivers. That’s why
the rail trails are so nice. My favorite trails are the Greenbrier
River Trail and the Virginia Creeper. We’ve ridden on them
many, many times. I wish there were trails like these closer to
our home. It’s a shame that we have to drive nearly two hours
just to find a safe place to ride our bikes. If I had a rail trail
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nearby I’d probably ride multiple times each week.
Walking with Lynn. Lynn and I are good walkers. She usually
walks with other friends of hers but, over the years, we’ve done
lots of walking together. She tries to get 10,000 steps in every
day and I like it when I’m part of that effort. We don’t have to
talk the entire time for me to enjoy the walk; I like her company
with or without chatting. When I was younger, I ran for a couple
of years. Running was painful for me; the only time I would feel
good is for a few minutes when it was over. But I enjoy just about
every step when I walk, especially when it’s with her.
Eating. Who doesn’t like to eat? Nearly two years ago I weighed
over 220 pounds. At my annual physical exam that year, my
doctor, Dr. James LaGrua, listened to me complain about my
bouts with acid reflux which triggered asthma, my knees aching,
and other problems. He told me that all of these issues would
disappear if I would just lose weight. He was 100% correct. Lynn
and I decided not to go on a special diet but simply, as he
advised, to eat smaller portions at each meal. I also cut out
sugared drinks such as Coke. As of this writing I have lost a little
over 50 pounds; Lynn has lost nearly the same. I have never been
healthier than I have for the past year. I still love to eat, though,
so losing weight has not come easy for me. Eating remains a
simple pleasure I wish I could do more of but am willing to
sacrifice in order to stay healthy.
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Writing. This may seem strange but I love to write but dislike
reading. I can’t remember the last book I read but I have
thoroughly enjoyed writing my weekly responses for this project
by StoryWorth. This was a great present from Ann; it has given
me lots of simple pleasure.
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How would you describe
your politics?

Politically, I am my father’s son, a lifelong Democrat. I’m not
sure Dad ever voted for a Republican for any office. But I am not
a Democrat just because my father was. I believe in the liberal
ideology of the Democratic party, including:
Strong limits on guns and gun ownership. I strongly believe all
assault rifles should be banned and can see no reason why
anyone needs a gun that can fire multiple bullets in seconds. I’m
fine with someone owning a rifle so they can hunt and kill rabid
foxes in my backyard. It just won’t be me because I will never
own a firearm. Those who do own one should have to pass
rigorous background checks before they can purchase one.
The ability for a woman to make her own decision about her
body. I am definitely pro-choice.
Fully funding public, not private, education.
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Equitable taxes in which the rich pay more since they have the
ability to do so.
Compassionate treatment of immigrants including automatic
citizenship for anyone born in the US and an open path for those
who are persecuted in their native countries to enjoy life in the
US.
Universal health care for all Americans. I think Canada’s system
isn’t so bad. I am willing to pay increased taxes in order for
everyone to receive good health care at no cost. This is the way it
is for education; I think it should be the same for health care. I
believe that a good education and good health care are a right,
not a privilege available only to the rich.
More governmental help for those who have great needs
including financial and mental health.
Equal economic and educational opportunity for everyone
despite race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation.
A de-emphasis on the military as we know it. I think we spend
entirely too much now on “defense.” I believe any future wars
will be battles of knowledge, such as via cyberspace or biological
warfare, not with guns and tanks.
Increased protection for the environment including a decrease in
the use of coal as a source of energy. This is particularly tough
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for me to say because I grew up in the heart of the coalfields of
West Virginia. Both of my grandparents worked in the mines. My
dad was a coal company bookkeeper. I certainly know how
devastating the decline in the coal industry has been to southern
West Virginia where I grew up. Unlike many residents of my own
state, I believe coal’s future is non-existent.
As I am writing this in 2018, the US is in the midst of the Donald
Trump Presidency. In all of my 68 years I have never seen such a
horrible President. His theatrics, inhumane treatment of
immigrants, abuse of women, disregard of the law, bullyish use
of social media, favoritism shown to the rich, and daily
exaggerations and outright lies make him the most unfit person
to sit in that position in my lifetime. The only positive thing that
has happened during his presidency is that my retirement
accounts have done well but I’m not convinced that they would
have done worse with someone else as President. And the fact
that my retirement accounts have done well signifies that those
who own much more stock than I do, the rich, are the ones who
have truly benefited from his policies.
Augusta County, where we live, is a strongly Republican area.
Lynn and I are definitely in the minority here. I don’t see any of
this changing. The Republicans in this area are strong in
number. Too bad they’re all wrong in their beliefs.
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What has made your faith
stronger?

What has made my faith stronger? Well, my faith has had
68+ years to develop by now. I was raised in the Bramwell
Presbyterian Church and have attended church nearly all my life.
Lynn and I both joined the Wesley United Methodist Church in
Morgantown soon after we were married then, quite naturally,
settled into Central United Methodist Church in Staunton after
we moved there in 1981. Her grandmother attended Central; her
Mom was raised in that church, so it was a given that we’d
continue that tradition, as we have. Today with Ann’s children
attending regularly that makes five consecutive generations at
Central.
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All this means is that I have never had a “Paul on the road to
Damascus” experience. I remember when I was younger a
Pentecostal acquaintance of mine asked me if I had been saved. I
remember telling him I never was lost.
This is not to say that my faith is unwavering or that I am a good
Christian. By nature, I am a doubter. I do not believe in a literal
translation of the Bible. I often have doubts about all of the
stories in the Bible including the Red Sea parting, the
Immaculate Conception, Jesus’ miracles, etc. But I have a very
strong belief in God and don’t need all of the Bible’s miracles to
convince me that there is a God.
Don’t get me wrong. I believe in Jesus’ example and teachings. I
believe in the Ten Commandments. I believe that churches
should demonstrate “open doors, open arms, open minds.” I
believe that God is love and that I have been blessed far, far
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beyond what I deserve. I think I believe in life after death;
certainly I hope to someday see my parents and other family
members again.
I believe that God has taken care of me all my life. One of my
favorite parts of the Bible is Psalm 121:
I lift up my eyes to the hills— where does my help come from?
My help comes from the LORD, the Maker of heaven and earth.
He will not let your foot slip— he who watches over you will not
slumber;
Indeed, he who watches over Israel will neither slumber nor
sleep.
The LORD watches over you— the LORD is your shade at your
right hand;
The sun will not harm you by day, nor the moon by night.
The LORD will keep you from all harm— he will watch over your
life;
The LORD will watch over your coming and going both now and
forevermore.
(Sometimes I joke that in the first line the first letter of hills
should be capitalized).
So what has made my faith stronger? Well, I have those 68+
years of church attendance to start with. OK, you could point out
that there was a time in my early 20’s when I lost my church
connection for a bit. This was also the time when my life hit rock
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bottom—no coincidence if you ask me. Matching up with Lynn
brought me back to the church so I’d have to say she has been
instrumental in making my faith stronger. For sure, all the
things I like about my life now I can directly attribute to her. She
deserves so much credit for making me the person I am now. She
has given me a million reasons to believe.
For many years of my adult life, I have attended not just 11:00
morning worship services on Sunday but also Sunday School.
Studying the bible and sharing faith with others, especially those
who have such incredible faith have made my faith stronger. I
am in awe of the faith that many people have. When I grow up I
want to be like them.
In spite of these church experiences, without a doubt, the
deepest religious experiences I have had were not in a sanctuary
or with a pastor. Most were in hospitals. Ann’s birth was the first
of these experiences. The minute she was born I knew that there
was someone a lot more powerful than I out there, someone who
could make a child—our child—appear from Lynn’s womb. I was
a pretty cocky young man but I immediately realized that this
creation was a sign of God.
I had the same experiences with the births of Kay and Jim. I
didn’t need a minister, an ardent believer, stained glass
windows, or the Bible to convince me that God exists. I could see
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His handiwork for myself. And I was impressed. I still am.
Another hospital that greatly affected my faith was the Medical
College of Virginia in December, 1980. I’ve already written about
this once before in my weekly posts but I’ll repeat it here. At
MCV I visited with Mom a few days before she died. I’ll never
forget that visit. She must have felt terrible but put on a good
front for me. We parted with hugs but no tears. A minute or so
later in the hallway, I remembered that I had left my jacket in
the waiting room so I returned to retrieve it, passing by her
room. Peeking in, I saw her crying like a baby. She knew. And just
like I knew that someone greater than me had brought Ann and
Kay into the world at that point, I knew that that someone would
have to take care of my mother. And I believe He did.
With the birth of our eight grandchildren, I have once again felt
God’s power and love. Each birth has reminded me that perhaps
the most basic reason for life is to perpetuate it and pass along
some values that come with it.
There’s a reason that, as I’ve mentioned several times in these
weekly posts, I have thousands of pictures posted on my website.
Nearly every picture shows a marvel of God’s creation. Some are
of natural beauty like the Canadian Rockies or Bryce Canyon.
Some are about the accomplishments of people such as Machu
Picchu or Mount Rushmore or even a cool bike path. But the
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overwhelming majority of my photos are of the people in my life.
Looking at these pictures and recalling where all Lynn and I have
been, I am reminded over and over again how I have been
blessed magnificently. For an unknown reason, God has decided
to provide me with the resources, opportunities, health, and,
most of all, loved ones, to enrich my life. I didn’t earn or deserve
all this.
Indeed, if God is love then I feel His presence every day thanks to
my family. I felt it in my household growing up. I felt it with
every memorable time with our children. I feel it every time I
glance at one of those eight wonderful grandchildren. And I feel
it every single day that I spend with Lynn.
My faith has definitely gotten stronger with age. I’m not
oblivious about the temporal nature of life. I am aware that
grandmother Blanche Hill died at age 61; Mom died at age 66,
grandfather Joe Cook died at age 67; and grandfather Wiley Hill
died at age 68, my age as of this writing. I read the local
obituaries, always noting the ages of the deceased. I’m not at all
anxious to join them, but when I do, I know I’ll be in the hands
of Him who has already given me a great life. I guess He’ll just
take of me then, too.
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Have you ever doubted
your faith?

Like most people, my faith is very personal though I don’t
mean it is necessarily private. I have a Central United Methodist
Church magnetic sign on the back of my truck for good
reason—it identifies me as a believer who is associated with that
specific church. I have a long history of church attendance,
church participation, church duties, and Sunday School teaching.
I have both given mini-sermons at Central on occasions and
played the piano for Sunday Morning Worship a couple of times.
My involvement with Central also includes being in the bell
choir, long time secretary of the United Methodist Men,
secretary of the Church Council, and Finance Chairman.
My faith began early on and was nourished in the Bramwell
Presbyterian Church. I have already written about the powerful
influence of Rev. Jerry Conner on my life as a teenager.
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From the time I first met Lynn, we started looking for a church
to be a part of and quickly picked Wesley United Methodist
Church in Morgantown. After moving to Staunton we transferred
our membership to Central. After all, her grandparents and
parents had both been members of CUMC, the church she was
raised in. It has served me well ever since we got to Staunton in
1981.
There are some missing years above, you might notice. It was
during those times, the early 1970’s, when I let my connection to
God slip. Not coincidentally, it was during that time period when
I experienced the lowest times of my life. I have simply found
that the closer I have been to God the better my life has been. Not
surprisingly, right now in which I’m going through the happiest
years of my life I remain full of faith.
But to say I have never doubted my faith; indeed, to say I don’t
currently doubt my faith, would simply not be true. How can
anyone who believes in a higher power not have experienced
times of doubt? Faith means believing in things unseen. With my
background in math and science, I have a strong need for
constantly looking for evidence, proof that my faith is correct.
But just like any system, faith is built on undefined terms and
unprovable axioms. For example, in math we say that there are
terms like point and line which can’t be defined. There are
axioms like Euclid’s postulates which just have to be accepted;
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they can never be proven. Yet from these undefined terms and
unprovable axioms we can develop a sophisticated system of
mathematics. As another example, think about our system of
communication. There are some undefined terms such as the 26
letters of the alphabet. There are axioms such as every word
should have a vowel in it. No one can prove these axioms but
nonetheless we can develop a sophisticated language from these
undefined terms and unprovable laws. I think of faith like these
systems. There are undefined terms such as grace and love.
There are unprovable axioms such as “Honor your father and
mother.” From these we can develop many systems of faith
including mine.
Sometimes we can question the assumptions in our systems. For
example, non-Euclidean geometry doesn’t accept the fact that
between two points there is one and only one line. Names like
Qatar don’t follow the assumption that q must always be
followed by u. And in faith, sometimes I wonder how much of the
Bible is true and how much is mere allegory. This doesn’t mean
my faith is shaky, it just means I don’t know if that which I read
in both New and Old Testaments is historical or not. Does this
make me a doubter?
I would answer that I have far enough evidence to convince me
that God is real. I know just what grace feels like because I have
been blessed far, far above what I deserve. I have experienced a
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personal rebirth of sorts in my own life. I can clearly see God’s
handiwork in my family. I have witnessed it well in nature, too.
But I will always doubt things like Abraham living 175 years, the
Red Sea actually parting, Jesus being born to a Virgin, His
miracles, and much, much more I’d prefer to not write about
here. I don’t need these to be true in order for my faith to exist.
A person who doesn’t doubt is one who has all the answers. I
don’t. Why do bad things happen to good people? I can’t
sufficiently answer that. Neither do I know why God has taken
me down the marvelous path he’s taken me. But I do know that
I’m not alone on that path. He’s matched me up with a fantastic
life companion, given us a superb family, and enabled me to live
a life of plenty. I am full of belief that my good fortune did not
happen by mere randomness or because I earned it. God has
done this. Of that, I have no doubt.
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What is your best advice
when it comes to raising
children?

I have an absolutely infallible answer to this week’s question:
what is your best advice when it comes to raising children? My
advice is simple—marry someone who is a natural and
knowledgeable parent. I did this when I married Lynn. This is not
a new thought to me. In 2002, when Lynn had been a mother for
25 years, I wrote her the following poem for Mother’s Day:
Don’t Ask Me, Ask Her
How can you tell what a baby requires,
When all you hear from him is a loud cry?
He doesn’t communicate his desires.
You’re the one who has to figure out why.
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I never knew the thing to do.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
If a toddler is sick, how can you tell?
When does she need a nap? What should she eat?
Does a size 3 or size 4 fit her well?
Stroller or piggyback? Sidewalk or street?
I felt stupid the more they grew.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
In a preschooler’s home what should there be
So he’ll be safe but learning while he plays?
What books must he hear? What shows should he see?
When should he hear NO? When should he hear praise?
The answers I couldn’t construe.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
When a child’s in elementary school,
What must she know to get along all right?
When is deep water OK at the pool?
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Does she need a coat? What for the bug bite?
I was not the one to come to.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
How should you counsel a boy who’s preteen?
When should he go to bed? What should he read?
What do you say when his classmates are mean?
What shirt should he wear? What shoes does he need?
I scored a zero on these, too.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
How can you handle a teenage daughter?
Why is she upset now? Why is she late?
Why does she want more clothes than you’ve bought her?
What’s she really doing while on that date?
You know by now, I had no clue.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
He was treated wrong. How do we respond?
How do we help him become more caring?
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How can we say YES and keep our strong bond,
Say NO without being overbearing?
What I thought right turned out untrue.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
What should she do after diploma day?
When should we speak up? When let her decide?
When should you call her? What shouldn’t you say?
What wedding plans make for a happy bride?
My solutions again were few.
But somehow, always, she just knew.
Someday a new grandchild may come along.
We’ll have a set of dilemmas anew.
What’s best for him? What for her would be wrong?
Do you think by then I’ll know what to do?
You bet I will…to her I’ll go!
And somehow, always, she’ll just know.
Seriously, Lynn’s parenting instincts have always amazed me.
Perhaps it is because I was clueless as a new dad in 1977. I was
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the youngest in my family and had rarely been around babies
before. Lynn’s skills are uncanny: Spanish, crafts, frugal
shopping, sewing, cooking, socializing, teaching, and on and on.
For the most part, these skills are learned. But her parenting
skills have to be innate. As the poem repeatedly says, she just
knew.
Here’s a picture of her as a young mother:

From 1977 until 1987 Lynn was a stay-at-home Mom. My
teacher’s salary didn’t cover all our expenses so I worked
multiple jobs during this time. I coached two sports and taught
night classes at West Virginia University when we were in
Morgantown. When we moved to Virginia in 1981 I taught lots of
classes at Blue Ridge Community College then later at James
Madison

University,

Eastern

Mennonite
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Baldwin College, and Bridgewater College. I taught college
classes, sometimes multiple nights each week, for around 40
years. So the parenting duties fell hard on Lynn’s shoulders. She
was superb, especially when the children were young. I have
proof: our three children turned out to be wonderful people that
we both are incredibly proud of.
None of this is to say that we were great parents. Lynn admits
that she was a better parent to toddlers than teenagers. I regret
being absent so much. Luckily, by the time our kids were in high
school my schedule was more flexible so we both tried to see all
of their Fort Defiance High School events. But there were
hundreds of nights prior to that when Lynn would be the only
one of us at home with Ann, Kay, and Jim. So one piece of advice
to raising children is to try to make time to be there.
I certainly treasured the time I spent with the kids. I loved the
family events we enjoyed such as pizza nights and road trips. We
didn’t vacation much due to lack of money and now I greatly
regret that. I am now at the time of my life when I have both
money and time to vacation. When they were young I had
neither. I wish we had been able to travel more as a family and
see the wonderful America and beyond that Lynn and I have been
enjoying for the past ten or so years. One piece of advice I have
on this matter is not only to find a way to do these travels but
also to record the events either by photo or video. I just love to sit
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and look through my thousands of pictures from the past twenty
years.
My parents showed me many things about parenting that I can
only hope I inherited. They would do anything, give up anything
they had for the three of us. My dad would buy pants from a used
clothing store for $0.17 each while we wore the latest in fashion
that could be bought in Bluefield WV. They insisted that we all
attended church and were college educated. Both of these
requirements are worth passing on.
I do love my children unconditionally but we all know that there
are times that kids can be stinkers. My advice is to say, not yell,
phrases like “when you did that it greatly disappointed me.” I
believe that all children want their parents’ approval. I confess
that I yelled too much as a parent.
On a side note, one piece of advice I have for parents-to-be is to
never name your children in such a way that they go by their
middle name instead of first name, as in Henry Joseph Hill. I
have no idea why my parents named me this way but it served as
an embarrassment to me in elementary school when I was called
Henry. The rest of my life it has served as an inconvenience as
when people ask me my first name. The only time I’ve
appreciated it is when the phone rings and the person asked for
Henry. I then know it is a solicitation call since anyone who
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knows me would ask for Joe. Henry is never home when they call.
With children comes lots of laundry, so I’d suggest that all
parents get what we have at our house, a magic laundry basket!
All I have to do is to put my dirty clothes in it and they come back
clean. Seriously, one thing that Lynn and I have been pretty good
about over the years is establishing who-does-what and sticking
to it. She never cuts the grass and I never do laundry. Most of the
time I wash the dishes. I don’t know how to iron a shirt. I put the
lights on the Christmas tree and she puts the ornaments on. She
does 95% of the cooking but I always make her morning tea and
can bake a pretty darned good potato. My best thing to make for
dinner, of course, is reservations.
It has always amazed me how children raised in the same family
under the same conditions as their siblings turn out so different.
Children are unique. This is a good thing. My advice is to
celebrate and encourage this uniqueness while maximizing
family occasions. When I consider our three children and their
families now, I marvel at how different they all are yet they have
one common strong bond—family.
When I was middle school age, I would annually spend a week at
Presbyterian Church camp on Bluestone Lake. During one of
those weeks there was a talent contest. I had a friend there,
Bruce Thomas, who was an amazing pianist. He and I performed
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a piano duet for the contest. For one of our songs, he played the
entire piece. My part was to play exactly one note—the last note
of the song. Thanks to his ability, the song sounded great. That’s
somewhat the way I feel about my parenting job. Lynn did 99%
of the work, the result turned out great, and my role was
definitely secondary. After all, somehow, always, she just knew.
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Do you believe that people
can change? Why or why
not?

B.F. Skinner is the father of behaviorism, the educational
theory which proposes that students learn via a system of
stimuli,

reinforcements,

rewards,

and

perhaps

even

punishments. Skinner had a daughter, Julie Vargas, who
undoubtedly believed in the operant conditioning theory that her
father wrote about. Julie Vargas was the head of the Educational
Psychology Department at West Virginia University for decades
including my undergraduate and graduate years there. So it is no
surprise that I have a lot of behaviorism in my background. To a
behaviorist, the very definition of learning is simply a change in
behavior. Thus my answer to this week’s question has to be an
emphatic yes. Otherwise, if I felt people couldn’t change then
they couldn’t learn and that would be a lousy philosophy for a
teacher!
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As a simple example, the first time I picked up a saxophone I had
no idea how to play it. But under David Richardson I learned the
correct fingerings, air flow, etc. so that I could play the baritone
sax. That is, my behavior changed from that of a non-player to a
player. Behaviors can change, for sure. Everyone is a learner of
something.
Can attitudes change? Yes, I believe they can. I know how my
own attitudes have changed over the years. I’ve seen it in lots of
others, too.
I’ve written before how radically my dad changed the day mother
was found to have had breast cancer and underwent a radical
mastectomy. He went from being a very self-centered and
demanding person to being a supportive, loving man. After her
death, he mellowed even more especially as he battled his own
maladies. I’m glad most members of my family didn’t know him
as the fiery man I grew up with but regret that they only saw him
as a sickly old man instead of the energizer bunny I knew him as.
I think Lynn has changed a lot. She probably had to, given my
inattention to her needs when we were young. When we dated
and were first married, I called the shots too often. She became
more assertive, perhaps a good thing, and has remained that
way.
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Likewise, I’ve had to change. It took me too many years to
realize that a decision I made usually affected others besides me
and I should take them into consideration. I’m doing a little
better though I’ve still got a long way to go.
I greatly wish I could become the thoughtful person Lynn is but
that isn’t likely to happen . She is a very thoughtful, decent
person who constantly thinks of things to do for others. What a
gem she is!
Lynn has also been instrumental in helping me show empathy
for those who don’t look like me. I would welcome any American
who believes immigrants should be sent back to their homelands
to visit with her to the homes (trailers) of those whom she
taught at Cub Run Elementary School. I can’t tell you how many
loving, two-parent, school-supporting families I witnessed in
her ten years as an English Language Learner teacher. These are
the homes of parents who just want their kids to have a better
life than they had. Many of them spoke only Spanish but their
children learned English well under teachers like her.
We are members of the United Methodist Church whose motto is
“Open doors, open hearts, open minds.” I believe there were
times in my life when I might have added a phrase like “except
those who are….” Now I’m all in with that motto, and I think the
congregation where we attend, Central UMC, is a good example
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of the motto.
I’ve believe I’ve changed a lot since retirement. Prior to June 30,
2017, my mind was constantly thinking about my job. I didn’t
want to be an average teacher, administrator, or professor. I
wanted to be a good one. I don’t claim to having achieved that
but I can say that I never walked into a classroom unprepared to
teach. As an administrator, I worked a lot longer than 40 hours
per week, and many of those work hours were unpaid hours I
thought about in the middle of the night or between events. Now,
with no job to think about, I have spent much more time with
Lynn and the rest of the family. I’ve loved this.
I’ve become more contemplative, too, and this book is an
example of that. I never would have had time for this while I was
working, especially when I was Director of Math and Technology.
There’s a lot more I need to learn, i.e. change my behavior about.
I mentioned above how my thoughtfulness needs work. So do a
lot of personal habits I have that Lynn has been patiently helping
me with. My carpentry skills definitely need to be improved. I
wish I could do basic home electrical work though I’ve got no
ambition to learn more about plumbing.
Sure, I wish many others would make major changes in their
lives. I wish everyone felt the same way I do about guns, alcohol,
politics, and treating everyone with respect. I wish more people
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were liberal thinkers and that narrow-mindedness would
disappear. I’m not naïve enough to think that this will actually
happen, though. And it would certainly not be a good thing for
everyone to think just like me. One Joe Hill in this world is
enough.
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What is the most scared
you’ve ever been?

Children and grandchildren are an emotions multiplier. You
might be proud of something you’ve accomplished but that pride
is nowhere near the level it is when your children or
grandchildren do something similar. Likewise, the amount of
love you are capable of giving just seems to grow exponentially
when your offspring come. Your kids and grandkids just have a
way of causing your emotions to reach levels that were
previously untouched. So it is no surprise that in answering this
week’s question, what is the most scared you’ve ever been, my
answers all involve our children.
And, once again, I’m going to lean on some writing I did fifteen
years ago that I never published to recall each of the following
events, one per child. First, I’m going to detail the most scared
Lynn and I ever were as parents—Ann’s pseudo-tumor.
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It didn’t last long, but nonetheless it made Lynn and me
extremely scared. Ann was about 12 years old, in early middle
school as I recall. She had been having terrible headaches. As
always, Doctor Mom knew what to do. She took Ann to see Dr.
Gardner, the Staunton ophthalmologist, figuring that her
headaches were caused by an out-of-whack glasses prescription.
I don’t remember where I was when I got the message. Dr.
Gardner had taken one look at Ann and declared that her optic
nerve was under way too much pressure and she needed to go to
the UVA Hospital to see a specialist immediately. Not tomorrow,
now!
I don’t remember the name of the UVA ophthalmologist, but I do
remember that the hospital had people there to see him from all
over the East coast. We discovered that as we chatted with others
in the waiting room. He was certainly an expert in his field. He
was wiry, talked a mile a minute, and recorded everything he
said on a very small recording device.
He confirmed what Dr. Gardner had found. Ann had undue
pressure on her optic nerve which was causing her headaches. He
went through a few possibilities as to what could cause it but I
only remember one that he said early on….a brain tumor. He
requested an immediate MRI. He did say that there was another
possibility that was not uncommon with girls her age,
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something called pseudo-tumor. He said it was that the body
reacted as if there was a tumor there when in reality there was
nothing. If so, he said, it would go away on its own and she’d be
fine. And to relieve the pressure immediately, he performed a
spinal tap, removing some spinal fluid with a huge needle. Poor
girl! She was brave and calm the entire time…much more so than
we were.
The time that we spent waiting on the results of that MRI was
stressful beyond description. We tried to act cool around Ann but
inside we were both twisted like a party balloon.
Finally, he came back with the results: there was no tumor. She
was a classic victim of the pseudo-tumor phenomena. He had no
explanation as to what caused it but I don’t think we would have
listened anyway. Once he said that it would go away and she’d
never be bothered with it again, we were out of there.
We celebrated by going to Red Lobster in Charlottesville, just the
three of us. Our prayers had been answered.
The event involving Kay that was scary for me was taking her to
Georgia Tech as a new freshman. My fear was simply that I was
leaving my poor helpless little girl for the wolves of a strange
college in a huge city hundreds of miles from home. Again, as the
following details, my fears were for naught:
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One of the most emotional days in my life occurred in August,
1998, when I took Kay to Atlanta to begin her freshman year at
Georgia Tech. A year earlier, I didn’t even know where Georgia
Institute of Technology was and now I found myself taking her
there.
Kay had been away from home before. The previous summer, she
had spent six weeks at a Governor’s School in Hampton and we
were only allowed to visit her one afternoon the entire time. But
she had never been THIS far away from home.
She had been to Atlanta before; during the previous spring Lynn
and I had a wonderful trip with her to Georgia Tech when all of
the Presidential Scholar recruits were invited to campus. We felt
like parents of a football star the way Kay and the others were
recruited. We were told that hundreds had applied for the
Presidential Scholarship but only the finalists were invited to
campus for the final interviews. Many students who had perfect
SAT scores were not chosen as finalists but our daughter was. We
learned that half of them would be given a 50% tuition
scholarship and the other half would be given a 100% tuition
scholarship. Tuition for out of state students was $10,000 per
year. We were told that the award announcements would be
made the following week.
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I remember waiting until after the day the awards were to have
been mailed to send an e-mail our host, Randy McDow, thanking
him for the warm hospitality. I told him that I waited to e-mail
him my thanks because I didn’t want it to seem like I was
lobbying for the full scholarship for Kay. I told him I knew there
were many brilliant and deserving students who were finalists.
He must have been on e-mail at the same time because I quickly
got back a response with the simple message, “Can I call you?
What’s the phone number?” I happened to be at John C. Myers
Elementary

School

working

on

a

library

computer.

He

immediately called me there to say that Kay had been selected
for the full scholarship.
When she visited both Virginia Tech and the University of
Virginia, Kay was treated as just another applicant. But at
Georgia Tech she was more than politely treated, she was
recruited. And the offer of a full academic scholarship, provided
she kept a 3.30 GPA, was a deal she just couldn’t refuse. So she
chose to be a Yellow Jacket in mid-May and here we were loading
her up to go.
I was really nervous. The day before, I had picked up a rental van.
We didn’t own a vehicle large enough to carry all of her
belongings to Atlanta so we rented a Grand Caravan for the ten
hour trip. The night before we loaded all of her stuff into the van
and locked it so we could get a very early start. A few hours later,
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I discovered that I had lost the car keys. The van was in the
middle of our front yard, packed to the limit with everything she
would need for the next several months, and I couldn’t find the
keys! Fortunately, after a frantic 30 minutes that seemed like
hours, I found that they had dropped out of my pants pocket on
the ground in the yard.
The plan was for Kay and me to drive to Atlanta and spend the
night so she could be at the college by 10:00 the next morning
when she and the other Presidential Scholars were to head off to
some Georgia park for a couple of days before they returned to
campus to begin their freshmen year. Lynn was already teaching
school so she couldn’t go. The trip down was long though
uneventful. We were able to empty the van that afternoon on
campus. The Presidential Scholarship department had a place
where out-of-towners were allowed to leave their belongings
until the retreat was over and the dorms were open.
That night, we had arranged to meet her new roommate, Jen,
who lived near Atlanta. We met at a restaurant and that went
very well. The girls got along fine from the start. It was
reassuring to Kay and me to learn that her parents were less than
an hour away from campus.
The next morning, though, was tough for both of us. Kay told me
that she wanted me to give her the note I had for her before we
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left the motel. The note was a copy of the note I had received
from my mother the day my Dad took me to West Virginia
University in the fall of 1968. Mom was already teaching that day
so she left a note for me on the kitchen table. I still carry it with
me to this day.
Dear Joe,
Goodbye. See you some day. I love you. I’m expecting big things
from you.
-Mom
I gave the same note to Ann the day she left for Mary
Washington College. Jim got his copy the day I took him to
Virginia Tech. And Kay got her copy at the motel that August
morning.
We arrived at the GA Tech campus around 45 minutes before the
appointed time to drop her off, so we decided to find a fast food
place where I could grab a cup of coffee and maybe get her a
snack. We found a McDonald’s nearby and pulled in. I vividly
remember sitting with her in the booth. Both of us were crying
like babies. She kept saying that she wasn’t sure she was doing
the right thing. She knew almost no one in the entire city. And
the city sure looked daunting compared to our little Mount
Sidney. I remember telling her that it was time for her to spread
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her wings and soar.
We headed back to the meeting place. We both held back the
tears and hugged goodbye. I immediately headed for Virginia. I
distinctly remember that I didn’t stop crying until the South
Carolina state line. I felt like I had just dropped by baby off with
the wolves.
I should have known better. Kay worked unbelievably hard and
after four tough years she graduated with High Honors with a
Bachelors of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from one
of the most prestigious engineering schools in the world. The
day of her graduation we returned to that same McDonald’s. This
time we giggled and laughed. She had soared.
The event in Jim’s childhood that evoked the greatest fear was
when he drank paint thinner as an infant. Looking back, I think
what made this so fearful for me was 1) the unknown of how
serious it was at first 2) the realization that my neglect was to
blame for this because I was supposed to be watching him more
closely and 3) the fact that Lynn wasn’t there with me at the
time.
Lynn and her friend Cheryl Kent were painting some part of our
house on East Beverley Street in Staunton. I don’t remember
what it is they were painting, perhaps because I hadn’t been
there all day while they worked. And likewise I don’t remember
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the circumstances except that I had the responsibility of taking
care of Jim that afternoon at home while she was out. I’m
guessing he was three years old at the time—old enough to get
into all kinds of things he shouldn’t have but not old enough to
identify harm. What I do plainly remember is that he came
running to me, coughing terribly, short of breath, and was
obviously in serious medical distress. I picked him up, headed
out to the garage, and noticed a styrofoam cup sitting there. One
quick smell and I knew what had happened; he had drunk paint
thinner.
Without leaving a note for Lynn, shutting the garage door, I
jumped into our VW van, and held onto him as I raced for Kings
Daughter’s Hospital. Fortunately, it was only about one mile
away in downtown Staunton. He was still in much pain as I flew
into the Emergency Entrance and announced to the attendants
that my son had just drunk paint thinner. I didn’t know how
much he had ingested.
I felt somewhat miffed that dozens of doctors and nurses didn’t
immediately come to his aid. But I do recall the comforting voice
of the one who did, who explained to me that their preferred
course of action was to do nothing. Why not force him to
regurgitate the awful stuff? I asked. The doctor explained that
the paint thinner undoubtedly inflamed his esophagus on the
way into his stomach and if it came back up it would repeat the
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harm. The best treatment was to just let the body expel it
through the digestive system.
I wanted immediate relief, and in some ways, I got it. I can still
remember how his tears had dried up and, as we walked through
the waiting room, he noticed the letter Q on something. “Look,
Daddy, a broken O” he said. For the first time in an hour, I
smiled.
A common saying is that it takes a village to raise a child. No, I’d
counter. It just takes two parents and a God who answers frantic
prayers.
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Have you ever written a
poem?

I am not a good poet but I have written several poems to Lynn
over the years. Naturally, some of them she did not want me to
share in this book but a few she approved for me to publish here.
TO LYNN
FROM JOE
VALENTINES DAY 2001
Growing Old
Turning fifty has made me reflect
On what I believe, what I reject.
I’ve concluded that this is most true:
I want to spend all my days with you.
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The weeks and years that are left for me
On this earth are not an infinity.
My wish for every remaining day
Is that in your company I’ll stay.
The next one I gave her on Mother’s Day, 2001. It appears to be
addressed to our children but I think she’s the only one who saw
it:
TO ANN, KAY, AND JIM
FROM DAD
MOTHERS DAY 2001
Your Shadow
Is your shadow just the absence of light
That comes in by day and exits by night?
Just a void spot that follows you around
Ahead or behind you flat on the ground?
No, your shadow is more than meets your eyes.
Could it be your mother’s love in disguise?
You can’t escape them. They can’t be misplaced.
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No one can steal them. They can’t be defaced.
Your shadow accompanies you each day,
Her love is there even when she’s away.
Your shadow and her words are always near.
It clings to your foot; they ring in your ear.
Your shadow’s grasp means you’re never alone.
Her caring voice is as close as your phone.
Sometimes your shadow’s short, sometimes it’s long.
At times her voice is mild, at times it’s strong.
Your shadow and her love to you are matched.
Neither can be nullified or detached.
Your shadow’s a partner you can’t forget.
By day, she’ll talk of you; by night, she’ll fret.
Her love and your shadow may seem to hide,
When you disagree; when it’s dark outside.
But they’re still there, invisible to view.
An escapable, loving part of you.
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So if you’re lonely in the dark of night.
To see your mom’s love, just flip on the light.
I don’t remember when I wrote the next one. I hope it’s obvious
that the poem is not really about her sewing machine:
Your Sewing Machine
What reason has this sewing machine to stay?
Maybe it’s time to throw it away.
Its warranty has long since expired.
It looks old, slow, worn, and tired.
Why not get one that’s brand new.
One that can do all you want it to.
Its needles aren’t sharp, its bobbin won’t last.
Hasn’t it let you down in the past?
Its motor sounds bad, it needs to be oiled.
Its case is all scratched and faded and soiled.
Its stitches are crooked and I know you’ll agree
That it just isn’t what it used to be.
Well, I guess there are a few minor reasons
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That you’ve kept it for all this many seasons.
Yes, it’s been loyal all the years to you.
When you’ve moved, it’s moved, too.
You two are a good team, I suppose,
Together you’ve made many beautiful clothes
Turning material by the yard and thread by the spool
Into curtains for home and dresses for school.
This last one shows my goofiness, a trait I gladly admit to
having. My poor family, all of them, have endured my silly jokes,
remarks, actions, and now a poem:
Why I Act So Goofy
After much research, now I know why
With you I act like such a weird guy.
I’ve weighed the reasons and found the fact.
Discovered the cause of how I act.
Why am I silly? Stupid? What makes
Me invent Mooskies and Katie Kakes?
What causes me to squeeze you so tight,
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Kiss you each morning, hold you each night?
Why do I tell those jokes that are bad?
Act like a kid instead of a Dad?
The answer is simple to explain:
My heart swells up and squeezes my brain!
With you, my heart enlarges, expands,
Squeezing my legs, my head, and my hands.
You excite my heart and make it grow
My brain’s compressed, its juices can’t flow.
Outside, everything might look the same
But inside’s a wreck; heart size to blame!
No wonder I act weird as I do.
My poor heart’s just responding to you.
It’s easy to see, and here’s more proof:
With others, do I act like a goof?
No! Heart size—normal, action—routine.
Brain size—normal, goofiness—unseen.
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But when you’re around, troubles arise
My heart takes on a much larger size.
When the room in my skull starts to shrink
I lose the ability to think!
So next time you see me act so weird,
I’m not going mad, don’t be feared.
I’m not crazy and I’m not depressed,
My poor brain is just crammed and compressed.
I understand. I’m no longer vexed.
But I’m worried about what happens next.
See, there’s one more thing of which I’m sure,
There’s no medication! There’s no cure!
If you’re reading this you’re probably saying to yourself: good
thing this guy had a day job he didn’t quit. Dr. Seuss and Robert
Frost I’m not. What I am is a goofy old man who loves his wife
and family and occasionally likes to put some rhymes in what he
writes.
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Was getting a graduate
degree worth it?

I wrote earlier that neither of my parents had a graduate degree.
Both saw doors shut to them professionally so they virtually
insisted that each of the three of us get at least a Master’s. I
likewise confess that I pressured our children into a graduate
degree which all three of them did earn. But was this worth the
expense and effort?
For years I preached to my Bridgewater College Teacher
Education Program students that the best investment they could
make of their money was to get a Master’s Degree. That thought
came from my own experience. I was able to support my family
so much better because my Master’s Degree enabled me to teach
part-time classes at colleges. That I did, teaching multiple
courses at West Virginia University, Blue Ridge Community
College, Mary Baldwin University, James Madison University,
Eastern Mennonite University, and Bridgewater College. My
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master’s degree made me eligible to apply for the job of
Supervisor of Math and Technology for Rockingham County
Schools, a position I held for 23 years.
Getting a Master’s Degree doesn’t signal that you know
something, it signifies that you can learn something and have
the ambition to do so. I got my master’s two years after getting
my undergraduate degree at WVU. Getting the degree was fairly
easy though it did involve taking classes every semester and for
two consecutive summers. In addition to the monetary reasons
for achieving a Master’s, the extra title also enabled me to be
department chair at two of the high schools I taught at.
I didn’t stop at a Master’s though I never achieved at Doctorate.
When I was young, in order to get a doctorate you had to be a full
time graduate student, giving up your job. There were no
exceptions to this. All of this has changed now, of course.
There’s no way I could have given up the support for my family
to go back to graduate school. By the time the rules changed and
doctorates could be earned part-time, I was already too far in my
career to do so. I would not have gotten a return on that
investment due to my age.
I did continue to take courses beyond my Master’s, though. West
Virginia had pay scales including Masters + 15 and Masters + 30
for those who accumulated 15 or 30 additional graduate hours.
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When we left West Virginia in 1981 I was at the MA + 30 level.
I do regret not getting a doctorate. I always felt like a second
class citizen in my position as a full-time instructor at
Bridgewater College. My title was Instructor, not Professor.
Bridgewater made us peons walk at the back of the faculty
processions

at

Opening

Convocation,

Founders

Day,

and

Graduation.
In addition to my MA, I’d have to include Lynn’s achievement in
her Masters as being very important to me. After all, that’s why
she came to WVU and how I met her. Her Masters has opened
many doors for her, too.
In today’s world, many students incur a tremendous debt during
their collegiate experiences. I understand that many can’t afford
to get a MA because they are already carrying so much debt. But I
will hold to my premise that the money spent on graduate
degrees will, over the course of your lifetime, be returned
multiple times. At least for me, getting a graduate degree was
certainly worth it.
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What things are you
proudest of in your life,
both professionally and
personally?

Given that pride is one of the seven deadly sins, I wish to
confess that I am most guilty. I’m proud of so many parts of my
life both personal and professional. But along with being proud,
I’m also exceedingly thankful and realize that I have been
blessed far beyond what I have earned or deserved.
No surprise, I am most proud of my family. I am extremely proud
of Lynn who has been by my side for well over forty years at this
writing. Her talents are endless. Some of her abilities which
immediately come to my mind are her skills at parenting and
grand

parenting,

socializing,

Spanish,

teaching,

sewing,

embroidering, all sorts of craftwork, cooking, and shopping. She
is a beautiful woman, inside and out, and one that I am superbly
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proud to be married to. Lynn models cleanliness; she won’t put
up with a dirty kitchen floor and even a partially full laundry
hamper. It seems like every day she runs the washing machine
with a load of laundry. I confess that I don’t even know how to
turn the thing on. But our dryer is almost as good as new because
she never dries clothes in it when she can hang them outside
despite the temperature. I’ve told her many, many times that
everything in my life that I value has her fingerprint somewhere
on it. I’m proud of the many places we’ve been able to go and
things we’ve been able to do. She’s enriched my life over and
over. Here’s an example of her talents—for Christmas 2018 she
embroidered and sewed aprons for herself as well as for Morgan,
Ann, Betsy, Kay, and Georgia as pictured below:
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I am equally proud of my children and their families. All are
respectful of Lynn and me, hard working adults, good spouses
and parents, and positively influence the world around them.
The grandchildren that they have brought to us are the joy of our
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lives. I can offer vivid proof of this: take a glance at my cache of
photographs, one of which is shown below. You’ll see thousands
of pictures of each of these family members. I spend more time
than I should admit just sitting in front of one of my computers
or iPads and watching slide shows of them. My children and
their children have brought me such wonderful memories! I am
most proud of each accomplishment of theirs I have witnessed,
from watching them receive diplomas or performing on the
tennis court, basketball court, soccer field, stage, in the band, or
just learning to walk. I guarantee that there has never been a
more proud father or grandfather than Joe Hill. Each of the
members of my immediate family is simply a good person. Who
wouldn’t be proud of that?
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I am proud of my extended families, too. I love my siblings and
their families. I enjoy going to the annual Hill Reunion and
visiting with other relatives, even though we differ in many
ways, especially politically. I am very proud to be an in-law into
the Hanger family, another large and loving family made up of
good people. How lucky I am! As I stated earlier in this book, I
certainly “married up.”
I’m proud of where Lynn and I live. We don’t live in a mansion
on a plantation; we live in a fifty years old house on a three acre
lot. It’s far from modern or elegant and has many negatives such
as lack of closet space but has served us well for over thirty
years. Its location in the Shenandoah Valley is great; I can look
out our back and see the Blue Ridge Mountains and out the front
and see the Alleghany Mountains. It is near Lynn’s family and
was a fine place to raise our children. Here is a picture of our
house from Leaport Road:
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And here is a picture of our grandchild-friendly backyard which
includes a seesaw, jungle gym, tennis court (which doubles as a
bike and big wheel riding court) including two basketball goals:

I’m proud of the fact that Lynn and I are entering retirement in
good health, both financially and physically. We’ve been able to
work at jobs with decent pensions and have put aside enough
money that we should be able to live the rest of our lives
comfortably, notwithstanding some unexpected disaster. We’ve
taken care of ourselves, each losing close to 50 pounds in the
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past two years, and are healthier now than we’ve been in
decades.
I’m proud of my faith and the opportunities I have to help
others. I can do much to increase both of these, I know.
Professionally, I had a career that I wouldn’t trade with anyone. I
loved my 17 years as a classroom teacher. In my first year of
teaching, I remember getting a paycheck and thinking, “Wow,
I’m actually getting paid for doing this!” I’m sure I could have
been a better teacher by helping individual students more
one-on-one, but I believe I did it right when I came to class well
prepared each day, gave kids second chances, and taught math
and computer science from my heart. The second chances my
students got is that I allowed them to take a re-test on every test
I gave. I created multiple versions of each of my tests and would
drop the lower of the two test scores. My philosophy here is that
why should students be given only one chance to demonstrate
competency? I wanted them to learn the material well, and if it
took two tries until they got it we both ended up happy.

I was in charge of math and technology for Rockingham County
Public Schools for 23 years. I’ll admit that many days when I
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came to work I felt stupid because I couldn’t keep up with all the
rapid changes that came with technology. Who could? But I
believe that I treated people fairly and spent taxpayer money
wisely. When I retired I got a wonderful book of notes from many
people who had worked with me and teachers in the County. I
will value these memoirs the rest of my days.
I’m equally proud of my last five years working as a college
professor at Bridgewater College and the 17 years I worked there
as an adjunct professor. Just like my first 17 years, I didn’t get to
know my students as well as I could, but I think I did an OK job of
being prepared for each lesson and using the technologies that
were current in my lessons. For example, I created and posted on
YouTube over 50 instructional videos to accompany my lessons.
A couple of them have over 100,000 views now even though I
never taught more than 300 Bridgewater students.
I’ve done presentations to many groups over the years. One of
my favorites is entitled “What’s the Difference Between a
Mathematician and a Magician?” in which I show various
mathematics tricks then explain how each works. I’ve done that
presentation with various adult and student audiences including
last year in grandson Henry’s 7th grade class.
Alas, there are many parts of my life that I am not proud of. I’ll
save confessing to them until another week’s question. For now,
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I give credit to my family and to God for providing me with so
many, many things to be boastful of. My apologies to those who
have had to listen to me brag about these blessings.
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What's something about
you that few people know?

Very few people know that I have a chest deformity. Over the
years this condition has improved. Plus, I’m not the skinny
person I was as a child. But growing up I was called “chicken
breasted” and teased unmercifully about this. Even when I
played high school basketball some of my teammates would
make fun of me. I remember that when I was a child playing little
league basketball my mother once asked the coach to always let
me be a “shirt” instead of a “skin” when we scrimmaged
because I hated the teasing so much. Since I’ve been an adult it is
hard to detect this issue; perhaps my rib cage has morphed over
the years to a more standard shape. I do recall asking a doctor if
the condition could be passed onto my children when Lynn and I
were a young couple and was told it was not likely.
As a child, I had major issues with asthma and allergies.
Believing that I was allergic to cow’s milk, I spent many years
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drinking only goat’s milk. Fortunately for my parents, there was
a farmer, Mr. Backus, who lived in Falls Mills VA near my
grandparents who could supply goat’s milk. I don’t remember
what it tasted like but I do recall that it wasn’t good.
As a youngster I now confess to several acts that few people
know I did:
1. In the fourth grade I once walked two miles in the midst of a
snowstorm to visit a girl in my class without my parents’
knowledge or permission. Well, I thought my Mom knew. She
was sewing upstairs on the school snow day when I announced
that I wanted to walk from our house to Freeman to visit Libby
Hall. I thought she understood that I was going but I later
learned she couldn’t believe I would do such a foolish thing. I
bundled up and headed out—even accepted a lift from a stranger
in his car for a portion of the way—and had a great time at
Libby’s house until the phone rang and my anxious mother
found out what I had done.
2. I once fell into the icy Bluestone River. Tommy Bowen and I
took turns daring each other who would walk further onto the ice
which had covered the Bluestone one winter day. I must have
been around 11 or 12 at the time. I was just halfway when the ice
broke and down I plunged into the frigid water. God was looking
out for me that day, for sure. I climbed out on the other side of
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the river and we quickly headed to his house for warmth and a
change of clothes.
3. As a teenager, my buddies and I would sometimes “camp out”
on the school football field on a Friday night, riding our bikes
through town and staying up most of the night. After one of
these occasions I returned home and decided to take a bath.
While my bathwater was running I thought I could lay down to
rest for a moment. The next thing I remember is my Dad’s
furious voice. Apparently he had been painting our laundry room
immediately underneath the tub at the same time. His paint just
kept getting thinner and thinner. I recall saying to him, “I guess
I let the tub overflow.” His response was that he knew
something was going on and he knew I couldn’t urinate that
much (I’ve edited the language in his reply greatly!).
I once had my picture on the front page of the WVU student
newspaper—hitchhiking! The apartment I lived in was on the
Evansdale campus of WVU while many of my classes were at the
downtown campus. Though the University provided buses for
students to commute between the campuses (later the driverless
Personal Rapid Transit system was installed), the quickest route
was to hitchhike. There was no article nor caption to the
photo—just a picture of a longhaired college student in striped
pants displaying the proper pose of a hitchhiker. My parents
would have been so proud of me (ha!). Here’s that picture from
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the Daily Athenaeum on September 22, 1971:

There’s one thing that everyone else knew about me but I didn’t
know until I was a college sophomore. I honestly did not know
that I did not say the “s” sound correctly until I took the Speech
class that was required for secondary education majors. I
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instantly became so self-conscious about this that the next
speech I wrote had zero words in it with an s. That wasn’t easy to
do!
I have two pet peeves. First, I have no understanding as to why
people deface their bodies with tattoos. Lynn would say I’m too
judgemental. I think humans are attractive, by nature. That is,
until they get a tattoo. Secondly, I confess that I have no love of
pets. I once told Lynn that if I die, it will be most offensive to me
if I am replaced with a dog. Another husband is fine; being
replaced with a pet is not. I had a dog for a short while when I
was a boy and we had a cat for years here in Mount Sidney. They
were OK. They needed me to feed them and keep them healthy. I
did not love them nor need them. For me, those emotions are
reserved for two legged creatures, not four.
One thing about me that some know but I’m very ashamed of is
that I made several bad decisions in my younger years, mostly
before I met Lynn and some since. I’m not going to write about
these because I want the tone of this book to be a happy one.
However, no one should read this book and believe that I have
always done the right thing. I’d prefer to be known for where I
am now but I certainly confess to making wrong turns on the
way. I am deeply sorry for these.
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I’m sure I’ve got many weird personal habits that others may not
know about. Lynn justifiably teases me that I’m goofy. One thing
I’m quirky about is that the toilet paper in my bathroom MUST
be installed so that it flows down the back. If someone else puts
it front-flowing I’ll reset it. Why shouldn’t I want it to be
installed correctly?
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What are your favorite
possessions? Why?

My favorite possessions are nearly all personal items which
have great value to me but which have little, if any, resale value.
Lynn and I do have many nice pieces of furniture and other
possessions which are worth considerable money but my favorite
possessions are as follows, not listed in any particular order:
1. My wedding ring. It’s obvious why this is so special to me. This
ring represents 42+ wonderful years (so far!) for me. Being
married to Lynn has been so good for me in every way. As I have
written in other places, everything in life that I value has her
fingerprint on it.
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2. My pictures and movies. As I’ve stated numerous times in this
book, I have thousands and thousands of digital pictures, all
neatly sorted by year and event on Flickr and linked to on my
personal website (https://joehillfamily.com). I also have over 100
videos posted on Vimeo and linked via my website. I spend many
moments in front of my computer screen scrolling through the
pictures and recalling the memories of family events, trips,
holidays, and special events. Digital photography has only been
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around for twenty years or so which means there are many
memories not recorded in pictures, regrettably. Lynn and I do
have several containers of older photos, some of which I’ve
scanned. I value these digital pictures and movies so much that I
have them stored in many locations, including my safe deposit
box at the bank. My children have copies of most of them. These
pictures and movies represent so many happy times in my life:
birthdays, Christmas, family vacations, road trips, bike rides,
weddings, and on and on. Of course, we also have many framed
pictures throughout our house including my favorite, a 12 x 16
canvas print of Lynn and me with all of our children and
grandchildren at The Greenbrier taken in March, 2018:

Here are pictures from Ann, Jim, and Kay’s weddings. The
pictures from these three events definitely make my favorite
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possession highlight reel.
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3. The note from my Mom which has resided in my wallet for the
past 50+ years. I’ve written about this note elsewhere in this
book; it’s the concise expression of love and expectations my
mother wrote to me on the day I left home for college.
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4. Several items that I have made. Some men do wonderful
woodwork. Lynn does fantastic craftwork. Some people can
paint, sculpt, or create items of beauty with their hands. I can do
none of these things well. But what I have done I am very proud
of:
—Seven DVDs and one CD. I created a DVD from each wedding of
our three children, one of my Dad talking about his growing up,
one of Lynn’s Dad’s memoirs, one of Lynn’s Mom’s memoirs,
and one of Kay’s high school tennis accomplishments. I also had
a fun time creating a CD of the Chaparrals’ performance live at
the Bluefield Auditorium in 1967.
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—A computer program I authored. In the early 1980’s, when
personal computers were just starting to take hold and before
the internet, I wrote a computer program for a school fund raiser
entitled “Nonnie the Matchmaker.” I sought and got the
copyright for this software and marketed it through my sister’s
cottage industry for a few years. I spent hundreds of hours
writing this program and never got rich from its sales but I’m
still proud of the accomplishment.
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—Two cookbooks. With Lynn’s help and recipes donated from
our relatives, we published two cookbooks which we gave as
wedding presents. The book entitled “Favorite Recipes of the
Hanger Family” was given to our niece Donna for her wedding
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and copies made for other family members. The “Favorite
Recipes of the Hill Family” book was given to our nephew Joseph
for his wedding with copies made for the Hill side of our family.

—Family picture calendars. I’ve created every year for the past
dozen or so years a family picture calendar. Here’s a sample:
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Obviously, every item in the above lists was done on a computer
which is where my skills reside, not in a workshop or studio. I
guess I’ll have to add this book to my list now.
5. A shirt collection I have commemorating various events or
times in my life: a Chaparral shirt, Morgantown High School
coaching shirts, Virginia High School League State Tennis
Championship

shirts,

Rockingham

Technology Staff shirts.
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6. A hat collection I have in our basement indicating colleges
which our family has degrees from: WVU (my undergraduate and
graduate

and

Lynn’s

undergraduate),

Mary

undergraduate),

Virginia

graduate),

Georgia

Tech

(Kay’s

Washington

University

Tech

undergraduate

(Jim’s

(Ann’s
and

graduate), North Carolina Central (Ann’s graduate), and George
Mason University (Kay’s law school). I also have other hats
which bring back good memories such as one from our Royal
Caribbean cruise, one from Jim’s FDHS tennis team, and one
from Central UMC’s softball team I played on.
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7. My grandfather Joe Cook’s baseball catcher’s mitt, chest
protector, and mask. Poppa Joe spent hours playing baseball with
me when I was a child.

8. My dad’s hammer. Boy, do I wish the hammer came with
built-in skill like my dad had. No one could hammer a nail like
my dad. He was better than today’s pneumatic nail guns. I’m
sure

my

nailing

and

other

disappointment to him.
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9. My three retirement books. When I retired from Rockingham
County Public Schools my tech staff gave me an elaborate
retirement book with lots of pictures and quotes. They also gave
me a video of our retirement parties. In addition I received a
book of notes from many, many teachers in Rockingham County
plus scores of cards. I treasure each of them. When I retired from
Bridgewater I got a similar retirement book with quotes from
some of my students.

10. Our pump organ. Lynn and I bought this 25 years ago. It is a
Putnam pump organ made in Staunton, Virginia around 1900. It
still works!
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11. My desk. As I recall, on my first day of work at Morgantown
High School in 1972, I was told that the school board had ordered
a new desk for me. In my room was an old oak desk which still
looked good to me. I asked if I could purchase it since I had no
desk of my own at home. Sure, for $25, I was told. That desk has
served me faithfully for over 45 years now.
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12. Four current possessions which have given me lots of
pleasure

and

entertainment:

my

piano,

tennis

rackets,

computers, and bicycle. My Yamaha piano was purchased about
ten years ago to replace the baby grand piano I had grown up
with and had gotten in bad shape. The Yamaha is a nice piano
which should last me the rest of my days. The tennis rackets are
made by Head and were given to me as presents. Thank goodness
Jim can string them when I break the strings. The rackets are
fine but for sure they don’t hit the ball like they used to. The
computers are Macintosh. I’ve been buying nothing but Macs
since Apple first developed them 30 years ago. As the RCPS
Director of Technology I bought over 10,000 of them with
taxpayer money! The bike is a Fuji. It is like me—old but still
goes.
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13. A few old technology items that mean a lot to me though
undoubtedly not to millennials:

—A Pickett slide rule that I bought as a freshman in college. It
has a magnifier so that you can even get three digits of accuracy
when you calculate with it! I still remember how to use it. I’m
sure I looked quite nerdy with it hanging from my belt in its
leather case.

—Two Hewlett-Packard programmable calculators, a HP-25 and
HP-28c.

Both

were

purchased

in

the

mid

1970’s.

A

programmable calculator, as the name implies, is one that you
can code to do certain tasks. In order to learn how to use the HP
models, you had to learn to use “reverse polish notation.” RPN is
notation where the two operands are listed before the operation.
For example, instead of 2 + 3 = you’d enter 2,3+. The operation
always acts on the two previous numbers. There’s no need of an
“=” button. With RPN you never need parentheses to establish
proper order of operation. Here’s a picture of the slide rule and
programmable calculators:
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—An Apple IIe computer purchased in 1983. Today I suppose
nearly every family in America has a computer of some sort. In
the 1980’s, some large companies or institutions had computers
but very few individuals did. Along came the PC, “Personal
Computer.” There were several brands such as the Radio Shack
TRS-80, the Atari, and the IBM PC. The schools I taught in had
Apple IIe’s so I began my almost 40 years of affection of Apple
computers with this purchase. It still works. I still remember
how to write programs in BASIC with it.
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I’d include in my favorite possessions anything that brings back
pleasant, nostalgic memories such as the menus we have
hanging in our dining room from The Greenbrier and Peru, my
Aunt Mary’s book: Life in Pageton, pictures of my Mom and Dad
which are on a shelf above my bed, the Lionel train set, my
collection of birthday and Fathers Day cards I’ve received, and
some old textbooks I used to teach from.
If you were to put all the above items in a room, that room would
just about summarize my life. The room would contain no sports
cars, no fishing trophies, no guns, no pets, no rare nor expensive
tools, no golf clubs, no stocks nor bonds, no deeds to expensive
houses, or anything else that most men would perhaps include
as their favorite possessions. It would just include things that
make me happy, proud, nostalgic, and very appreciative of all I
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have.
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What is one trait you
would most like to
improve in yourself?

I wish I could limit this week’s question to a single trait but it is
not going to happen. Fact is, I have multiple traits that need
work though I’ll try to limit my response to a couple.
I am definitely not thoughtful enough. I live with a very, very
thoughtful lady who always seems to know when someone’s
birthday is coming up, what she has heard him or her mention as
a wish, or just someone who needs something that had not
occurred to me. Lynn’s thoughtfulness is not contagious,
however, and I am well aware of this. Not only is Lynn
thoughtful but so are many others with whom I come in contact
with either through family or our church.
I’ve gotten a little better over the years thinking of things I can
do for Lynn. I’ve learned that whenever she suggests minor jobs
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for me to do that I should do them first else they get buried
under my own plans. The problem is that I need to think of these
things without her suggestions.
We might be shopping together and she’ll pick up some item for
purchase and I’ll ask why? Her response will be that she heard
so-and-so say she wanted an item like this. Likewise she’s
always buying things for our grandchildren and her mother. She
and I both care deeply for our family members; it’s just that her
caring manifests itself in her thoughtfulness.
Perhaps I’m just too absorbed in my own world. I can’t begin to
think of how many times she’s done something and I’ve said to
myself, “You didn’t even think of that, did you?” Lynn definitely
has a heart of gold. I’m envious. Thoughtfulness is definitely not
my strongpoint.
Another trait I lack is being a good listener. My hearing is good,
my attentiveness is not. I can be introduced to a stranger and not
remember the person’s name ten seconds later. Especially when
I’m in front of a computer screen my ears seem to go into mute
mode. If I were a better listener it would help my thoughtfulness
because I’d hear people express something that they’re
interested in or have done. I won’t say that what they express
goes into one of my ears and out the other because I don’t think
it ever went in the first ear.
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Lynn again shines in this department. She not only hears what
people say, she remembers it. We’ll bump into someone who
tells us about their grandchildren such as genders, names, and
ages. A year later she’ll see the same person and remember all of
the above. I won’t remember having talked to the person on the
first occasion. And I likely won’t remember that person’s name.
I like being in Staunton more than Harrisonburg because I’m
fearful of seeing someone in the Harrisonburg area that I once
worked with or knew in my 30 year work tenure with
Rockingham County Public Schools or Bridgewater College. It’s
embarrassing to me that I’ve forgotten so much about these
people. I’ll listen to them bring me up to date then quickly forget
all that.
I do not think I have any serious issue such as Alzheimer’s or
dementia. I just need to exhibit more thoughtfulness and better
attentiveness. I think my memory is fine for those things I wish
to remember.
Part of being a good listener is also to be patient and wait your
turn to talk. I’ve never been good at this. I know I can be quite
rude in inserting my own comments before others have had a
fair time to finish their thoughts. My tongue can be bullyish, I
admit. Two quotes come to mind which may or may not be
attributed to Mark Twain: 1) You never learn anything with your
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mouth open and 2) it is better to keep your mouth closed and
appear stupid than to open it and remove all doubt. Apparently
I’ve learned these quotes but not their message.
I could come up with many more habits of mine that need
improving. Lynn could undoubtedly give a long list of items to
put here. Thankfully, she’s put up with my faults for decades. I
guess she and God haven’t given up on me yet and aren’t
finished trying to help me be a better person.
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What is your best advice
when it comes to work?
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When I taught in the Teacher Education Program at Bridgewater
College I gave my students a “survival guide” on the last day of
class each semester. Here’s the verbatim advice I made them
listen to me profess:
What follows is my advice as a 45 year veteran on how to make
education a wonderful lifelong career, free of burnout and
financial distress and full of rewards and satisfaction. Warning:
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success not guaranteed….
1. Immediately start into a graduate program
· Having a Master’s degree will open employment doors for you
· You will get paid more
· It will make recertification easy once you teach
· If you wait until you have children, house payments, car
payments, etc. it will be tough
2. Join a professional organization
· Join VEA/NEA, NCTM, NCTE, etc.
· Teaching IS a profession
· This is one way you’ll know about changes that will come
during your career
· Your learning does not stop upon college graduation!
3. Coach or sponsor an activity
· You will develop long-lasting, special relationships with
students and their parents in these activities
· Coaching/sponsoring will supplement your teaching income
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· Coaching/sponsoring will be a welcome break from the
repetition of a school day
· Warning: it can swallow your free time
4. Learn a new technology every year
· “When you get to your 10th year of teaching, make sure it is 10
years of teaching, not one year repeated ten times.” I got this
advice at an inservice during my first year of teaching in 1972
and tried to follow it throughout my career.
· Model being a lifelong learner to your students
· Don’t worry if students seem to know this technology better
than you do
5. Attend conferences
· There are local, state, and national conferences—ask for money
to attend these
· This is the best way to learn what’s new in your content area
· Advice: go to sessions led by teachers
6. Be loyal to your school
· Attend athletic and musical events at your school
· You’ll get in free!
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· Buy school clothing
· Volunteer to help out at these events
7. Be good to your administrators and colleagues but be
especially good to those who are “longtimers” at your school
· A little “kissing up” to administrators can go a long way….
· Do your best to get along with those in your department even if
you are very different from them
· Be especially good to the school secretaries, custodians, etc.
· Don’t dump work on the copy clerks, especially at the last
minute. Be green!
8. Seek alternate sources of income
· Teaching salaries are fine for singles or even couples, but it is
hard to raise a family of 5 on one teacher’s salary
· Some prefer “mindless” jobs, others prefer a second
professional job
· Obtain summer jobs you can replicate year after year
9. Don’t burn bridges
· The good contacts you make in one school division will be
useful to your career
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· You may end up returning to a former school division
· Your current colleague may be your next principal; your current
principal may be your next superintendent, etc.
10. Consider a future change in jobs
· Don’t get into the teaching rut!
· Jobs to consider: School counselor, Curriculum specialist,
Administration, SPED, etc.
· A job change is refreshing!
· Job changes like these keep you in the same retirement system
11. Savor and capture the good days
· Save those good e-mails, commendations, and mementos of
success
· Write down when something memorable occurs in your class
· Consider making a video for posterity
12. Have someone you can share your school stories and issues
with
· This is probably the most important advice given
· Most of these conversations should be confidential ones
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· Could be spouse, close friend, family member, etc.
Here are some challenges I have for your generation of teachers
Things I’d like for you to change…
1. Change the climate of education so that testing is less
important than teaching
· We are a test-crazed society
· Remember the adage: you don’t fatten a pig by weighing it
2. Change the climate of education so that teachers control the
curriculum
· When you teach what you love and what you know well,
students will benefit more than when you teach someone else’s
curriculum. You’ll be more enthusiastic about the content and
your attitude will be contagious
· Test makers and state legislators should leave the curriculum
up to you
3. Change the climate of education so that schools can once again
be small, community-based
· Bigger is not necessarily better
· Yes, large schools are more efficient, but in small schools no
one falls through the cracks
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· Only in small schools can students be in a variety of groups
instead of having to specialize
4. Change the climate of education so that 90 minute block
classes are limited to a few subjects
· Blocked schedules are fine for Health & PE, Lab classes, and a
few others
· Core area content needs to be taught 180 days per year
5. Change the climate of education so that students are not
required to take courses that are meaningless to them in order to
graduate
I’ve got a few other words of wisdom here about work and I say
“words of wisdom” because few of these are original to me:
This advice is certainly unoriginal to me: No one ever dies and
says “I wish I had spent more time at work.” Work less and
spend more time with your family. For me, this advice is
somewhat in the form “do what I say not what I do” because I
confess that I worked too much when I was employed. I spent
many hours on the job, even when I was at home. I was a hard
worker. Though this may be a positive trait, it also means that
every hour I spent being a better teacher or administrator is one
hour less I spent with my family.
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A similar thought I’d share is that if you don’t love your field,
find another one. I guess I was always bothered by math teachers
who didn’t seem to like math. I loved the challenge, the fun of
mathematics. I loved doing fun things with math and still enjoy
sharing these with my grandchildren.
I entered college as an electrical engineering major, following in
the footsteps of brother Butch. Thanks to my extraordinary hard
work as a freshman, I was a very successful engineering student.
But it was obvious to me that I would never be a good engineer. I
knew I could be a good teacher and that’s the route I selected. So
my third piece of advice regarding work is to select a career in
which you can excel. Nobody wants an average dentist, so-so
minister, or unknowledgeable mechanic. I don’t claim to have
been a great teacher but I was certainly a better teacher than I
ever would have been as an engineer. As an administrator, I had
the comfort of knowing that I was the first supervisor/director of
math and technology Rockingham County had ever hired so I
didn’t have anyone’s expectations to live up to. But I struggled at
times knowing that I was not as good an administrator as I
should have been because I couldn’t keep up with all of the new
technologies.
One final piece of advice is to make sure you have sufficient and
secure finances for retirement. Retirement has quickly become
my favorite part of my life. Because of my work, I believe I have
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sufficient pension, social security benefits, and investment
income so that Lynn and I can spend the remainder of our lives
enjoying our families, each other, traveling, and entertainment
events. I certainly hope we continue to have years of fun like the
past eighteen months have been.
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What are some of your
favorite stories that
happened to you?

I apologize that some of my many recollections may have been
repeated throughout this book. In this chapter I’ll share a few
short stories, some funny, which I’ve not shared elsewhere.
During my teaching stint at Turner Ashby High School, I got
called to Principal Sam Ritchie’s office one day. Sam had a
serious look on his face when he said to me, “When are you
going to teach map reading in your Pre-Algebra class?” Puzzled,
I told him that that really wasn’t in the curriculum. He smiled
and told me that one of my fine students had gotten into some
trouble. He and a friend had stolen a jeep and headed for Florida.
The state police caught them on the Pennsylvania border. Ha!
This memory of mine isn’t humorous but was a very unusual day
for me: One spring day while Lynn and I lived on East Beverley
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Street in Staunton, Lynn’s Dad told me there was a man who was
plowing his garden and I could get him to come to our house
afterwards and plow a garden space for us. Soon he and his
tractor were churning up the turf in our back yard. A neighbor of
mine saw this happening and wanted him to plow for him, too.
But the issue that quickly happened in front of me was that my
neighbor was deaf and had to communicate through a note pad
he kept in his pocket. The farmer on the tractor, though, was
illiterate so he couldn’t read the note. So here we had one man
who couldn’t read nor write and another who couldn’t hear nor
speak. I was able to communicate with each so this became my
one and only chance to be an interpreter, something Lynn has
done hundreds of times.
When Lynn and I lived in Morgantown we had a very lucky
experience. Our friends Hal and Diane had just had their first
child, Halie, at Monongalia General Hospital. Lynn and I went
there to see the new baby and his parents. While we were there, a
terrific storm passed through. When the storm had eased up we
headed to Lynn’s Volkswagen bug. As we approached the car we
saw a huge tree had been toppled over. The car parked in front of
us had been smashed. Likewise, the car behind us was crushed.
Somehow, miraculously, a huge limb had fallen over our car but
the base of its L shape was resting on the street. This huge limb
was wrapped around the car just an inch or so from our roof and
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windshield. Her bug didn’t have a scratch on it! I had my camera
with me since we took pictures of baby Halie so I documented
this miracle:

I wish I had documented all of the memorable things that
happened to me while I was teaching. If I had this book would be
much thicker. Beginning teachers frequently get a class in their
teaching load that no one else in the department wants to teach.
So in my early years at Morgantown High School I taught a
General Math course which included sophomores who had
basically failed math every previous year. I remember that,
following my behaviorism teacher training at WVU, I pretested
these students on the first day of class. After the first semester I
gave them the same test again. I remember that some students
actually performed poorer the second time around. So much for
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my great expectations and teaching ability!
I do remember two “compliments” I received during that period,
though. One came from Judy Gilmore, a sweet girl who sat at the
front of the room. Her good manners far exceeded her
mathematics ability, though. One day another student, Alvin
McKinney, was giving me a hard time. Mind you that Alvin gave
everyone a hard time. I’d imagine that by now he has spent some
time in prison if he’s still alive. But Alvin was really on my case
until Judy interrupted him. “Alvin, ain’t you learned nothin’ yet.
He ain’t out to getcha, he’s out to teachya.”
Another day I was at the board working through some math
problems. I ended up doing lots of the calculations in my head, a
skill I’ve been fortunate to have had over the years. Clayborne
Maxey interrupted me and said to me in all seriousness, “Mr.
Hill, if you ever get tired of teaching you could always become a
calculator.”
Likewise, I greatly wish I had recorded some of the many
unusual things that happened to me while I worked as Director
of Math and Technology. I remember one day when I got a call
from a Dad telling me that he thought his son was ready to take
Algebra I. I politely told him that Rockingham County offered
Algebra I at every middle school for accelerated math students.
“Well, my son is going into the 3rd grade.” I thought to myself
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that here was another example of a father who thought his son
was a genius. I quickly came up with a plan. “I’ll go to his school
and give him the Algebra Readiness test we give to students who
want to take Algebra in Grade 8.” So I gave Cameron the test at
his elementary school. He had a perfect score! So, indeed, he
took Algebra I in Grade 3. It helped that his dad was a math
professor at Eastern Mennonite University and tutored him at
home. But during the school day he read his Algebra I book and
worked problems from it while his classmates learned their
multiplication tables! He also took Geometry in Grade 4 and
Algebra II in Grade 5 and made near perfect scores on his state
SOL test in each.
The teachers I worked with weren’t always as ingenious. One day
I got an e-mail from a teacher. Here’s the entire, exact text of
the e-mail: “Joe, Help. My e-mail won’t work.”
I wish I could write more about such memorable events in my
life. These stories, and the many others I’ve detailed elsewhere
in this book, bring back such fun memories and laughs for me.
When Jim was in elementary school, one night at parent teacher
conference his teacher told Lynn and me, “Jim does such great
work….now if he could just find it!” The apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree. I have such great stories to tell….if I could just
remember them!
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What do you enjoy most
about your retirement?

Throughout this book I’ve written about the things I enjoy
most about my lifestyle, so this list will come as no surprise:
1. Traveling with Lynn. In the past few years we’ve driven
thousands of miles, visited scores of states, flown to several
other countries, and have seen firsthand the beauty of our
country and world. On our trips we’ve been together nearly 24/7
yet gotten along quite well. Our trips have caused me to greatly
appreciate her companionship. I’ve even been good about the
toilet seat. This wasn’t easy for me to learn since we have
separate bathrooms at home. As of this writing there are three
states we haven’t been to yet: North Dakota, Oregon, and Hawaii.
In the next ten years we plan to go to all three plus several
countries we haven’t visited such as Italy.
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2. Eating a leisurely breakfast. Breakfast now gives me time to
drink several cups of coffee, do my Whirly Word and Sudoku
puzzles, check my e-mail, and catch up on Facebook. All the
important stuff!
3. Dressing comfortably. For 45 years I wore a tie to work. When I
retired, I told my friends that I’d give up my ties, packed
lunches, and the alarm clock. Now blue jeans and tennis shoes
are my attire of choice.
4. Living without stress. Every job has stress. I had high
expectations for myself as an educator and now appreciate that
those items on my daily list now are things that I put on there. I
love being able to set my own daily agenda.
5. Being able to do more for others. I do a lot of jobs at Central
United Methodist Church and enjoy offering my limited skills for
the benefit of others of our church and to those to whom we
minister.
6. Getting to spend time with and enjoy my eight grandchildren.
I saved this one for last because this is what I’ve enjoyed most
about retirement. Whether it’s serving as a taxi driver for ball
practices, ballet practices, or PreSchool, being an after-school
care provider, or just visiting with my Arlington and Roanoke
families, I’ve dearly loved being Granddaddy. I know the kids all
think I’m fairly goofy and that’s understandable. After all, who
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else steals their treats when they turn their heads or agitates his
entire body when the chocolate milk container says “Shake
well.” What meanie would make his grandkids solve math
problems in order to complete a scavenger hunt to find their
birthday present? I love helping Henry and Gus with their math
problems and tennis and teaching Betsy to play the piano.
Taking Freddie to and from his PreSchool is always an adventure.
Thomas is such a brilliant young man and Georgia is such a
sweet clone of her mother. Faron and Coen are fun to visit and
hold.
I’ve now gone one calendar year without earning a red cent.
What a change in lifestyle! I highly recommend retirement for
anyone. I’m so lucky to be able to enjoy my retirement, blessed
with an excellent family, good health, adequate financial
resources, and plenty of time.
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Do you have any regrets?

I’m finishing up this yearlong project of answering each
week’s question. For a great majority of the answers I’ve given,
it may appear that my life has been a series of highs. Certainly
I’ve written about some of the wonderful memories I have from
childhood, highlights of being a parent and grandparent, fun
places Lynn and I have visited, pleasant recollections I have from
work and home, and things I enjoy about my superb life as a
retiree. Of course, it would be a big mistake to assume that life
has always been rosy. This week’s question causes me to admit
that I’ve made grievous errors along the way. For sure, most of
the hard times I’ve been through were from self-inflicted
wounds. If I were completely honest with this question, this
chapter might be the longest in the book. Instead, I’ll try to keep
my response short so the overall tone of the book is still positive.
I regret that I have many regrets! Here are some of them:
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I greatly, greatly regret that I have sometimes disappointed or
hurt Lynn with my actions or inactions. My relationship with her
is absolutely the most important part of my life. We have a great
marriage; I regret the 0.1% of the time that it hasn’t been good
due to my thoughtlessness or bad decision making.
Likewise I regret the poor personal decisions I made before I met
Lynn. At least the mistakes I made in my early twenties led me to
the point where I met that cute Spanish graduate student from
Staunton at WVU. I am acutely embarrassed by my mistakes and
do not wish to write about them here.
I regret being so tight with money when our children were small.
I wrote about this previously; I wish Lynn and I would have taken
them more places and done more things with them. I regret
being hot-headed with them too often. I regret working so many
hours and shouldering Lynn with so much of the parental
responsibility. Of course, they’ve all turned out quite well despite
having a tight-fisted, workaholic Dad who occasionally let his
temper get the best of him.
I regret not completing the requirements for obtaining an E.D.D.
I previously wrote that when I was young, the rules were such
that I could not do this part-time. I couldn’t support our family
and be a full-time graduate student. By the time the rules had
changed and I had money enough to get the degree, I would not
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have gotten any financial return on that investment. I liked
working as a college professor but I did not like being a second
class citizen because I did not have a doctorate.
Another part of my education I regret is that I never learned to
read/write/speak a language other than English. Because of
Lynn’s many connections to the Hispanic community, I have
seen how valuable it would be for me to know Spanish. Maybe,
maybe I’ll learn someday.
I regret never having learned to dance. You’d think a person who
played in rock & roll bands for four years would know how. I
don’t. I have good hand-eye coordination but my feet and legs
are just slow stumps. I could and should have learned. Sorry,
Lynn.
I regret being awkward (perhaps I should say backward) in social
settings. I don’t talk well in group settings and don’t even like to
talk on the telephone if I can get out of it. I do have an issue
whereby I can’t hear what people say when the background noise
is loud. But most of my social problems are that I’m a killjoy
when around people I am not close friends with.
I’ve written a couple of times in this book that I regret not
having learned to be a handyman like my father. I lack both
confidence and competence when it comes to most home repairs.
Who else do you know who put a huge hole in a commode just
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trying to change its seat? Or tore a hole in brand new kitchen
floor linoleum while returning the refrigerator where it
belonged?
My worries are coming true. The more I think about regrets the
more they keep flowing. I regret not knowing two kinds of straw
when I took an IQ test at five years old. I regret getting mad at
my mother and riding my bike too fast around the curve at the
Eller’s house. I regret popping the clutch and ruining the
transmission on Butch’s first car on the very day he got it. I
regret not checking the gas gauge before having my roommates
push me round and round the parking lot trying to get my car
started. I regret spending taxpayer money on Apple e-mates. I
regret believing I could keep the pipes from freezing by heating
the entire house on Beverley Street with the wood stove. I regret
going 47 miles per hour in a 35 mph zone in Staunton and
thinking that I could beat the red light in Pooler, Georgia. I
regret not keeping my hand on my wallet in the huge crowd in
Seville, Spain. I regret not having checked to make sure all pages
in the hymnal were intact before starting to play at Central UMC
for morning worship. I regret not putting the dinner meeting in
Staunton with the Dean of the College of Education from WVU on
my September 2018 calendar. It is disturbing to me that I can
come up with past follies so easily.
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Yes, whether you consider the more serious mistakes or
inabilities I wrote about above or the less important but
embarrassing items I just listed, it is fair to say that I have lived
a flawed life. I do regret my errors but am very thankful that,
despite these, I’ve made it to this point in my life. There is such a
thing as grace!
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How would you like to be
remembered?

This is the final question of the year, a year of writing I have
enjoyed immensely. How would I like to be remembered?
Whimsically, I’d say I’d like to be remembered as a man who
lived to be over 150 years old, had his tennis game improve
greatly after he turned 68, and won the lottery a time or two.
More realistically, there are three things that I believe have
defined my life. I hope in the 50+ chapters of this book I have
made these things apparent:
1. I have loved my family. I am so lucky to have the best spouse in
the world, three wonderful children, and their great families
including eight unique, talented, and lovable grandchildren. I
was raised in a loving family and hope I modeled that at times
when I was a parent. I have never forgotten my roots.
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2. I have worked hard. I had a 45 year career as an educator
preceded by sixteen years of schooling and followed by my
current retirement years. Even in retirement I have tried to do
something positive every day.
3. I have worshipped God. I know that my good fortune was not
earned nor necessarily deserved. I have experienced the grace of
God with the love, health, and wealth I now have. I am most
thankful.
I hope my children and grandchildren pay forward the good life
they have experienced. I hope they each have big loving families,
take lots of pictures, keep track of their ancestry, treat others
with respect, and pass on to future generations the love, hard
work, and closeness to God that I have experienced. I wouldn’t
mind if they were all well-educated and liberal Democrats. I
hope they remember me as a Millionaire, Mountaineer,
Educator, and Granddaddy.
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